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ABSTRACT
The importance of the college years for personality and inter-
personal development is a comparatively recent recognition and
source of investigation. The abundance of recent studies have
generally isolated specific aspects of this development, or they
have offered tlieoretical overvievis of interpersonal processes in
general. The present study was an attempt to delineate the major
dimensions of interpersonal development during college, to examine
the change among these dimensions through the college years, and
to consider the influence of several variables hypothesized as
important in this development.
The College Interpersonal Development Survey (CIDS), an orig-
inal 68-item rating form, vjas developed from a review of the litera-
ture to tap the importance of significant persons and experiences
on students' interpersonal development. The instrument yields ratings
from 1-7 based on the role of each item in Ss' present experience.
The CIDS was administered to 547 Ss at 5 colleges and univer-
sities in the New England - New York area, and 141 high school seniors
planning to attend one of two institutions.
The data were factor analyzed separately for each class, each
institution, and each sex. In addition, analyses of variance were
computed for each CIDS item to test the differences between sexes, and
among institutions, classes, political views, religious affiliations,
grade averages, and number of roommates.
xii
Comparison of the factor analyses yielded 9 basic dimensions
of interpersonal development in college: parental relations, sexual
attractiveness and influence, independence and sexual identity, lead-
ership influence, peer attachment and friendship, academic purpose,
wholeness and generativity
,
maturing sexuality, and interpersonal
communication and understanding.
With few exceptions, all of the interpersonal development dimen-
sions were represented in the factor analysis for each class. A major
purpose of the study was to examine the change in the basic dimen-
sions among the 5 classes (4 college levels plus pre-college) . While
the basic dimensions were common, considerable differences and
changes were found from class to class, and these changes were usu-
ally quite systematic. The change differences v/ere interpreted as
developmental aspects of the college interpersonal experience and they
were examined in detail. Although the change and relative importance
of some dimensions moved in a constant direction through the classes,
the more frequent cases were dimensions which rose or fell to a
critical point during college, and then began to reverse the direction
of their change and importance.
The interpersonal development dimensions were also found among
the sex and institution factor analyses, and again there were differ-
ences in the specific nature of the dimensions. Institutional differ-
ences \jere less systematic than class differences.
Xlll
Variance analyses for each item yielded significant (p < .01)
differences among groups on each of the variables tested. The num-
ber of items discriminating significantly ranged from 14 of 68 on
"number of roommates" to 32 of 68 on "political views."
Considerable additional work is necessary to further clarify
the dimensions and their interrelationships, and to more clearly
establish the reliability and validity of the CIDS as an instrument.
The results of the present study support, however, the existence of
9 interpersonal development dimensions among college students, and
they offer tentative models to explain the nature of developmental
change during the college years. Further, the study supports the
hypothesis that interpersonal development differs (within the same
dimensions) among colleges and universities, and that several
environmental and intrapersonal variables have a significant
effect on this development.
Implications of the study were discussed in terms of the poten
tial for future research, the nature of the therapeutic process
with college students, and the recent institutional emphasis upon
involvement and community development.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Until a comparatively few years ago, the four or more years an
individual spent in college were not viewed by psychologists or edu-
cators as particularly important ones in terms of significant person-
ality development. In fact, as Sanford wrote, "...it would hardly
have occurred to the psychologist or psychiatrist who wished to
understand the development or characteristic functioning of a par-
ticular adult personality to look to the college years for important
determining events," (Sanford, 1962, pp. 809-810).
As recently as 1958, Bryant VJedge was able to justifiably point
out that "there has been little scientific scrutiny of personality
development in college," (Wedge, 1958, p. vii). Going only about
the business of academic instruction, colleges and universities dis-
missed the relevance of anything but intellectual development, to
the point where Sanford wrote, less than a decade ago, that "implic-
itly or explicitly it is comm.only assumed by educators... either that
the student is already sufficiently developed, or that the level of
his development does not matter," (Sanford, 1962, p. 37).
More recently, however, there has been increasing acknowledge-
ment of the importance of the college years developmentally (Appley,
19 66; Dennis and Kauffman, 1956: Freedman, 19 67; Havighurst, 19 53;
Sanford, 1956a, 1956b, 1962, 19 64, 1966, 19 67).
2One important area of "personality development" in general is
the interpersonal aspect. Whereas individual personality theorists
place greater (Erikson, Sullivan, Lewin) or lesser (Freud, Allport,
Sheldon) empha sis upon the role of interpersonal relations on.
individual personality development, it is a generally acknowledged
conclusion that the nature of an individual's relationships with
other individuals and groups has a significant effect on his overall
psychological functioning.
Previous studies concerned with development during the college
years have been of three general types.
(1) The college environmen t as a whole . Approaches such as the
ambitious work of Astin (1966) attempted to develop a general picture
of the entire college experience in a wide sample of institutions,
or- in somewhat greater detail in fewer institutions (Freedman, 1967).
Relevant as these investigations are, they are overviews at best,
because of the difficulty of a detailed and intensive examination
of as multi-faceted a concept as "the college environment."
(2) Specific a spects of the college environment . Hundreds of
studies are published annually (see, for example. College Student
Personnel Abstracts) investigating specific components of the college
experience such as study habits (Bromi and Holtzman, 1956), sexual
behavior (Grou- for the Advancem.ent of Psychiatry, 19 67b), student-
faculty relations (Dilley, 1967), vocational development (Holland,
1959, 1966), peer-relations (Newcomb , 1962), and many others. While
the broader, all-inclusive studies of the college environment as a
3whole sacrifice detail and intensiveness for the sake of a general
overview, these rather narrowly delineated investigations perhaps
obscure the observation of general trends or principles by their
confinement to a single, specific area. In other words, while re-
search on the development of peer relations, for example, offers
relevant information about this aspect of interpersonal development,
it offers few clues about how peer relations develop with other
aspects in the gestalt of the interpersonal experience.
(3) Broad, general , and/ or theoretical views of the interpe r-
sonal experience
. These ways of conceptualizing the interpersonal
experience include I'Jhite's (1952) "growth trends," Erikscn's (1959
,
1963, 1968) "psychosocial crises," Loevinger's (1966) stages, and
Coons' (1970) "developmental tasks." Others view the interpersonal
experience in terms of its relevant components or influences (Foa,
1961; Foote and Cottrell, 1955; Kirkendall, 1961; Sanford, 1966;
Schutz, 1966) ranging from two orthagonal interpersonal axes (Foa,
1961) to three "needs" (Schutz, 1966) to six components (Foote and
Cottrell, 1955; Frick, 1967). While many of these formulations
offer interesting speculation and are usually quite logically based,
they are almost exclusively founded on intuitive assumption, litera-
ture review, or clinical experience, rather than on empirical data.
It was pointed out previously that educators and psychologists
are finally beginning to recognize that the college years are years
of great importance in terms of personality development, and that a
significant aspect of this development centers upon interpersonal
relationships within the college experience. If this development is
to be facilitated, it appears that we must develop empirical means
to assess a) the nature of this interpersonal development, b) the
differential and interdependent effects of significant persons on
this development, and c) the differential and interdependent effects
of important moderator variables.
The present study, therefore, is an attempt to answer these gen-
eral questions:
Along what steps, stages, or dimensions do college students pro-
ceed developmen tally in their interpersonal relationships?
How do some important intrapersonal (sex, college level, polit-
ical and religious view, etc.) and environmental (significant people,
type of institution, number of roommates, etc.) variables facilitate,
impede, or change the course of this development?
The relevance of the present study appears to be justified if
a) we are to more fully understand the nature of interpersonal devel-
opment in college from a psychological point of view; b) the inter-
personal experience in college is to be influenced by educators and
psychologists in the direction of improving individual and group func-
tioning within the college comjnunity and within the larger social
systems, and c) psychologists are to be more effective in dealing
with the problems and conflicts of these individuals.
5CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF TIffi LITER.\TURE
The fact that the college environment provides a new and quite
different arena for interpersonal grovjth is quite clear (Douvan and
Kaye, 1962; Keniston, 19 65; Newcomb, 19 67; Bay, 19 62; Cooper, 1958;
Katz, 1962; McCall and Simmons, 1966; Sherif, 1967). The college
student is "initially separated from the sources of social support
to v;hich he has been accustomed and \vhich have reinforced the behav-
iors, attitudes, and overall identity with which he entered the
change situation," (Zaleznik and Moment, 1964, p. 457). He is
placed in a situation where the sources of direct interpersonal
interaction are largely reformulated, and the influences of the
direct and indirect sources undergo significant changes in focus.
In discussing the opportunities and interferences in college stu-
dents' development, Black (1967) views adolescence as "a period of
social experimentation where there is strong emphasis on peer rela-
tions and withdrawal from parental control," (p. 150). And he
points out that "when the freshman comes to the campus, he usually
leaves at least ninety per cent of group affiliation behind him at
home," (p. 152).
Examining initial reactions to separation from home, Levin (1967)
used a seminar group discussion and observation technique with first
year nurses. Although the generalizability of such a sample to
freshmen in general is highly questionable, he did find the seminars
6helpful to the students. In addition, Levin reported that the num-
ber of rooivimates a student had affected the chaincf-s for emotional
disturbance during the first year as a result of separation from home.
He noted that emotional problems were often held in check when there
were two in a college room, but three people 1 i^ibnig together often
aggravated the "separation-from-home" problem^
This vast change in the interpersonal experience creates a sig-
nificant source of psychological problems among college students
(Lee, 1968); and some investigators point to tlie difference between
"mental health" and "mental illness" in terms of the characteristic
frequency, intensity, and nature of interpersona.! behavior and rela-
tionships (Sullivan, 19 53; Adams, 1964).
Menne (1967) described three techniques for evaluating aspects
of the college environment, at-hand data (e.g. tuition, grades, etc.),
perception methods (attitudes, evaluations, etc.) and directly observ-
able behavior. Because most studies employ these methods in varying
combination, a more relevant way of reviewing this literature appears
to be along the three approaches described above: the college environ-
ment as a whole, which include: aspects of the interpersonal experi-
ence; specific aspects of the college environment, which relate to
interpersonal development; and broad, general, amd/or theoretical
views of the interpersonal experience in general.
7The colleg;e environment as a. whole
The ongoing vTork of Astin and others (Astin and Holland, 1961;
Astin, Panos, and Creager, 1966) through the American Council on
Education is the largest- scale investigation of college environments.
Employing their Environmental Assessment Technique (Astin and Holland,
1961), the vjork has centered on developing empirical ratings of a
wide variety of aspects of the college environment (e.g. social life,
cultural opportunity, difficulty of admission, etc.) in an enormous
number of colleges and universities across the country.
Freedman (1967) has published the results of almost a decade of
work at a number of institutions in which he has attempted to relate
a variety of components (sexual behavior, vocational choice, campus
atmosphere, etc.) to a coordinated picture of The College Experience .
Johnson, Kurpius, Myers, and Kranzler (Myers and Kranzler, 19 63;
Johnson and Kurpius, 1966, 19 67) have looked at the university envi-
ronment from the vantage point of students' perception, and have
examined change in these perceptions in both longitudinal and cross-
sectional analyses. Also, Bushnell (1962) offered an interesting
partial summary of the long-range Mellon Foundation study of the
Vassar College student directed by Nevitt Sanford.
A group of assessment techniques for individual evaluation have
also been developed to tap aspects of the college experience or
interpersonal development. Among these are the Survey of Interper-
sonal Values (Gordon, 19 60), the College Student Questionnaire
(Peterson, 1965), the College and University Environment Scales
(CUES) (Pace, 19 63; Pace and Pace, 19 65) and College Characteristics
8Index (Pace and Stern, 1958; Stern, 1965, 1968), and an Inventory of
Interpersonal Behavior (Lorr and Suziedelis, 1969). Also, Tosl,
Frumkin, and Wilson (19 68) have looked at intercorrelations among
four relationship components of the Barrett-Lennard Relationship
Inventory in order to specify more clearly the nature of these com-
ponents.
Much of the ^ork with these instruments has been a process of
validation and application. As an example of the breadth of the
areas tapped, Stern (1963) notes that the College Characteristics
Index (CCI) may be scored in terms of 11 factors which Johnson and
Kurpius (-967) group according to two areas:
Intel le ctual Climate Non- Intellectual Climate
Aspiration Level Group Life
Intellectual Climate Academic Organization
Student Dignity Social Form
Academic Climate Play-Work
Academic Achievement Vocational Climate
Self-Expression
In addition, other investigators have looked at change in the
college environment and change during college using established
assessment techniques (Lehmann, 1967; Stewart, 1964).
Spe cific aspect s of the college environment related to interpersonal
development .
Although almost every conceivable aspect of the college environ-
ment or college experience has been subject to voluminous investiga-
tion, as has been noted above, far fewer attempts have been made
relating these aspects to interpersonal development, and those gen-
erally in an indirect way. T\io areas or aspects of the college
experience which do relate to interpersonal development and func-
tioning have received the most attention — peer relationships
and sexual relationships.
Apostal (1968) used the Peer Independence Scale of the College
Student Questionnaire (Peterson, 1965) to compare college students
who were counselees and those who were not. Holding type of problem
controlled, Apostal found non-counselees to be more "peer independent"
than counselees. These ncn-counselee Ss were more autonomous in
relation to their peers, less concerned about how their behavior
appears to other students, less likely to consult with acquaintances
about personal matters, less conforoning to prevailing peer norms,
and more self directed.
Bauer (1967) examined student peer groups and academic develop-
ment in a four-year longitudinal study to determine what sociological
factors affect education in a college environment. He used inter-
views, autobiographies, reports, direct observation, and information
from college files on 60 Ss from one institution and found housing
groups to be the prime unit of socialization. Bauer's Ss saw college
as a chance to develop social skills and form friendships, particular-
ly with peers, but also with faculty members. Developmentally with
respect to faculty relations, underclassmens ' relations with
teachers
were marked by passivity and distance, while juniors and seniors were
found to initiate more personal relationships.
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Brovm (19 68) evaluated and supported the hypotheses that a)
college peer groups can change group and individual attitudes (Bay,
1962; Berdie, 1966, Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry, 1967a;
Newcomb, 1961, Thibaut and Kelley, 1959), and b) Friendship patterns
among college students are influenced by the propinquity of students
with similar interests and attitudes (Boi\ney
,
1946; Maissonneuve
,
Palmade, and Fourment, 19 52; Vlarr, 19 64; Miller, Campbell, Twedt,
and O'Connell, 1966). The study vas designed to determine the
effects of residence halls numerically dominated by students with
similar academic major, and the effects of a program of intellectual
discussions held on residence hall floors. He arranged freshman room
assignments such that on 2 floors the ratio of science to humanities
majors was 4:1, and on 2 other floors it was 1:4. On one of each
of these floors intellectual discussions were held. Bro\m found
the dominance of a vocational group had a significant impact on feel-
ings about college major, satisfaction with college, and social inter-
action. The discussion program had a significant effect on intellec-
tual attitudes and activities.
Newcomb (1962) points out that peer group influence is strong
"first because groups so often have it in their power to reward and
to punish — as by applause or shame, or by the according or with-
holding of social status of worldly goods; ... second, because human
beings want and need each other," (1962, p. 470).
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Sexual behavior of college students, particularly as it relates
to interpersonal development^, has received considerable attention in
recent years (Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry, 19 67b).
Kirkendall and Libby (1966) among others see the "sexual renaissance"
as a shift from a view of sexual morality in terms of an act to terms
of the quality of an interpersonal relationship (1966, p. 45). But
there are a number of interesting male-female differences in this
area. Ehrmann (1959), for example, found that
"...males are more conservative and the females are more
liberal in expressed personal codes of sex conduct and in
actual behavior with lovers than with nonlovers. In
other words, the degree of physical intimacy actually
experienced or considered permissible is among males in-
versely related and among females directly related to the
intensity of familiarity and affection in the male-female
relation. . . Female sexual expression is primarily and pro-
foundly related to being in love and going steadily...
Male sexuality is more indirectly and less exclusively
associated with romanticism and intimacy relationships,"
(Ehrmann, 1959, p. 269).
Schofield (1965) also found some interesting results which
relate sexual behavior to parental relations.
"...girls who got on very well with their fathers were far
less likely to be sexually experienced...
...boys who did not get on well with their mothers were
more likely to be sexually experienced...
...girls who got on well with their mothers were less
likely to be sexually experienced," (p. 144).
Thus, a number of other interpersonal relationships appear to
have a significant effect on the sexual behavior component of the
college interpersonal experience.
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An interesting study by Frick (19 67) attempted to delineate sig-
nificant interpersonal relationships among college students mthout
narrowing the focus to a particular component. In the study, 130
students were asked to vjrite essays describing their most meaningful
interpersonal relationship, and the personal change which resulted
from it. From the essays, six general categories were derived by
examination and three judges were instructed to evaluate the essays
for the existence of these categories. Interjudge reliability was .65,
and the six general categories of relationship expressed the follow-
ing concerns, divided into two basic types:
Personal identity and individuality:
1. learning and growth experiences.
2. opportunity for self-disclosure.
3. opportunity to drop facades and be myself.
Other-Centeredness
:
4. mutuality of experience, interest and respect.
5. learning and growth transferred to other relationships-
6. loss of self-centeredness.
Frick also observed that the relationships which produced the
greatest reported personal change were those in which elements of
both of the two groups of categories were strongly represented. He
made no attempt, however, to look at development or change in these
relationships during college.
13
Washburn (1961) developed a series of items representing the
theoretical positiors of Sarbin, Freud, Erikson, Horney, and Fromm
to tap patterns of self-conceptualization in high school and college
students. Defining self-conceptualization as a "person's set of
Ideas about himself in relation to other persons," (Washburn, 1961,
p. 124), his three subtests of forced-choice items yielded six "self-
patterns" which -were ranked from least to most mature by five judges:
1. Somatic-Primitive. This pattern was defined as the ability
to postpone the immediate satisfaction of needs, and as a failure to
identify with authority figures.
2. Submissive-Dependent. Persons fitting this pattern tended
to avoid disapproval, criticism and ridicule by submitting to others.
3. Detached-Independent. These individuals made strong attempts
to avoid interpersonal relationships, and any situations which were
likely to arouse any affect.
4. Outer-Controlling. Persons in this pattern worked toward
the achievement of social status through the manipulation of the ex-
ternal world in socially sanctioned ways.
5. Inner-Controlled. This pattern indicated the development of
inner controls by internalizing external social norms.
6. Integra tive-Actualizing. This pattern of self-conceptuali-
zation, similar to Maslow's (1954, 1962) "self-actualizer" or Heath's
(1964) "reasonable adventurer"^ involved an acceptance of oneself and
others, and a tendency toward increased creativity and
productivity.
14
Washburn found significant differences in the patterns of self-
conceptualization between males and females, college and high school
students, and college preparatory and non-college preparatory high
school students.
Coelho, Hamburg, and Murphy (1963) studied 14 college freshmen
to examine their coping strategies in the new (college) environm.ent.
They identified five ways of coping with socioacademic tasks through
the maintenance of self esteem and the management of anxiety.
1. Projecting their self-image as an effective peer.
2. Mobilizing new combinations of skills.
3. Using their assets to test new images of growth potential.
^ 4. Using upperclassmen as resource persons.
5. Identifying with faculty at a distance.
The authors view the coping functions as involving both the self-
manipulation of feelings and attitudes to maintain a sense of whole-
ness and worth, and the active exploration of, and involvement in,
the interpersonal environment.
Finally Judd (1967) attempted a rather broad picture of adoles-
cent development in vjhich he hypothesized nine developmental tasks. He
followed Havighurst's (1953) concept that "to advance, one must master
in sequence, certain developmental tasks which are defined by the cul-
ture and by individual needs as prerequisites for moving from one
developmental stage to the next." For Judd, however, the nine tasks
15
are not done in sequence, but simultaneously; and their mastery may
veil require the entire adolescent period:
1. Development of identity or the self-concept
.
2. Establishment of an appropriate sexual identity
3. Establishment of emotional and psychological independence
from parents and other adults.
4. Achievement of self-motivation and self-determination.
5. Selection of values,
6. Development of empathy and practice of reciprocity in
interpersonal relationships.
7. Development of new intellectual capacities and skills,
8. Acquiring the ability to function satisfactorily viith
peers and to behave appropriately in the peer group.
9. Preparation for economic independence.
These studies are generally well designed and relevant. But a
complete picture of interpersonal development and the interpersonal
experience in college must be based on the cooperation of these com-
ponents which appears to be more than the sum of effects of each.
Broad, general , and/or theoretical views of the interpersonal
experience
Erik Erikson's (1959, 1963, 1968; Elkind, 1970) model of psycho-
social development is the most widely knowT; theoretical system deal-
ing with personality development along interpersonal lines. "A human
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beiBg is... at all tiraes an organism, an ego, and a member of society,
(Erikson, 1963, p. 36), and it is the interdependent "mutuality" and
bal?.nce among these three components which allows development of
healthy, stable, and effective personality functioning. Erikson
views the life cycle as a series of eight "psychosocial crises,"
eac!i of which m.'st be relatively vjell resolved before the next can
take temporary prominence in individual functioning. Each crisis,
furthermore, is rela'-.ed to each other crisis, and aspects of each
are influential at all times, even when another crisis is most prom-
inemt. In other words, each crisis "exists in some form before (and
after) its decisive and critical time normally arrives," (Erikson,
196S, p. 95). Although there is a norm.ative movement through each
crisis in turn, particular individuals may be retarded or acceler-
ated in this movensnt, such that an "earlier" or "later" crisis may
be of prim.ary influence on any given individual when "most people
his age" are involved in a different one.
Because the basic framework of Erikson 's eight stages are so
well kiio%'7n, and because a complete and accurate description of the
scheisBe would take volumes to do it justice, no attempt is made to
explain the syste.n here.
As a summary of Erikson' s theoretical system, two charts are
reproduced below. Figure 1 is Erikson' s most recent (19 68) revi-
sion of the basic "psychosocial crises." Figure 2 is a "work
sheet" which further qualifies the model.
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Jane Loevinger (1966) takes exception to Erikson's "epigenetic"
or "emb-ryonic model," and describes the nature of "hierarchic"
models which she sees as the only applicable kind. She cites Piaget
and Sullivan as hierarchic models, and describes them by noting:
"There is an invariable order to the stages of development; no stage
can be skipped, each stage is more complex than the preceding one;
each stage is based on the preceding one and prepares for the suc-
ceeding one," (Loevinger, 1966, p. 201). Except for less flexibility,
it is somewhat difficult to find the inconsistencies between this
conceptualization and Erikson. Loevinger offers a diagram of mile-
stones of ego development which appears in Figure 3.
Recent work by Marcia and others (Marcia, 1966, 1967, 1968,
1970: Cross, 1970; Waterman, 1970) has centered on empirical clari-
fication of the Erikson crisis of identity. Marcia postulated four
Ego Identity Statuses, and he, and others, have been able to measure
them with relatively high reliability and validity.
"Four ego identity statuses were defined: identity achievement,
moratorium, foreclosure, and identity diffusion. Identity
achievement individuals had experienced a crisis and were com-
mitted to an occupation and ideology. Moratorium individuals
were currently in the crisis or decision-making period with
only vague commitments to occupation and ideology. Fore-
closure subjects, while committed to an occupation and ideology,
seemed to have experienced no crisis period, their commitments
being largely parentally determined. Identity diffusion
individuals might or might not have come to crisis period;
regardless, they wi^ro strikingly uncommitted to occupation
and ideology." (Marcia, 1968, 327).
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Marcia's measure is an Identity Status Interview which requires
15 to 20 minutes and includes questions which are asked directly to
Ss in a 1:1 interviev? setting in the areas of vocational plans, reli-
gioiTjs and political views, and ideology. On the basis of responses
in the interview, Ss are classed in one of the four statuses. A
scoring manual is available (Marcia, 1964) and on the basis of the
manual, interjudge reliability ranges from .70 to .80. A number of
interesting significant relationships have been found between vari-
ous ego identity statuses and a variety of dependent variables.
Marcia (1970) found that Moratorium Ss scored significantly higher
(more anxiety) on the Welch Anxiety Scale, and that Foreclosure Ss
scored significantly lov7er. Also, Identity Achievers scored higher
on the California F scale and Moratorium and Foreclosure Ss, lower.
Further, using the Family Independence and Cultural Sophistication
scales of the College Student Questionnaire, he found Identity Achiev-
ers significantly lower.
Cross (1970) found that college Ss classed as Identity Achievers
possessed higher grade point average (p. < .01) than students in
foreclosed, diffuse, or moratorium status. Waterman (1970) found sig-
nificant relationships in terms of ego identity status chan.^e during
the freshman year, and also pointed toward significant relationships
between "occupational identity status" and "ideological identity statu
Recent work in the area has been aimed at more clearly specifying
ego identity status in women. In addition to vocational, religious,
political and ideological views, questions regarding attitudes toward
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premarital sex were found to facilitate classification of women in
the Identity Status Interview. Initial results are forthcoming
(Marcia and Friedman, in press).
Further documentation of the negative relationship between
ego identity and anxiety is the work of Howard and Kubis (1964).
Using an Ego-Identity Scale and three adjustment indicators
(Itenifest An.xief;y Scale, Manifest Hostility Scale, and the Problem
Check List) with 245 female Ss at a midwest Catholic wor-ien's liberal
arts college, they found higher Ego-Identity scores for sophomores
than freshman, and also better adjustment on each indicator for the
sophomore class. In general, the area of ego identity status as an op-
erational construct is comparatively nev; and potentially quite fruitful.
A number of relevant empirical studies and theoretical positions,
to which attention is now turned, deal with much broader approaches to
interpersonal relationships and their components.
William Schutz (1966) postulates three interpersonal needs which
subsume all subsidiary ones, and three typical behaviors related to
each need:
1) Inclusion: the establishment and maintenance of satisfactory
relationships with mutual interests v/ith respect to interaction and
association. Inclusion involves mutual interests, and the feeling that
the self is significant and worthwhile. Behavior related to this need
may be undersocia i , oversocial, or social.
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2) Control: the establishment and maintenance of satisfactory
relations with people with respect to control and power. Control in-
volves mutual respect, and the feeling that the self is competent and
responsible. Behavior related to this need m.ay be abdicratic, auto-
cratic, or democratic.
3) Affection: the establishment and maintenance of satisfactory
relations with people with respect to love and affection. Affection
involves mutual affection, and the feeling that the self is lovable.
Behavior related to this need may be underpersonal
,
overpersonal , or
personal.
Schutz then goes on to construct the basis of a form.al theory of
fundamental interpersonal relationships based on these three needs.
Several other less rigorous theoretical systems have also been
advanced. Foa (1961) defined interpersonal behavior as: "an attempt
to establish the emotional relationship of the actor towards himself
and toward the other person... (and) the same act states the position
of the actor towards the self and toward the other," (19 61, p. 342).
Foa defined two basic interpersonal orthogonal axes within which each
act of interpersonal behavior can be described by its coordinates:
a Dominance-Submission axis and a Hostility-Affection axis. He pointed
out as well that these axes can delineate the four "classical tempera-
ments" — phlegmatic, choleric, sanguine, and melancholic. In a
later paper (Foa, 1964) the initial two orthogonal axes were modified;
and Foa presented a circular model of interpersonal behavior based
on three facets. Each interpersonal behavior, ho proposed, could be
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defined in terms of its position between the two points on each of
the three facets. The first, "content of behavior," was defined in
terms of "acceptance and rejection." The"object of behavior" was
viewed in terms of" self and other." Finally the "mode of behavior"
was defined in terms of love and status. Foa, however, is unclear
in his definitions of these terms, and their consequent overlap reduces
the clarity of his model.
Robert White (1952) delineates four major "growth trends'':
stabilizing of ego identity, deepening of interests, freeing of
personal relationships, and humanizing of values. For White, ego
identity is "the self one feels oneself to be." Deepening of inter-
ests occurs when "one's o\m. wellbeing is bound up with the develop-
ment of an object to its own issue," and when this interest is auton-
omous and not dependent on persisting patterns of childhood. Free-
ing of relationships involves the ability to respond to people in
their own right, rather than as important objects in childhood;
and a humanizing of values signifies the development of a value
system based on personal experience rather than handed down from
adults.
Sanford (1966) would add a fifth growth trend to White's four,
"general development and strengthening of the ego." (19 66, p. 285).
He posits three general influences in college: the overall culture
of the college, the various subcultures, and the college society.
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Further he sees these as fitting into four wider influences: the
American ethos, the An^orican society, the changing situation of
the American society, and family, community, and social class member-
ships. Sanford concludes that "...college does not appear to con-
tribute to developing freedom in personal relationships,
...nor
does it contribute to 'humanizing of values,"' (1966, p. 285).
Finally he points out that although "it is difficult to design
research which demonstrates relationships between personality growth
and variables within the college environment, ...the overall culture
of the college is more important than any particular factor which
can be isolated within," (1966, p. 290).
Several other conceptualizations of interpersonal behavior
deserve mention.
Lorr and McNair (1965) developed the Interpersonal Behavior
Inventor/ by postulating relevant categories, developing items and
examining the resulting factor structure based on three samples of
neurotics and norm.als. They found 14 factors which fit a circular
order for all three groups. Their interpersonal beluivior circle
appears in Figure 4.
In a subvSevyjent study, Lorr and Suziedelis (1969) attempted
to extract higher order factors from the original 14 of Lorr and McNai]
(1965). They obtained five: nurturanco, control, sociability vs.
detachment, dependency, and hostility.
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Figure A_
Interpersonal^ Behavior Circle
Dominance
Recognition
Hostility
Mistrust
Detachment
Inhibition
Abasement
Exhibition
Sociabil Ity
Affection
Nurturance
Agreeableness
Deference
Submission
(Lorr and McNalr, 19 65, p. 828)
LaForge and Suczek (1955) also conceptualized Interpersonal
relations in a circular arrangement and developed eight categories
from responses to a 134 item checklist of adjectives and short
phrases
:
Managerial -Autocratic Modest- Self- Effacing
Compe 1 1 1 1ve - Exp 1 o 1 1 1ve Doc 1 le - De penden t
Blunt -Aggressive Cooperative- Conventional
Skeptical -Distrustful Responslble-Overgenerous
As Lorr and McNalr (1965) point out, hovjever, there is little
published support for the independence of these categories or for
their circular ordering.
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Weiss (1968) citen five inLeractional systems necessary for
effective interpersonal relationships which, he emphasizes, differ
in assumptions, content, and functions:
1. Emotional integration. Emotion V7hich is expressed and reac-
ted to in stabilizing ways. Ihere is a need for frequency and regu-
larity of interaction and an acceptance that emotional expression is
acceptable. This system is found most frequently in marriage and
dating relationships, and sometimes in girl-mother and man-buddy
interactions. Its absence leads to loneliness.
2. Social integration. A sharing of concern because of simi-
lar situations or objectives. This system is characterized by
shared interpretations of experiences, the interaction of ideas,
and companionship and opportunity for mutual experience. It is
primarily found among colleagues and close friends. Its absence
leads to boredom.
3. Opportunity for nurturance. In this system an adult takes
the responsibility for a child and fulfills the need for a sense of
being needed. Its absence leads to a sense of emptiness or point-
lessness.
4. Reassurance of worth. This system attests tc the individual
his competence in some role' as colleague, head of the family, husband,
mother, etc. Its absence leads to feelings of worthlessness,
5. Assistance. This system involves the satisfaction of an
urgent need; its absence leads to feelixigs of vulnerability or
abandonm.ent»
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Other conceptualizations include Leary's (1957) tv;o-dimensioaal
structure of dominance-submission (powr) and love-hostility (affili-
ation); Carter's (1954) three sources of behavior variance (individual
prominence, aiding attainment of group goals, and sociability); Bass'
(1967) three interpersonal foci (task orientation, interaction ori-
entation, and self orientation); and Longabaugh's (19 66) tbree-factor
scheme which he parallels with Oxrter (1954) (Interpersonal depriva-
tion, attempts mediation of outcomes, and Interpersonal seeking).
Finally Coons (1970) notes that "...the college situation, with
the geographical separation of student and parent, in an environment
focused upon the reexamination of all those things previously taken
for granted, offers a unique opportunity to correct some of the dis-
tortions learned in an unrepresentative family unit," (1970, p. 533).
Coons lists five prominent developmental tasks including: a) shift-
ing parent-child relationships to adult-adult relationships, b) reso-
lution of personal sexual identity, c) formation of a personal value
system, d) developing the capacity for true intim,acy, and e) choos-
ing a life's work.
\(7hile t,he conGi-p':ualization=: of interpersonal relationships and
interpersonal development have not been exhausted in this review, the
primary systems and positions Iiave been pre.:-ented. Although several
of the positions reported above do not relate directly to interper-
sonal development but rather to interpersonal behavior, they do
shed light on the kinds of processes involved in maturing develop-
ment of the relationships botween people. They have been included
for this reason.
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It can be noted, if it has net yet been observed by the reader,
that with a fevi exceptions there are no published studies dealing
specifically with interpersonal development during college. Tlie
relationship to this focus of the work cited above is quite clear,
and it is quite evident that there is a considerable degree of
overlap in the perceived important components of interpersonal
behavior and development. But keeping in mind the foci of the
Introduction, it is college interpersonal development that needs
direct attention. It has been tangentially approached from many
vantage points, each of which are relevant. It appears from this
review, hovjever, that a more direct examination of interpersonal
development during college is warranted. The present study was
such an attempt.
The general questions to which the present study is addressed
were described above. More specifically this investigation seeks
to approach the following kinds of questions:
1. Wliat arc tVie important developmental factors in the college
interpersonal experience?
2. How do these factors change and develop between college
entrance and graduation?
3. How do these factors differ in men and vjomen?
4. Do these factors differ among different colleges and
universities?
5. \^rnat are the effects of variables such as race, political
and religious affiliation, number of roommates, and type of resi-
dence on these factors?
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CHAPTERIII
METHOD
Sub ject s.
Ss in the study were 688 students, ranging in age from 17 to 23
years. Of this total, 141 were high school seniors who were planning
to attend a college to which they had been accepted as members of the
class of 1974. The remaining Ss (N = 547) were college students at
the time of data collection, as members of one of the classes 1970,
1971, 1972, or 1973.
The high school pre-college Ss had been accepted by, and had com-
mitted themselves to attending, either Trinity College in Hartford,
Connecticut, or the University of Massachusetts in Amherst. Ss who
were currently enrolled in college were attending one of five insti-
tutions: Trinity College, the University of Rhode Island, Amherst
College, Hobart College, or William Smith College.
Trinity College is a co-educational institution v?ith an enrollment
of 1250 men and 200 women. The University of Rhode Island is a state uni-
versity of 3800 men and 3200 women. Amherst is a predominantly male college
of 1200, although there are over 50 women now enrolled. Hobart has a
student body of 1035 men, and William. Smith is a women's college affiliated
with Hobart, with an enrollment of ^00.
Of the entire sample of 688, 453 were male and 235 wore female.
The number in each institution's sample was: Trinity, 143; U.R.I,.,
113; Amherst, 140; Hobart, 99; and Will?:am Smith, 52. Tlie complete dis-
tribution of Ss by class, sex, and institution appears in Table 1.
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TABLE I. Mstributlon
_o_F Ss
Sample 1974 1973 1972 1971 1970 Totals
Pre -Col. Fresh. Soph. Jr.
Trinity M 42 24 27 18 27 138
F 43 34 o 7/ 0 90
UMass M 29 -> - — 29
F 97 27
U.R.I. M 10 10 12 15 47
F 23 99 QO 00
Amherst M ~ — 38 38 29 35 140
F
Wm. Smith M
F 13 22 6 11 52
Hobart M 28 28 28 15 99
F
TOTALS 141 170 144 122 111 688
Evaluation Instrument.
Tlie purpose of the evaluation instrument is to tap relevant areas
or components of the interpersonal experience in college, and significant
people within this experience. Whereas previous studies noted above
have approached the interpersonal experience generally, and usually theor-
etically, in terns of components, stages, tasks, or crises; and whereas
others have dealt specifically with one or more types of people, no
published study has presented the formulation of an instrument to assess
the c_o-operation of both these aspects simultaneously.
The development of the instrument used in the present study was
composed of four steps.
1. Development of concepts. Based on a review of the literature,
it was decided that Erikson's (1959, 19G3, 1968) model provided the
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most appropriate frame^^ork for the formation of relevant concepts.
Other conceptualizations (e.g. Coons, 1970; Foa
,
1961; Saaford, 1966;
Schutz, 1966; White, 1952), although differing in focus, did not
introduce particularly new "concepts" not discussed or implied by
Erikson. In cases where there did appear to be other relevant areas,
they were included. Erikson merely provided the basic theoretical
framework, but not the exclusive one.
2. Delineation of specific interpersonal sources. Again, based on
a review of the literature, the following appeared to be of primary
significance in the college interpersonal experience: mother, father,
self, same-sex peers, opposite- sex peers, faculty/administration, and
a rather global world-related self source.
3. Development of items by relating concepts and sources. A pool
of 110 initial items was developed from the group of concepts and
sources. The items were developed such that there were approximately
equal numbers related to each person/source. Each item was written
in the first person, and worded in such a way that Ss could respond to
the question: "How closely can you picture yourself feeling this way
now, or how closely does this describe or relate to you novj?"
4. Derivation of the final instrument from the item pool. The
initial pool of 110 items was given to 20 Trinity College undergrad-
uates x^7ho were instructed to rate each according to the question above
on a seven-point scale from "Not at all" to "Very much." These pilot
Ss were also requested to comment freely regarding the appropriateness,
relevance, or applicability of any item. The results of the pilot
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study were examined to identify items v?ith significantly limited
variability in rating. Based on this examination, and evaluation of
the comments, the final College Interpersonal Development Survey
(CIDS) of 68 items was completed.
The final CIDS was typed, reduced in size, printed, and assem-
bled into an 8-page booklet, 8V x 5V'. This method was chosen over
ditto because of the greater tendency of college Ss to ignore dittoed
material more frequently than "formal" black on white printing.
Items were printed on the survey pages with a rating diagram below
each in the following form;
1. Feeling that my friends are sincere and v^ould stick by me.
1 ; 2 ; 3 : 4 ; 5 : 6
Presentation of the 68 items with rating diagrams comprised 6
of the eight pages. On each rating page the question to be answered
appeared at the top. The front cover of the CIDS booklet contained
a general description of the survey, and instructions for its completion.
The inside cover contained the demographic information, and a place for
the Ss* address if he wished to receive a summary of the results.
The demographic information requested included: name (needed only
if a suiranary of resialts was desired), college or university, class,
sex, race, religious affiliation, political views, estimated overall
college grade average, place of residence during this year, and number
of roommates this year.
The description and instructions given to Ss on the cover of the
CIDS booklet appear below. The complete CIDS is found in Appendix A.
Figure 5. 34
TOE mr,RPERS ONAL EXPERIENCE IN COLLEGE
It: is with the full realization that time is far from the most ex-
pendable commodity for you right now that your cooperation in gather-
ing some general information about your attitudes is sincerely°re-
quested.
Although scientific research, particularly of the survey type, may
appear to you to be a rather indirect way of effecting significant'
and meaningful change in the educational system, it remains the basis
from which direct progress emerges.
The college experience, positive or negative, is certainly far
more than the sum of four years of classes. My research is directed
toward developing ways in which colleges and universities can m.ake
this experience more realistic, more relevant, and more human. I
sincerely and urgently ask for your help.
On the following pages are 68 items. I am asking you to evaluate
each of them according to the following question:
HOW CLOSELY CAN YOU PICTURE YOURSELF FEELING THIS WAY NOW, OR HOW
CLOSELY DOES THIS DESCRIBE OR RELATE TO YOU NOW?
Please evaluate each item on the basis of how you feel a_t this
time, not as you felt last year, or at the beginning of this year,
and NOT as you would like to feel or think you should feel.
Evaluate each item by circ] in^ the number on the scale directl}''
below each item which most nearly approximates your feelings nov?.
Make your evaluations such that "1" means "Can't picture myself feel-
ing this way at all; it doesn't describe or relate to me at all."
Similarly, a "7" would indicate "This completely describes or relates
to me ; I clearly picture myself feeling this way." Use the other
numbers (2, 3, 4, 5, and 6) for various degrees between these ex-
tremes.
I have also asked for some general information which vjill be used
for statistical comparisons only, but for these purposes this infor-
mation is very important. I have asked for your name for follow-up
purposes only, so that I may get as many completed evaluations as
possible. AFTER YOUR FOR>I IS RECEIVED I GI\^ YOU COMPLETE ASSURANCE
THAT YOUR NAME WILL BE REMOVED AND REPLACED WITH A NUMBER, However,
if for some reason you do not wish to give your name, I would still
appreciate your completing the evaluation.
Also, if you would like to receive a summary of the results, there
is a place for you to give me your address as of September, 1970.
PLEASE RETURN THE CO>n?LETED EVALUATION WITHIN 'FIVE (5) DAYS TO:
Thank you very much for your help, and for your time.
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Data col 1
e
ction.
Although data collection procedures varied at each instit-ution,
three basic criteria were established and employed regardless of the
specific technique. First, an attempt was made to secure a repre-
sentative sample of each institution's student body. The specific
collection method was designed to include all classes, places of res-
idence, majors, etc. Second, the procedure at each institution was
designed to select as random a sample of the college or university pop-
ulation as possible. To this end, procedures were used which would
produce high rates of response from the randomly selected sample so that
the possibility of a "persons-who-return-surveys" bias would be reduced.
Third, regardless of the method of collectionj no further information
beyond what was printed on the cover of the survey was given until Ss
had completed the CIDS.
Collection of all data was completed between May 10 and June 30,
1970. Procedures at each institution are described individually below.
Trinity College. Eight undergraduate assistants (6 male, 2 female) were
enlisted to gather data. Each assistant was given 18 copies of the CIDS
and was assigned to a specific area or campus residence halls. The as-
sistants were requested to distribute the 18 surveys randomly to the
occupants of their assigned area (approximately every tenth person),
to operate on an "every n*^^ door" basis and not on the basis of whom
they knew, and to do the distribution in person and not leave surveys
under doors. Finally, they were requested to give each survey to the
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person for whom it was originally intended in their randomization. If
that person was not in his room at the time of initial distribution, he
was to be contacted later rather than selecting another person. It was
felt that such a procedure reduced the possibility of a bias against
people who spend considerable time awsy from their rooms.
The distribution of residence areas included all college residence
halls, col lege -ovjned apartments, and fraternities with residence facil-
ities. Because of the extremely small percentage of Trii^ity students
living at home or otherwise off campus, no attempt was made to include
these students.
Of the 144 surveys distributed, one was eliminated because the S
refused to give any of the demographic information. No one who was
contacted refused to complete the survey. The response rate, therefore,
was 99+7o.
Hobart College. A similar procedure was used for collecting data at
Hobart, except that one person was responsible for all data collection.
Otherwise the method was identical with that described above. Of 100
surveys distributed, one person refused to complete the form. The 99
completed CIDS forms yielded a response rate of 99%.
William Smith College. The procedure for data collection at William
Smith was identical to that at Hobart. Of 60 surveys distributed,
five persons refused to c^^mplete them, and three persons omitted over
% of the items. The response rate was thus 877o.
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Univer_sity
_of Rjiode Island. Ail data at URI were collected during the
second week of the first summer session.. However Ss were limited to
those students regularly enrolled at the University during the preceed-
ing year.
Two methods of data collection V7ere used. Approximately one-third
of the URI sample was obtained by admi.nistering the CIDS in three summer
term classes. The classes were in the fields of psychology, English,
and b'.iology, and had an approximate enrollment of 12-15 each. In each
case Ss were told that participation was voluntary, and they were given
no further information other than the cover description until they had
completed the form. Of the total of 52 administered in this way, 13
were eliminated because the Ss were older persons returning to college,
or because they were not regularly enrolled URI students. No one re-
fused to complete the survey.
Approximately two- thirds of the URI sample was obtained by re-
questing persons at three central locations on the campus to complete
the CIDS. Each S was approached and asked if he was a regularly en-
rolled student at the university. If so he was requested to complete
the survey. The solicitation was completed by tv;o males and one female,
each at one of three locations; two dormitory areas, and the student
union. Of the 87 persons approached, 12 refused to complete the CIDS.
The response rate was 86%.
For all URI Ss, instructions were given to give their class year,
rather than class name ('72, rather than sophomore). This was done to
eliminate confusion concerning actual class designation during the
suinmer.
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AlSberst Colle£e_._ A complete student directory was obtained from the
Registrar's Office. ITie number of students in each of the four classes
vas determined, and every n^^ student in each class vas selected such
that a sample of 50 was obtained from each class. The CIBS was mailed
to each of this sample of 200 by first class mail to their college
address. Enclosed with the survey was a cor^-er letter reiterating the
description of the study on the CIDS cover, and a stamped, addressed
return envelope. Of the 200 surveys mailed, 140 completed forms were
returned. This constituted a 70% response rate.
Pre-Collegians
: Trinity College and the University of Massachusetts.
From lists of incoming freshmen at each of these two institutions,
a sample of 100 (50 men and 50 women) was selected to receive the CIDS.
Mailings included the CIDS form, a cover letter, and a paid, addressed
retura envelope. From the Trinity sample, 85 (85%) were returned, and
from the Massachusetts sample, 56 forms (56%) were received. The over-
all pre-college response rate was thus 71%.
Da ta anally s i s .
Each survey was assigned an identification num.ber. Demographic
data were coded, and all information and ratings were punched and verified
on standard data processing cards.
Copies of the cover letters sent to Amherst Ss, and to pro-collegians
at Trinity and the University of Massachusetts appear in Appendices B, C,
and D.
Data analysis \<ias accomplished by means of a Control Data Corpor-
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ation Model 3600 digital computing system at the University of Massach-
usetts Research Computing Center.
Separate factor analysis sequences were run on the data for each
institution (5), each class (5), and each sex, as ^^ell as on the
total sample of 688 Ss, using the Biomedical program sequence for
factor analysis (version of October 30, 1964). The program employs
the method of principal factor analysis with orthogonal rotation.
Output from the program included (for each analysis) means, standard
deviations and intercorrelations of the CIDS items, eigenvalues and
percentage of variance extracted by factors, and the principal and
rotated factor loadings.
Using a program by Donald Veldnan (1967), separate analysis
of variance sequences were computed for each CIDS item separately
for the subdivisions of each demographic variable. The program
yielded group means, F values and associated P levels, testing the
differences among the subdivisions of each demographic variable for
each CIDS item.
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CHAPTER IV
^SULTS
Means and standard deviations.
Mean ratings and standard deviations for all CIDS items for the
entire sample of 688 Ss appear in Table 2. "Ratings for individual Ss
ranged from 1 to 7. Mean ratings for the total sample ranged from
2.754 (Item 23. "Having a strong faith in an organized religion.") to
6.044 (Item 15. "Continuing to pursue my education beyond formal
schooling."). The average mean rating for all items was q.855, or
slightly more than fcur-fifths of a scale point higher than the
geometrical midpoi.nt. This was an expected occurrence sixice almost
all the CIDS items were relatively "socially desirable."
Twelve items had mean ratings above 5.5 (Items 1, 4, 7, 15, 18,
24, 27, 29, 31, 53, 64, 67). On seven of the items the mean rating
fell below 4.0 (Items 9, 11, 23, 25, 32, 44, and 57). Mean ratings for
the remaining 49 items x\?ere between 4.0 and 5.5. Of these, eight
items had mean ratings within one-tenth point of the average mean
rating, and an additional 12 had mean ratings within one-fifth point
of the average rating.
Standard deviations of the items in the total sample ranged from
1.305 (Item. 53. "Having teachers consider me trustworthy."), to 2.256
(Item 34. "Being able to keep from crying around friends of my owa sex.
The average standard deviation for the entire sample was 1.730, and 44
items (64.7%) had standard deviations between 1.600 and 1.999.
TABLE
_2_.
CIM MMNS AND STANDARD DEVIATm^ FOR ALL SS iN_^68S)
ITEM MFAN S,TD. DEV. ITEM MEAN SJTD^^DEV.
1 5. 552 1.444 35 5. 269 1.612
2 4.987 1.459 36 4.878 1.833
3 4. 689 1.715 37 4.800 1.5574 5. 7 57 1.490 38 5. 130 1. 574
5 5. 233 1. 708 39 4.084 1.908
o 4.186 1.868 40 4.903 1.754
7 5. 59 6 1. 680 41 5. 233 1.640
8 4. 779 2. 185 42 5.041 1.741
9 3.496 1. 846 43 4.273 1.961
10 4. 132 2. 142 44 3.775 2.000
11 3. 599 1.960 45 5.032 1.856
12 5.365 1.754 46 4.387 1.903
13 4. 285 1.959 47 4. 257 1. 621
14 5. 244 1.943 48 4.863 1. 617
15 6.044 1.341 49 4.964 1.711
16 5. 228 1.726 50 4.270 1.745
17 4. 230 1. 670 51 5.343 1.440
18 5. 798 1.466 52 4.820 1.721
19 4. 690 1.715 53 5.773 1.305
20 4.994 1. 625 54 4.453 1,708
21 5.324 1.936 55 5.481 1.636
22 5. 290 1.454 56 4.929 1.778
23 2.754 2.034 57 3.060 1.946
24 5. 688 1. 650 58 4.702 1.723
25 2.980 1.869 59 4. 160 1.968
26 4.813 1. 573 60 5.218 1.381
27 5. 637 1. 667 61 5.286 2.062
28 4.600 1.969 62 5.023 1.388
29 5.577 1.466 63 5.237 1.655
30 5.035 2.044 64 5.849 1.554
31 5.528 1.738 65 4.846 1. 633
32 3.897 1.956 66 5.020 1.419
33 5.445 1.812 67 5.791 1.578
34 4.654 2.256 68 4.122 1. 604
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Tables 3, 4, and 5 present comparisons of mean CIDS item
ratings by institution, class, and sex. These differences are
discussed in the results of the analyses of variance.
Table 6 is the intercorrelation matrix of all CIDS items
for the total sample of 688.
£lgHjJ^utipn of intrapersonal and environmental variable s.
Data were collected regarding three environmental or situa-
tional variables (race, residence during the academic year, and
number of roommates), and three intrapersonal variables (religion
affiliation, political views, and estimated overall college grade
average). The distinction between environmental and intrapersonal
is, of course, not a hard and fast one, nor does it deny or mini-
mize the interplay between the variables respectively labeled.
It is rather a way of conceptualizing those aspects which are, to
a greater or lesser extent, "givens" in the individual's iraerpersonal
environment. Vfaile an individual's religious affiliation, political
views, and grades are more directly (although not exclusively) con-
fined to his own intrapersonal processes, the effects of his race,
the type of residence, and the number of roonmiates he has are more
directly environmental than intrapersonal. Tlie race variable is
least justified in this logic, but because of the small number of
non-whites in the study (4.1%), no analyses or interpretations
based on racial differences were made.
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TABLE 3.
COMPARISON OF CIDS ITEM MEANS BY INSTITUTION
Xtem Trin. URI Hob. W.S. Amh.
1 5. 65 5.40 5. 55 5.82 5.50
2 5.00 4.78 4.89 5.05 5.O6
3 4.71 4.50 4.82 4.93 4.56
4 5.82 5.61 5.62 5.96 5.54
5 5. 27 5.27 5.43 5. 19 4.73
6 4.19 4.61 4.14 3.88 3.87
7 5.75 5.49 5.78 5.86 5. 17
8 5.01 5.14 4.45 4.73 4.25
9 3.32 3.33 3.21 2.86 3. 26
10 4.32 4.80 3.75 4.01 4.05
11 3.48 3.74 3.47 3.61 3.27
12 5.37 5.91 5.36 5.26 4.64
13 4.08 4.55 4.54 4.42 4.26
14 5. 28 5. 15 5. 11 5.84 5. 15
15 6.11 6.04 5.83 5. 67 6.07
16 5.41 4.69 5.13 5.42 5.37
17 4.23 4.08 4.12 4.75 4.02
18 5. 69 6.07 5.71 5.76 5. 64
19 4.69 4.79 4.93 4.63 4.34
20 4.74 5.30 4.55 4.84 4.94
21 5.43 5.71 5.53 5.67 4.95
22 5.41 5.57 5. 20 5.69 4.81
23 2. 69 2.74 2.52 3. 15 2.28
24 5. 62 5.87 5.43 5.67 5.54
25 2.93 3.11 2.94 3.23 2.86
26 4.87 4.77 4.69 4. 21 4.61
27 5.88 5.92 5.81 5.32 5.52
28 4.53 4.57 4.66 5.46 4.07
29 5.61 5.99 5.44 5.17 5.49
30 4.93 5.32 5.59 5.30 4.87
31 5.57 5.68 5.45 5.73 5.40
32 3. 69 3.76 3.85 4.63 3.75
33 5. 26 5.22 5.88 5.76 5.50
34 4.53 4.69 4.94 3.96 4.85
Trin. URI Hob_._ W^S,_ Amh.
35 5.37 5.52 4.49 5.17 5.01
36 4.92 4.58 4.91 5.07 4.90
37 4.76 4.99 4.72 4.76 4.65
38 5.04 5.59 5. 23 4.63 5. 13
39 4.29 3.84 4.31 3.80 4.06
40 4.81 4.67 5.10 5.76 4.62
41 4.92 5.01 5.50 5.75 4.85
42 5.18 5.12 4.95 5.11 4.75
43 4.29 3.99 4.23 3.34 4.22
44 3.45 4.29 3.73 4.03 3.78
45 5.00 4. 61 5.04 5.51 5. 20
46 4.47 4.05 4.65 4.44 4.36
47 4. 20 4.27 4.31 3.86 4'. 07
48 4.80 4.69 4.79 5.73 4,57
49 4.73 4.90 5.48 5.19 4.87
50 4.28 4.05 4.40 4.92 4.20
51 5.27 5.44 5.37 5.73 4.80
52 4.95 4.42 4.82 5.07 4.70
53 5.83 5,76 5.43 5.92 5.56
54 4.48 4.05 4.69 4.34 4.28
55 5.69 5.75 5.83 5. 28 5. 29
56 4.92 4.55 5.08 5,75 4.91
57 2.93 3.30 3,36 3.25 2.9/.
58 4.46 5.07 5.11 4.76 4.17
59 4.20 3.65 4.43 4. 26 4.40
60 5.19 5. 23 5.34 5.34 4.95
61 5.36 5.49 5.38 5. 57 5.00
62 4.95 5.20 5.31 5.00 4.81
63 5.18 5.13 5.10 4. 69 5.29
64 5.88 6,23 5.84 6,23 5.42
65 4.88 4.92 4.81 5.25 4.70
66 4.82 5.04 5.24 5.26 4.85
67 5.84 5.76 5.83 6.11 5. 52
68 4.21 4.46 4.26 3.78 3.83
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TABLE
_4
COIIPARIS OM OF CIDS ITEM MEANS BY CLASS
Item Pr-Co Fr^
1 5. 55 5. 52
2 5. 12 4.75
3 4. 75 4.79
4 6. 08 5. 67
5 5. 56 5.19
6 4. 30 4.25
7 5. 75 5. 60
8 5. 03 4.79
9 4. 50 3.07
10 3. 82 4.05
11 4. 01 3. 58
12 5. 71 5.44
13 4. 09 A, 44
14 5. 29 4.96
15 6. 26 5.87
16 5. 35 5. 23
17 4. 46 4.09
18 5. 95 5. 66
19 4. 80 4.44
20 5. 46 4.73
21 5. 04 5.14
22 5. 35 5.23
23 3. 30 2.82
24 5. 97 5.83
25 2. 97 2.94
26 5. 31 4.52
27 5. 30 5.80
28 4. 88 4.58
29 5. 58 5.44
30 4. 61 4.80
31 5. 50 5.35
32 4. 12 3.97
33 5. 33 5.42
34 4. 62 4.77
Soph. Jr . Sr.
5.63 5.54 5.53
4.99 4.99 5.19
5.00 4.53 4.24
5.86 5.72 5.42
5.21 5.13 5.05
4.02 4.26 4.07
5.69 5.52 5.39
4.88 4.54 4.56
3. 18 3.59 3. 21
4.03 4.36 4.56
3.47 3.63 3.23
5.31 5.31 4.99
4.38 4.13 4.36
5.36 5.18 5.58
5.98 6.00 6.20
5.44 5.00 5.06
4.10 4.54 3.99
5.80 5.73 5.92
4.79 4.68 4.80
4.96 5.00 4.89
5.47 5.30 5.83
5.21 5.43 5.27
2.55 2.62 2.36
5.75 5. 50 5. 27
2.91 3.16 2.92
4.47 4.75 5.15
5.76 5. 61 5. 72
4.90 4.17 4.38
5.58 5.54 5.86
5. 21 5.27 5.47
5.61 5.50 5.80
^.12 3.76 3.37
5.65 5.12 5.72
^'^^ 4.63 4.84
Item Pr-Co Fr.
35 5.84 5.11
36 4.98 4.80
37 4.93 4. 65
38 4.97 5.08
39 4.04 4.15
40 5.02 A. 98
41 5.73 5.05
42 5. 17 4.69
43 4.95 3.93
44 3.61 3.91
45 5.07 4.99
46 4.41 4.37
47 4.61 3.96
48 5.09 4.9 5
49 4.92 4.75
50 4.17 4.39
51 5.73 5. 15
52 5.04 4.71
53 6.16 5,65
54 4.80 4. 21
55 5.09 5.55
56 4.87 4.93
57 2.85 3. 20
58 4.88 4.62
59 4.07 4.15
60 5.37 4.99
61 5.19 5.51
62 5.00 4.85
63 5. 66 4.95
64 5.83 5.90
65 4.77 5.01
66 5. 14 4.83
67 5.90 5.78
68 4.08 3.98
Sppji. Jr. Sr.
5.11 5 1 5
.'.ID
5.06 /. QQ
4.84 4. 86 4 77
5. 27 5.03
.J . J U
A. 31 3.72
H- . i J
5.02 4.76
'•i t \J ^
5.09 5.03
4.93 5.25
3.91 4. 56 4. 13
3.95 3.75 3. 56
5.18 4.83 5.09
4.56 4. 20 4.38
4. 22 4.22 4.36
5. 16 4. 67 4. 27
5.02 4.93 5.33
4. 59 3.98 4. 10
5.38 5.36 5.09
4.79 4.69 4.89
5.71 5. 69 5.67
4.35 4.49 4.49
5. 50 5.54 5.80
5. 15 4.84 4.83
2.90 3. 23 3. 11
4.68 4.62 4.72
4.42 3.89 4.26
5.32 5. 22 5.23
5.21 5.17 5.33
5.11 5.16 5.09
5.06 5. 17 5,48
5.89 5.68 5.96
4.81 4.86 4.71
5.02 5.10 5.08
5.75 5.81 5.73
4.27 4.21 4.12
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TABIJS
__5^
Item
COMPARISON OF CIDS ITEM MEANS BY SEX
Fema 1 p <?
5. 52
Males Females Males
1 5.50 5. 65 35 5. 15
2 5.01 4.95 36 4.92 4. 82
3 4.63 4.80 37 4.77 4. 88
4 5. 65 5.97 38 5.18 5.04
5 5. 10 5.50 39 4.21 3. 83
6 4. 16 4. 22 40 4.72 5. 25
7 5.50 5.79 41 5.07 5. 54
8 4.49 5.33 42 4.96 5. 20
9 3.46 3.58 43 4.39 4.06
10 4.05 4.30 44 3.75 3.82
11 3.48 3.81 45 5.03 5.05
12 5. 19 5.72 46 4.42 4.33
13 4.30 4.26 47 4.26 4.27
14 5. 11 5.52 48 4.64 5.29
15 6.04 6.06 49 5.06 4.78
16 5. 22 5.25 50 4.20 4.40
17 4.05 4.58 51 5.14 5.75
18 5.73 5.94 52 4.81 4.85
19 4.63 4.80 53 5.62 6.09
20 4.92 5. 16 54 4.44 4.48
21 5. 27 5.44 55 5.53 5.40
22 5.06 5.74 56 4.85 5.09
23 2.46 3.31 57 3.08 3.01
24 5.51 6.05 58 4.63 4.83
25 2.93 3.07 59 4.31 3.88
26 4.85 4.74 60 5.18 5.29
27 5.69 5.54 61 5. 23 5.40
28 4.34 5.12 62 5.04 5.00
29 5.53 5. 68 63 5.26 5.21
30 5.13 4.85 64 5.66 6. 24
31 5.44 5.71 65 4.72 5.08
32 3.72 4.23 66 4.97 5.11
33 5. 50 5.34 67 5.64 6.10
34 4.92 4.16 68 4.19 3.99
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•0.05556
0.20093
0.1159J
0.2*163
0.0'»?5
0. 05925
0 , 06435
•0 .l?4i7
»lf"l'-3
3.04353
0 0 0 0 0
17271
.06741
,02459
,00128
241^3
0.1'4i3
0.25731
! .24602
0.11776
0.02404
5 , 023 1 0
0.21472
0,243*1
.03659
.013^4
0.
•0 .
0.
0 .
.
C.100C9
0.1*325
0.09499
j;79
01839
0,2?198
O.l'J"
0,l3C'S6
• vi, 0*771
0 . 00449
0.1*371
0.22425
0.239«1
0, 1^^491
O.O'2'l
0.015*9
a, 00 453
0 . 20 439
O.l'2'l
0,144*2
0.122:9
0,061"
0.3:7*7
0,063i6
0.42911
0.09267
0,1^5^5
0,313:3
0,'J5'J'7
O.i*3o
3.1. "6-2
0 ,09419
0 , < 0 2g9
0 .I'^iM
0 . li * 3 i .3
0.'''6Va
0.1!1(4
0 , 0*9 •£
0,162^6
0,l57V3
0,122:4
0.U3i'5
0 ,1*3'4
0 .^'406
-0 .il2*'>l
0.17jf3
0><:>7Ji
0.139:2
•0,U'3'9
0 .<<>*'3
o,<o2:o
C . 1.69V
0 ,U»!Ur|
l.UOOUO
3 ,i3on
• O.UC4V()
O.lO'Ti
0 , U*312
0 ,v73-'3
0 ,1''5J4
0 .U«i*6
0 . a'2'0
- 3 . ij li 9 »
3
0 .U75»3
3 .14H6
0 , J32«6
0 . i 3 J ' 3
0 , U" J'
J
0.1^3^2
0.; ;.'5
0,160-Jl
0 .19403
0,103*2
O.S*l£S
0,164>.5
0,129*5
0 S 7 1 ' 2
0 , 1 J 0 :
1
.139/(1
145 J9
.
J6412
,<35'5
,
1 ! C 1 3
3 . « 9 ^ J i
OlOC3:»
0.22553
0.03735
0;i51«9
0,i:;33
0 . l'i!5l
0 j2l<72
0.05537
0.17397
0l!l433
0,1*935
3,13959
0il5l76
0il4492
•O1O3752
0135305
0.00641
Oi39441
0 .42B96
5 ^,6 1.5 7 •
0 to 7499
' 0 10 3659
0i25649
3i02?l3
Oi231'»
Oic!007
0.2:736
0 1 2 5 ' 6
0ll!53*
«l20Jl2
Oll32:2
«i3»;«>
0,12=54
0 lO^no
0.14015
llOQOOO
•0 .04750
0-12391
•0 .1651*
•0 jl3*61
•0 .0'24>
O1IOO17
0, 0318V
0117997
0lsS229
0.13659
0",ll3l5
0 ,i2o:«
3;i0499
0i::855
0il6354
Jl31^35
0ii75:'i
0iiv945
Oil27l5
Oi067i:
0 .1505!
0 ; C ' 2 5 5
3.19337
sjo;*:*
0,39lJi
0lQ2:"
0 , 1555.'
0 ,3V53J
0,0*744
0,0S3J5
0.13^^0
0 ,1«256
•3,03J5o
0 1 1 4 6 t a
0 I 239 4 J
0,16^5^
0 I O-Vja
0 . 1 < » . 5
0 ,17J!0
•3.C*0'*
0.13 791
0 . li'S'17
0 , 2ii?54
-0.1W3
0|il9l9
0 |1131S
-5.0 5,51
Oi057»V
0 ,22191)
0,21346
0,C033»
0 .S*l7a
0.1"*»7
•C . C9l9j
0 , i*;oi
0 ,33265
0,0>5!*
3 , 016*3
0,20413
0,40753
•0 i01*'-:o
0 , 1V63
J
0.03i6v
•3 ,0949J
C , i-28l
0 , 05l»4
; 1 1*635
C.5'06'
0 .ll'7j
1 , :ocon
3 ,12345
0.l3i2V
0.15C
0,12913
• C , : 2 0 7 0
0 , .:43S 3
0 ,1*30*
0,24337
0 I 0322?
0 , ' 3 2 1
»
,12503
,03ri»
3,1*14.'
0,35426
OiW-'Cl
•5,;3.i2i
0.17JJ9
3, ^'612
•5.C13''
0,112*7
8
0,01659
0,13*--.l
0 ,230
0,07*C5
0,12:»3
0,07243
0,07517
3.09635
0,09333
0 ,;«279
• 0
, 0 1 7 ; 1
0.; 3J;4
3,39623
0,04173
0 ,17945
• 0
,
0 3 J 0 4
0.14'24
•0,13013
3 ,60721
0 vll3''7
.3
I
1*972
0,23951
0 ,35682
0 ,3C932
•0
.C43j9
0 ,23105
0 . n 1 'J 7
-0.057J2
0,:94'JO
0,l3^^C
O1I94.10
0,3^'3-'6
0 , 16851
0,0992 3
O.lOl'l
5 , 311165
0 1 l?3'8
•0,0-'>"2
5,19108
•0 ,0*795
3 , 1) 4 * 9
0,15663
0 , 1 4 3 U 6
o,i:4i;
0.216-9
3, 06306
0.l27n
o.i:"2
3,15iJ6
1,330.3
0,03*6'
3,23*16
•0,03317
8.il6'4
0,1"22
•0 , s*4
0, 17739
0,0""23
0,0»1*«
• 'I,33.il3
0,062a
a .io?'y
O.C20C3
0.03 3:3
5.25546
0,394^3
o.n<J^3
0,l*0l5
0,174-2
0,2!'B7
0 ,12574
0 ,07*99
5,10296
0.l»7(j3
0 . 1S939
O.O'Sol
0,09274
•! ,03563
9,33318
0 .0!*«5
Q ».3335 9
0.1**42
5.19333
0,H29l
0 ,1«3?3
3.16039
o.:s5:s
0,13"6
0,lS-'5 4
0.19145
3.0*6"
3 , 1 0 3 ' 5
0,59074
0 ,1*056
-3,091:5
0 .12623
•0 ,0"95
•:, 05*35
•3 .0*3=.5
0,35626
3.?.«6M
0
,
• ^270
3 , 14<19
0,15036
0.12J'»1
0.17739
0,3»'U
3
.
: 9 5 7 9
3. nil!
:,C«>35
: , 1 * 1 3 5
1 ,53C:o
, 3 » 1
3
3 , 1 0 3 S
;,:j39o
3,13153
5.09799
J , 010J3
3.05335
0,122'V
i),i-i4ei
0,12031
0.2'*'3
0.i:62«
0
,30i97
0,121*9
0,2J37»
0,05799
3 . J50*J
0,03461
0,12139
•0,02723
3,51*74
0.56620
1^11664
,1*110
23334
,
15579
,
2^442
,2/912
.16715
0,03691
0,lJ"3
0,16528
0,21536
9 ,09-.6i
3,25005
0 .01*2i
0 ,c-**a
0 , 0 ' 4 5 7
0 .01:910
-C ,0*067
0,0'1'5
0 , 3
< J (1 6
0,15969
0 .
:
c
.
•1
0 .31744
0 , If >''6
O.O"!*'
3.C'»'*
0 ,21515
0.165C8
0,13763
0,13*01
0.20S22
C ,0 '6*6
0 , 06936
0. 35913
0.11521
0.10»73
0.00495
all' Jfv.-
o.oi ) S6
oIc*.'2
0;3''4'.
0.03*51
•0,5? /63
3.:-3<3
._j.2f;:v
0 .
1
" 3 7 2
0.12:14
3 . 1 6 11
0
0 . 1 5 3 ; 3
.o.:2:>3
3,;Kl3
• 0.
3.0!WJ
3.i:j:i
o.;*35'4
0 , l^iM
C. J13{7
3.3*331
J.V55'.l
0. ji;*7
s . i i ' - 3
!iO:422
0. 353:0
8 1 3 -1 5 3 7
:i33:))
•3l 30976
il571?l
0,3=23*
0,2.;5»4
i I 0 I
4 3 4
s,2n:i
5,:'i'*3
3.::i»:
9 ,C4: •!
0,l»7'/6
0 , 063.;;
0il3^-'l
,0,57116
lOiOoJH
0,5^679
0i:3i'J
3.13*31
C.3«6;4
3.Hi:6
:. 3*4*3
3.341:5
e.:?i J7
1,00000
0.15424
e.i".'34
0.327H4
). 33333
0,06821
47
TABLE 6_._ (contiivaed)
«a,ooe'<
X .coooo
0.053,22
0.C1'3«
0 ,1201I]
«0
, 0 30 Vb
ROM 1?
0. 13810
C.J5«J2
0,1?3<«
DOM IS
9.0<004
• 0,0?"'"
•0.02130
0,10928
ROM X4
fl,t73<7
C,l»05l
(•0^083
0.1<5'j0
0.1155?
ROM i;
0,120^5
0.0000?
0,1027V
0.2054J
0.056n
0.1*'*!'
0,02655
RON 16
0.Z25*U
• 0.01*"
0.12470
0.0'1'J
0,l'»-'!7
0,00779
ROM 17
0,0»764
0,22e<0
0.0^313
0,Q3343
0.1<793
C,l£90
•0,0<365
ROM IS
OilSOil
fl,0700<
0.1764]
0,17211
0,03ll}lj
0.1*502
0.19972
ROM 19
0.2*''*
I.O'J'O
0,1'030
C. 095*0
0,17:92
0,259*9
o,i«n'
ROM 20
0.0»53>
0,1»2'-
0,1<'1*3
0,2351'
0,0<4'5
O.lfJl'
O.C«l77
O.CVt<1
0 . 1 3 8 » 0
O.n^liJ
0 . n 7i 7a
oTcf.'-'i
0 .0*133
0:ca}<7
1 . C 0 . 0 0
0
• 0 • ! ' i 2 i
aIo*9*3
0 . C < ? ! 7
0'll!5u
0 . 0 < . Q 1
0ll«6SJ
O.O'20'i
• 0 1 >" 5 5 1
oTo^etj
0 . 0 3 4 < 3
0'1*J3»
0 O'L'ft
0i23i57
•0 1 00! 5<)
oTo5i«'
Oi08l56
olici'j
O.lSllU
0!l3j04
0. 202*2
oTo' "«
0:i«327
Ojl^l'i
Oil'l/76
0.l7j97
a
0
.
275
..3il2i
Oil'i <<!
.63<6,;
0.1«i52
•0.0738/
oai:i<
0l2<}18
0:i5l97
0.23332
OTo9503
0 '09^33
Oii'J'o
0jl«3*9
•0
<
IC 3 7^
olo' J'?
•0 < C2« 3i)
0li231S
0.12»7«
oio«:2<
0.2'3'U
0iC<5'2
0.10755
0a37''2
0 Jl<>i3t)
0t3'j"7
0.0'J70
o.2:M9.
0:i"»2u
OiO^':3
o:i^;2;
0,05510
0,3*00i
0,23 720
J
. 0 3 3 7 2
I/. 35357
0,119:9
0.00790
0 , 0 C 5M
0
.
1 » T AT
•Q.0C219
0,0«3:?
0,2.-709
0,0'S53
iJ,l'B67
•0,05456
1 , C 0 0 0 0
•0,12Q!6
0,C4J9«
0,076 32
•C.:83(3
0,06490
0.0**25
0.12446
•0,C<227
0.0^157
IJ,12«!9
0,19573
0,11343
0 ,122<4
0,03515
•0 .0«785
0 .1«3}3
0,20*73
Q
.
3 0 0 : 1
0,24424
0 , 3fl3o5
•0,173!2
0,1*443
0 , 1 8 9 S 4
0 , 0 d * 0
0,220)6
0,137*4
0 ,2C93<
0
.241t9
0 ,405J1
0,03333
0,00931
U,3i3;7
(1,01410
•0,030 J4
0 ,22025
•
1.1 , 1 < 4 £) 7
U,101?0
0.0*349
U, 04957
0 , 09592
0
, 0 >27*
0 , 0 ? 0 3 1
0,03529
3,2*729
O,!0:3o
U.l7'34
0,153*6
o.i?ia9
0,04134
0.12114
0,042:8
0,23??3
a.3»7j9
0,33313
0.037*1
0.07164
0,0*472
3,33440
0,03225
0,12403
0.030 74
0.0'713
O.OtO'6
0 . 3 ' i 3 2
•3.057«2
0,135*3
0 ,0*473
0.43425
•0.00949
a.i2'.«c
0.13974
•0.11533
0.09554
-0, 02910
0,17535
0.17291
1.00000
0.02044
•0.07549
0.0*452
0.07510
0.2*223
.139*2
,1**01
,115*2
.09336
.01724
,:35«*
.12247
0,254*7
0,083l5
0.07210
0,07077
•0, 05503
0,32077
0.11275
0, 21054
3 .0*593
•0,00 773
8.12700
<32
20991
07244
•0.0
0.05412
0.12317
0,1 4 73 7
0 , 03341
0 , 0 3 1 3
0,03«'9
0,19415
,19330
,149)4
,13191
,07550
,07344
,1091.0
10422
0,23334
(1
.
20 7 *8
5.12*21
- 3 , 3n -• 2
• 0 . 0 C 5 3 3
0.12529
0.1C3C5
0.l3?g7
0 , V 3 ; ! 2
0,:3':i7
0.174:3
. 0 , 0 2 u
;
=0.557J3
0.115^1
c.i9:t2
0 . 1 3 0 ' •
0.3^327
0,»35->3
e 0 , 'J 3 3 . 7
0 , 1 9 > ) 7
0,03413
.3.83373
cO , U05 '5
0 , 0 0 0 ^9
•O.OJSiJ
» 0 . 1 1 1 V4
o.;:5.'(]
• o.oi;->3
0.i*6U2
O.IM Jl
«0 . U93',:3
0.11797
0.002 7
0.113*3
0.101-!;
0 .13331
i.oocoo
=0, 032.3
0 .3*0'7
0,1*514
0.17154
0,U'5':3
0.40312
0,16615
o.o:^?3
O.l'JIO
0.!lo'4
0 , 3 5 n ' <
0,i'5«9
0 .U95 J4
a.022?3
0 . iJ 5 2 3
S.l'-l97
O.ltO >7
•o,i'9ia
0,<32'3
0 ,133'0
O.llJ '3
0 . 0 * 3 »
0,0^3^0
sO .V'iM
0.18415
0.064:0
0,1*934
0.0?7«0
iO . 034C2
0 , 1 4 0 ; 1
0.l5-'»5
0 ,8'1?9
s0.o:9ui
0.«<5f5
0 . S 3 1 « 3
0.?0«.5
3.070/2
a , 9 i 3 ? 4
0 .n6vj
0,12544
•OlOl479
•0jC3l33
0 1 0 ! 3 7 J
•0^0293;
0 , 0 4 4 3 »
0l025J0
0ll5922
0iC5279
OU552J
e0.3?:33
» 0 1 0 <. 2 ; 3
•3l0?3l4
Oll46't
0,1*3^4
.0jl^352
0,0 74 43
• 5 , 1 4 a «, J
•5^1*231
•0i074;:
o;o96:5
•0i5:334
Oioaci5
0103377
OlO !33*
0.02954
0 1 0 1 7 4 !
BlJ333?
0.062*5
0ll6il5
0 1:2;' 3 7
0l373:5
0 . 0 - 1
3
o,on':
Oll2?7l
9i04730
llOOOOO
OjOc'^9
i45522
'67243
0i34:24
0l2c932
•0.09493
0j232'4
•5. 11772
0.20943
3a53:4
C.2125:
a > 04<i39
Oil2378
•0.C7377
Ojl 4*10
30.04749
= !il22l!
•3l09i;5
Oil304S
•Ol09i05
0,37532
0.53543
0ll34C3
0,13443
0i34VH
Oi23411
0 I 3 4 4 ! 3
0 1 3 i 3 4
>
0il35'7
0il319l
Cj09M7
5i3;i95
0,1*554
0|10194
0 1 2 ? a « 3
'0
I
3*3 30
0,59344
5 i0424i
0.091 4 J
OiOO;?V
8122557
•0.07J37
0,24153
0 I 335S<
0|C37Jj
0,0*433
Cj25:2l
0,0390i
•0,2*119
0 , I'o ! 1
0,015 37
0,0735;
0,0*)!?
0iii4;3
Cll734V
0 .04575
Oil355t
0 1 ia'j5)
0 1 1 2 3 ' 9
0 I 0 3 V 9 4
0,22/5j
Oil39Jj
0i022i3
0,13120
0,l2J4i
3,12112
-0.00:33
0|22i5i
0,1'»97
0,20244
0,o:<;4
0.15V.'1
0|0S2
• 0 . C 3 2 3 7
0,09579
0,12314
1.033:3
• 5 , 2 4 < i 3
0.13527
OilOijJ
•o.c5o:i
•a .032S9
0.1043;
•0i09;;3
5,3*333
O.O-'lil
0 1 0 4 4 5 ;
•3)0**:'
Oll54>4
0,255'7
C.C53J1
3,ciin
0,25d9y
0,l977»
•0,04:25
0,13156
Q , ! 5959
0115333
OiOC^i'
3 .2«i33
0 114333
0 , C « V 3 ^
3, 17334
0,:»5V3
0,07004
a ,535-.:
•0,31'«9
a ,3*':55
0,1*^19
0,15770
0|13U3«
0,17190
0,12?75
0 , 21 '53
0,03312
0
,
0 5 7 6 i
9 iJO^U-
*0, 13013
0,22-25
0 ,02*95
0,24094
«a.l4i:Jo
•0,0?57j
0,14036
0,l54Vi
Oil25l7
3,20*79
0,9429?
0,03555
0,09331
0,037>7
0,10322
Oill03a
•0,03351
0,03527
0,13769
0,32376
0,042*7
0,14334
•0,3737;
8.1973}
•0,C53Zl
0,4733;
0,1*474
•0il7l93
0,24337
•0.09495
0,14331
•5,403*5
0,24334
0,21*32
•o,:5<3i
0,33*47
I , C fl J 3 0
o,;'4»7
0,27354
• j.c*":
0,03733
a iiai94
0,04*13
0.16373
0,22657
0,03211
0,0*927
0,117*3
0,062'4
0,332*7
O.lJjJi
0.15352
5,03636
0,1C4V<
3, 37*34
0.103'7
0,35313
•0.03>«3
0,03;*3
•0,07959
-3,029*5
a. 33040
0,04324
0.U9 39
•0,03444
a , 0 3 3 ' 3
•0, 01133
3,02551
a , 0 8 0 3 1
0,0'019
•;, 05566
0,03333
•6.11031
0,12209
8, 14934
0.12533
0. 03923
0,1195;
0,03737
0,1*539
0,0i7*0
a,23'93
0,04352
5,371/5
0,0(532
0,09055
0.37502
0.022*7
0,47153
0.1321
3
0, 64913
0 , 1 7 5 ; 3
o,053n
3,09734
C,17.'?5
0.33115
0,l5i35
0,0
11/7
•0
0
B23
1*373
324
07*92
:siio
1C331
a , 0 7 9 ! 3
i.o;3:o
0,l55;o
3,2779/
0,256:1
0,12953
0 ,2!3?2
C.29'9:
3.:4554
3.12545
a.l't32
O.CV/19
0.1*344
0.19i»»
0 . 0 7439
0,14«9J
0,0*337
0,07397
0,00496
0.0937J
0.1*323
0 ,06973
•0 , 0*22»
0 ,17811
•0,05965
0,0«134
3.2-39J
to . 3»31«
•0. 07330
O.Q72fl
0,10313
t,207<8
0,35353
0,09:S7
0 , 3 " 9 0 3
0,13360
0,1*334
0,2*333
o,02:s2
0.1«33J
3,05730
0,14847
0,05310
0.043*3
0.01301
0 , 339'.3
0.31535
0 . 15539
22«9«
14033
9
22>35
18.19 7
8,1*115
0
0 .
• 0,1'
0
,04322
,12336
.16704
C1672
0,13973
0,0«»04
0,25997
5,14373
fl.09>43
0,23520
0,227'2
0. 15524
1 , C 3 0 ; 3
0.1*238
0 15152
0.113*2
0.23431
^8
TAJ^ 6. (continued)
ry5
tn
to
CO
21
0.05i22
8.1550
t,0390i
(,J6oi}
«0h- If—
' 8.0340T.
C,3<;^»..
^,
o.s^ni^
do'
Oil. •-•19
_9 , 077:5
0,19636
.J)..l'-25'i..
0.lVi7...
••[!,0^^<''i
J0,3l5r5_
8.0133*
0. !i
0,C3'33
•0,0013a
0,13477
•
«. 10921
0.01039
RCkt 27
0,CC035
C.ZIO*''
O.COli'
o,o'':44
0,1*762
ROk 20
0,23088
0.03610
0,16961
O.OSlJO
0,19*33
o.:'*^i
0.06911
dOH 29
f ,09680
•0,039*3
0,17*07
0,20c;7
0, 09187
0.21959
9,0iS64
ROM 3 0
0.1?2'1
0,C?*3v
0,5'">
O.O'i'oi
O.l'l')''
0.09<33
0.0*113
0 . 0 '0 74
o.:3:7j
0 . c J : -'
»
.ll*5i
Oil?
.oaj02
.ia77V
^00229
• l'*u
0.0'9;5
•OVlS )d
J
oTi-J<7
• Q . 0 : 1 5 5
oTizjst
o.a''?7»
0.125'i)
OlJ'.7«*
0'Z-«17
0;i'.7i7
0 1
0 . D9J95
0 , 0 7 « 9 V
0 T 1 "5 ' 3
o7i:9<«
0.l2'.2'
0194*4
OllJl**
0 .
1
' J J J
0.2. ^.'7
* 0 • 0 - i * u
0. •94;»
0 7 " 5 7 :
4
(,;i;jjiv
0,02235
-0,35;:?
0,07*13
0 , 5 1 : s *
•0.33;(5
o.oii::
C, 006*1
0, 07413
•ii.lUl2
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0,407>3
0,133''2
0,«-'5<5
0,<17-6
0,17a<i4
0 , 8 6 / 4
0,03364
0,16351
0.1370?
0.030^4
0 ,1«0'<
0,533".3
cO .55317
0,<20^5
0,130''8
0,0'1'5
O.CUI5
0.0*113
0 , 1 6 d
4
0.<29O
0,f631l
0 ,05730
.3.'.::>7
j.i':*7
• : , ; 1 • .' 7
a.ii*-i
«i0433J
0,374:2
0il4324
Oiijo:*
O1110S3
Oil4 134
0ll993»
3i5635?
0il50<2
0.11779
Oil4022
0il234J
0jl97l0
Cl37i94
Oil335.'
Oi06340
0i27339
«023l541
O1O3432
s0i02030
0,15854
0,1005'
•3 ,05803
0,07263
•0,11910
•0l037l2
•0.10355
0iU6«9
•0,03493
0,41624
to, 0 0792
3,<45«3
3,5mii
0,«.i43«
0.17645
•Oil0«4l
0i4726:
• OiC-rj?".
3i72<13
1,03533
0,37952
0,143'9
0,14634
0 .33322
Oil4634
0,3*653
0 1 1 5 3 7 >
« , 0 ; C 0 3
0i2fl3t«
•5,0 4793
0 , 4 7 3 J
•0 ,01?5}
0 . 402''2
0,3 95 >S
0,61705
3.120<3
0.35435
0 ; 1 5 : 1
0
3,1375S
0,1439«
5 .l!«3«
07l:205
0^43355
• 0 , t 8 3 5 7
0,31535
0,345 U
8,43;'3
o.5'i:4
0,123:7
0,16561
0,1*7?)
0)03«4?
0,3'4O
0, }3!l*
.0|«'331
.
e.077'3
0,13931
0.l'-.9>
01129*?
0|13313
0il3i97
0,0744)
0)1223!
Oil74l(|
Oiooeii
0.07137
0 , If 234
0i257l<
0.32424
0|13095
0,05449
• 0 I 0 9 4 3 /
0. a9j5j
0,00334
Oil2H4
0 .C8381I
•0, 03623
0,10233
0,13037
>0 , 05303
0|1'0*4
(1. 17324
•j.a7jn
0.12113
0,11815
0.1»314
•3,39399
0.22359
3,1:3:4
•3,07l«3
0,0677S
0,1?913
3 , ICSJJ
5,0*003
0,13336
1,03330
•Oi5:**l
0,116'g
0(12731
0 , 2 1 3 ! 4
•Oil32l6
0,13'.5?
0.124'^
C|004'3
0, U9t3<
0)15036
•3,30115
0,1>53«
0,2479'
3,1*937
•2,0*3:4
0 , 186?
3
0il22?7
3,13J97
•3iC'3'^
0,2JS35
0 1 1 4 1 1
0 , ; I ?:>
0 . C ' 4 5 2
0,16230
0,03V03
0,19433
9,51163
0,14344
.0i23495
0,0769>
0,11»33
0,35397
.Oill727
_
0,03360
«|13791
0,2S3V3
0 , 0931)3
0
,
069U
0,040*9
0,02933
0,l43:i
0,00307
0.06375
0,5386?
0,00*53
9,09313
0.00371
3 . 15 72 6
•Ci0S<*3
O1I2439
0,06933
0,12315
•Oi05>94
0,16766
•0,09314
0,43313
0 ,lOV3l
•0.13224
0,199*5
• o.iras
.Oi24210
•0,39393
0,39?43
O.Hl'JJ
40.15564
0,12530
0,06653
0,ll3?l
0,029'j
0.124*4
o,i?<-;4
0,07167
0,21844
. 0 , G ' 4 3 3
0.1737J
1 3 , I 4 1 1 4
1,30333
0,177>7
10,12336
li
,
04535
0 , : 4 4 1
3
0,1'V'7
0.J63J4
3 , 07 a 6 6
0,25102
C,34sai
0,15553
•0.0!5'3
0,1353 J
.3,13744
3,57323
5 1 i ' J ' 9
»:, 144*2
0,24106
0,17192
0,3«1"!7
0 , 3 7 3 3 3
0 ,17*73
.fl, 37538
0,0»8^3
0,13753
0.1232?
0,07532
0.31357
0,07232
0.39552
0,10330
3,1?«'2
0.00354
0,16459
0,04598
0.04915
0.07044
3 . 3 ? 3 i 7
•3,-35!3
0.13523
•0,0*594
0,11013
0,15533
0,05131
3,45273
e,i»3i4
0.43391
0.09132
3,13*-'!
0.01174
0,4l4o3
5,13434
C . 71020
0,5»412
0,1«7'3
5,lt5>0
3.1S321
0 , 19 ' 3 7
!,124U
0.0»J3i
0,04!J7
0,033??
0,3n!2
3,37Si6
0,3fl76
0,15153
0.254:i
3.2C'l5
3,1*454
1,30300
0.17JV.;
0.:5Vl3
0.25520
3.C:53l
0,54*55
0,17534
3,3!!94
0.05258
3,0*49J
0 , 0670$
C . 19926
0,1*9''5
0,2U53
0.0«032
0.08333
D.39'59
0,1-<123
O.O'SO'
0 ,2546»
o,oejsj
0,23943
0,1554J
0.05515
i> ,0'57»
0.14*S2
•0.00577
•0,00533
,
.I'SSO
»0. 08150
•0,0247}
0,02203
0, 05371
0.07972
O.O'O'J
0,32351
0,4»:i7
;,13}0»
O,0806J
0.09747
0,35244
C,3r--.!3
0,<i333
0.1*793
3,0»2«J
0,14331
0,16«5>
0,05494
3,141H
0,23551
•3.003:1
0, JJ331
•3.3*333
0 ,5644 J
0,57)23
0. 21154
06433
13432
2 7« ao
114 2 9
1'53»
23933
0,93831
0,113*2
0.CJ735
0,<'2«J
1,30;38
3,i:n«
51
TABLE 6^._ (continued)
CO__«0«_ Jl
i, 3*471
'
..1.13315 .
1,1^?'?-
1.8:oii.
fl.l37?g
Cilbl??
1 • C5:,0O
5,13/31
0,1? wi
-Q, 32145 .
• 0 , 0 ' 3 5 6
0,17>52
o.a'aji
_l«Oi(i_SJ
»i21'*^
i>
: »,ii'i'
i.iJiJ;
t,f^JO*
O 1,24:^7
c.sriJi
1,02234
.•.133'?
0,121:3
ji.vr'i
- 1,3? ^5}
.
•,j;7>4
ROM 93
» ,2»J:a
I. 34
5.2;7j2
a.24S'.3
0.11'V.
.a.3'314
().2!'13
8.1'!"
o.i«;2i
0.11171
3,02«il
3.2'r2.
0,1*32'
0.2'1«3
0,07313
1
' : ) 3_
12152
5J7"_.
. . c 5 ; 3 3
8,1?;37 ,
9.^il»l
J . 1 ' 7 1 i
«, j:;'J4
0,i>)i4
O.JOiTJ
0.i>J?2
a,i5l'2
8.5'2i4 .
0,197^4
0 I ^ ' 2 i 3
0 .g>i^7
a,i»3',4
0,<3!1«4
O.r^lil
sO, 554''3
8jJ77J4
0,<347g
o.i3;;4
0,)3:!3»_
O.l'l.'J
8.inn
8,1M:5
«l53»34
»|17737
Oll?J21
«ll*7?J
0.14331
-»ll?'22*
8l27l63
«0i0I341
5. 63411 2
.•3133229
0i634:J
5i42344
0.37><3
8. 22121
OiCllTJ
81:2334
O1I0477
8l2l557
8ili3'7
) ji'': 74
8ll7338'
_8ji47?3
8l32377
Jit- ' 7< .
5l333l'
Jl2«71?
a,3»5J7
Oil6?l»
0,07v«S
0.2315J
0,l»?3i
ei0ia3)
0,15332
8. 23933
•a.c^i'J
0,iei»«
0, J3J3i
•0i(!37JJ
3,12919
0i22440
0 . 3 i 1 3 7
•0.327?2
0,1'354
0,21331
8|l7s53
« 1 2 3 / 7 1
5.3217;_
_ai3 i37v.._
0,1«<>1
8,li432
0.2' <n
0,57164
8,22597
o,^3«^5
8,10275
8,20»7}
•8,02330
. 0,23«n
•0,0«»77
8,3766}
0.2 35J5
18,3;ili7
0,2C2»2
5,04»'7
0,16217
•0 ilU'l
8,224»l
.
.0.13117
tC, 52*94
0,20439.
0, J06'9
_5il3in..
io,:5J4j
._-0, 13 317 .
. 3,C2J?3 ,
5.13*21
0,237,9
0,2177''
0,11614
0 , 1V536
C.10'3'
0 .10434
0.13792
0.30723
0 , 4.^666
0.2162!
0,63075
0.23377
0,17534
: , 18673
0. 113*7
0,13763
0.1677O
B.42'11
8,10)10
0.11424.
0,23121
-S,20432
0,31357
,11»3>
,16517
,13153
,21627
,1*544
,41213
,
0»4 70
,\6727
,0'72»
,51811
,34314
,31069
0,1'37?
0,36749
0,0249}
0,2637*
0,16243
0,33464
0.09<2>
8,12627
0,373^9
a.33iiJ
9,26171
0,07622
•0,05730
(,27463
». 14433
• Q ,01843
0,07237
0.l737>
ROM 36
0,14781
0,04404
•0.80778
0,04633
0.14854
0.1»224
0.04133
BOW 57
•0, 03350
9.0'143
•0,01402
0, 07548
C.04501
0.01034
0,02675
ROH 59
0,07248
0.14517
0,07655
0.10403
fr, 20475
0,20655
O.OiO'J
ROM 57
0,17482
•0.02745
0,04540
0 , 0430 7
0,07!(;8
0.10737
0,0c '51
ROk it
0,27*70
0.075!7
0.1'574
0,13731
8.2135S
0.41213
0,04577
0 . 0670B
0ll'537
0.14,17
•oTc'i '^4
0Tli557
.0lC'l47
0il044
3
0 ,l5l76
•0
, 02t 14
0ll2j33
0 .5''44a
oIl'7ig
0.3752J
0.l3y74
0'0*»74
0lo 4 43i)
0 > Ol76g
•oTo3l2'
0.o7««S
oTo372J
oTc5231
0.07»2!)
07"574»
oTi33:2
0.07161
0.24S73
o;20J2>
0.2517s
0.15739
•olo<i3a
0.l5;42
Q,<3t);2
0 T 0 7 i 5 i
on;3}i'i
Oi35.42
0.1'3U
0l2'="4
0.0-5^1
0;2'44V
o;3:3i''
0l3i?il
• J , 5 3 4 5 3
0 ,li;20
0
.15207
0, 23115
0,070:5
0,07734
0,17322
0.61571
U, 07612
Q.1M53
0 ,13953
•0,02033
0,17194
0,040 38
0,042"1
0,04735
•U, 05331
0,02363
0,02624
o.oi'loo
-0,05753
0,11377
•0
, ors'o
a, 13335
0,13061
0,06375
0,13317
0.12430
0,3335*
•0.11031
0,13033
Q.l<'53
0 , 06
..0 .14772.
0,0?405
0,11**4
^.
,
:
' :n
0,02"7
0,176^7
0,14452
0 , 3 : > -M
3.2.77'0
,0*7t7
,11363
.12;»3
,
3 ^ 3 3
.13312
,11431
,2745?
.20736
,01767
.(17315
,17067
.13)55
,39517
.56674
0.0'l73
0 .03l':4
3 , 033lo
0.CS443
0.033'a
0.0-353
0.05451
0.13137
0.0*351
0,00355
0.1'401
0.12437
0,1*255
0 .1^224
0 , 255 38
0.0:737
0,33604
O.O7017
0.0*554
_0.313!"7
3 , 0 2315
0.1'7S5
3,133^3
0.10537
0,035i3
3.02233
0,2»1'1
0.22171
0,u73-'3
3 .I'l^o
s 0 V > 3 1 7
0.04359
0 .052:5
.1,00070
0.52833
8 , UD4I5
0,583/4
0 .013-5
0.103^4
0,44« J4
. 3 , 5 3 7 > 2
0,ii»533
iO .01*50
»0, 70103
S.uH'O
tO ,UH7'6
.0,U73J.
0.li'2^4
0 , 0*0 '7
0.07723
0,U20!4
0.15540
0,372^6
0.13751
0.11353
8. 173..3
0,05674
0,066 32
0,03454
5,127^0
o.!33"ri
J , 2 3 ? 4
0.045:4
J . 4 5 0 'j 5
0,14 3:7
a.012i4
0.214^7
8 .l -M'j?
0. J*5 '3
0 , 1
'" 3 ! 4
0.07553
0i03374
5i3-75J
•O1O22H
0 1 3 0 5 4
>
•0i33'?2
O124534
0 , 3'*5i0
•Oil"lJ
0,;i5v:
Oi
-
•Ol69549
Oi3»024
»3j33313
0.5:353
ei379;5
1100035
0il2524
Oi0'3i7
•OfOS237
0.0o'44
•Ojo-;;:
• 0 1 0 7 ;
-' 3
0i32*n
0iC5:a3
0 j0«2«9
0 jl4474
0tC55:9
0.1-144
Oil5l37
0il74lJ
0125545
•0. 36355
Ol445i3
»o 1 33353
8 1 6 7 3 1
2
5i7*:.'5
aj3?2<»
Oll4321
0 jJ711}
0,15555
3.154li
0j2:5,-»
8ll47 JJ
0:22351
0.2: ::3
0.5137t
0.07251
8 .22343
Oil2009
0,212:2
•0,0'43l
0,14315
8,0'033
0,02«Sl
0,05906
•0.02870
•oiJSjn
0,03227
•3.5^736
•0!03'*1
1,00533
5.02S7J
il077<
,214 3 2
04337
Oil*a55
0,122'»4
0,1*677
8 ,0'35V
0,12396
8,155);
•OiC43'l
o,i7«:a
0,12671
0,3*237
0,31744
0,1*1!J
5 ,C7»15
OiJ464l
0.23:41
0.55:35
3,25344
0,57172
8,13 IJ3
0,33341
•0.35317
_ .O.H"3
0|14113
0,12710
•3,37103
0,15=4:
•5 ,11589
0,64 737
0,19«13
iO, 10724
0,1)3014
•0,0«425
•C,025'7
: i05J5o
5,55455
0,17677
0,14230
0,! 4722
0 , 0d733
5,10343
3, 14751
0,17757
1,03350
0,11045
0,14135
t3 ,133.n
0,25265
•3,13322
0 , 361 '6
_ Sil5237
•3,16645
0.13763
3,135'J
8,2'.243
0,55333
:. 21134
0.2252;
0,1334(
•0,00435
0,03157
0,22027
•3,03538
0.22523
.8,32554
0,02077
5,5«»U
•0,02332
0,28097
0,13235
0,352<7
• 0 , 0 • i) 7 3
•5.0i;24
•0,05336
• 3 , 3 5 6 6 <
-5,54354
•c. 03573
0, 15555
3,1!'<8
0,32341
0,53526
0,25132
0,102:7
0,50799
0,lJ'i3
0 , 0 :
5
0,575%3
0,17354
1,33330
5.11521
0.227'2
C,l«5,-5
0,35:32
0,2J533
0,123*5
0,01347
0,01534
0 ,22 32?
•0.31411
•0,31177
-8.0*375
•0,00774
0,011*5
•0.54144
0,5-125
0,5f
0,222*1
,00 160'
,02334
0.
•a I
.
0,3473;
O,0lJ7>
,01726
,0563?
0,04877
0,15471
0,130»2
0,21672
0.! '8*7
0.22621
0.05337
0,0'71S
5 , 055i)5
0.2'335
0,36243
0,12343
8.04321
0,25431
0.14354
0,31543
O.l"!!'
1,0'055
52
JABLE 6_._ (continued)
tn
CV3
CO
« ,0'53l
0, 03506
0.01584
•0,014^1
». 0^730
t.eoooo
DON 62
0.2020«
0,0*338
1,12109
0,23299
0,2«778
C,097S'
0.12<8«
•0.0079Q
B,o'l83
0,l<874
0,10676
e.i7«3:
0,09701
ROk 6«
0.11709
0.C3074
J.377J>.
0,1'!47»
Q,1»182
0,2*752
• 0,12077
ROt<^ 65
o,o'n»"
c.ii;3}
0,067J9
0.117*1
0,U2'0
. 0.20 3*1
e, 06717
now 64
0»21<72
0,02450
0,2?4'7
0,12939
0,l»939.
0,27l6>
l.02385_
iioxcr
0,14668
_0. 01529
0,22528
.
0,2717*
0,07793
0,2'6<*_
0,08647
0 . a2"»
0i?6»23
o7o -S34
Oio;»'o
0
.
C<2i«
Oi09787
11 j8i
ll25u
;c2?i»
'i7s:»
;i3w3»
now 4 J
0,07517,
0,U77<
0.tl?5»-
0,11134
jj,07'^:^
0,15:7J
i.oo-'.s?.
t I oouco
5.29536
0ll*8i7
0.2'9i4
0 1 053?6
0TlC3'2
0 •2*784
Oill»96
0.43425
_nl3455'
0 i02d3il
0ll'547
0.09|)16
0l2!75U
0il*22«"
Bi03i)4}
o7o9984
02l5449
0.1*351
-0ilO'3_
0.10627
Oll*«9?
0.!*67i
d73\i3' ^
o7o3jn
. el3':'4
0.23121
Bl37«7l
0.25'_2l
0.2^.1'!'
aio5:*7
0.l2i33
__0il2H9
0 < 1»346
_o.o*:^3
0.2CS16
olo3 ;2u_
•O.lOlO
0TC9?J!3
•cTc>;o9
_llll5<3;_
0,04953
0,1C9?5
•0,07762
0,13752
•C, 00354
-0.02254
C ,0"'7n
0,13740
0,03343
0 iQi.TVI
0 , 20555
0.19232
U,13i33
0,247^4
0,04447
0,06490
0, 00507
0,U222
0 ,«1942
-(L.29638
1,00000
0,04333
0,17535
:.0. 03375
0,19347
0.11')55
0 ,163t5
0.23412
0 ,17628
•0.01530
0,17o:4
0.002:4
0,04569
..0.25 4 70-
0,099i9
0.07499
0,09435
•a. 53750..
0,33351
.0.15334
0,173»0
_0, 20414
0,05749
0,1<*03
0,03 373
0,203 J9
0,13093
0,1'J15_
0,19627
-0.1<7'2_
0,14-36
-O.IOH*.
•0,9'5173
.
5,03)39_.
• 0
, 0 2 ' i
.0,0:534
0 .02456
O.U5!2
O.O'IJ*
0.07078
0.02237
0.03912
0.120.77
0.!2*t3
0 .icfs
0.13;?3
0.513*7
0,33136
0,20750
0.12135
C.113?8
0.16254
.0.003-13
0 .035^9
0.12823
0,23412
0.19413
0.24226
.0.18372
•0.00551
O.0'302
0, 18937
1,00000
0 , 0 4 : 0 0
0.10135
0.06640
. 0.05297
•0.03062
J).l649:i_
0.15376
0.21094
0.13335
-15-13?
.
0.12724
-0.11649
0,24717
.0.27404
0.16632
0,23736
0,20eo5
.0.02i4<
«0
.
0 0 620
^a.i*n
0 , 323-'0
-0.05712
0, 03/57
.0,01^2'.
• 0 ,02773
.
0.-^?-3
0,0?373
-a,i5iis
0 . 8 70.13
O.S2i-5
0 s:4*3
iO. 057:3
0.353-j
0.17;»3
0.567*7
0 .iss-is
0.170^6
0,14j/n
0
.
j'«5:3
.Q.V52**
0 .134?5
0.l0i<7
0 .16349
.0 .«4i<4
0.01662
g ,i54J0
0.103»4
0.193^2.
0 . 899 69
0.24361
0,12257
.0.006:4
0,99l<li
0.971^5
0,49565
!).153{6
0 , 0 5 a 4 6
a. 59653
0 , 0 4 4 7
-Q.144V4
0. 07351
1. <!s;uo
B.169IS
0.122'1
_0.5!>^72
0,14776
0.175»3
0 , 4 4 ; 0 4
0,19SJ3
O.J^i-2
0 , C27'^5
.0,1'730
o,i';ii3
0,1*435
0,lSl7l
0,8^2?7
.5-^5^2
-
•0,009!3
3.1" J-:*
0.1»113
O.J^l'?
•01:5365
0l 3 07 7ii
0 . 5 i 0 3 0
»0. 507)3
0i0l292
0i04l33
0i02955
0jl»J45
0 jU 93 :6
0ll5*7l
0,09839
0i07703
0.13954
0i30271
0.07142
0|1374A
0127224
0i06233
0 [07945
.0i04:33
Oi206l4
0109499
0lll275
-0ll39l2
9i0l9J3
O1O3577
ClOi^7»
Oj274:5
0ll411»
SllJ5i9
•0l05:75
Sll3194
0iOE242
..Sil35^3 .
011553.1
»ll00l7
Di20932
.Qlll346
!ll433i
0 1 1 4 ; «
9
0ll2524
. Xiuo'.ag
0x13773
Oil9;7J
»ll3;72
Jl35559
Ol06773
0i0?906
0.2457;
Oll56 53
• 4,171'.3
0^:^43.
•0.1*340
•!ll5i64
•6.1:724
..5;i:i3>
0,02632
•0,0*3*5
0,14/4i
0,324 26
0,00057
0,07533
0,08647
0,20740
0,09503
J. 122-^5
0,13516
0 .43552
0,03231
0,19566
0,11365
OiCi'Si:
0 .I 356y
0,15*37
0 ,21321
•0. 35954
0 ,19627
0,22423
0 ,27244
0,2637a
0 il6l31
0,18769
0i334>l
0,32323
0,15331
fl)2!i5»
ti3<57J
0.0V)77
0,93364
.ii083»?
0,14455
0 .29459
0;0453V
S,l''13
P!l69i2
0,JS36>
0,0?2'0
0,24373
0,2«3JJ
•fli:3i:»
0,23757
0,21630
0,11670
0102374
1,39003
0,1^256
•3,16431
.il2'3J4^
•0,01334
0,37137
0,14210
0,19J4»
0,05513
0 ,19972
0,06'H
0.11213
0,03273
0,06392
0,0043d
0 ,09331
0,12JU
l!,39j*5
0.07453
0.1J451
0,23190
0,15431
0,35475
0i09=92
0.32*53
0 ,14376
0 ,04962
0.12*30
0 ,00554
0,18271
0 ,19616
0,29937
0,23126
3,13332
0,15224
0,15110
0,139«1
. aiJ6*ao
5,12435
*3, 39799
0,22375
.^9,1=>}79
0,02109
o,os7ia
0,13069
0,15-'«9
0,17193
0,120^3
0|i5ai5
0,10193
0,16142
0,13*95
0,20-:99
0,1944}
0,35532
0 , 9 ; 1
5
0,1924;
nOtils**
0,13194
•5i;39:7_
0,24629
•8, 12336
9,1135J
0 , 0 p 8 5 5
0,14117
0,0 65s
6
•o,o:2o7
0,195*9
0.00951
0 ,1(1912
3,1H3S
? vl.'***
0,0:395
0,19544
0,0S331
5,26121
C, 15345
0,23575
0,00749
0,23367
0,09605
0.99267
9,10*22
0,30363
0 , 3 9 5 7 a
0.23937
0,02315
0,07531
•C.029C1
0,053*5
0.03547
a, 06311
-0,:5974
0,13953
0, 23*11
S, 15599
0,09512
0,43395
0,14321
0,11267
5,13256
0,29344
0.35133
0.15595
0,03237
0,02353
0.:4!'6
c.ji':5
•0,13175
J.SIMI
•0,16556
• 0 ,02705
0.0*177
0.39439
0.02423
0,06736
0.05399
C 1 09641
0,11622
:a'7"
0,15343
0,100/7
0,36901
0,13034
0 ,33333
0 ,1*342
0,97414
0,02920
fl.22J70
0,11801
0,10803
0,33037
0 , 1 2 J 1
»
0,03036
0.22170
0.1273J
0,15431
e.o3-:25
0.2433J
0,11*2;
»,17J34
0,07191
0, 1*964
0.25371
0,1*527
0,12827
0,20005
0,05861
C.1'134
0,23252
0.1*311
0.07452
0.233*4
0,03173
0.07454
0,1*39:
.9,03924
19,1*4*2
0,163*4
NOTE: Each "row" in the table corresponds to the item number.
Correlations of that item v'ith others are listed in order
across the page.
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Tables 7 - 12 list the distri buLion and respective percentages
of each of these six deirographic variables, separated by institution.
As noted above, only 28 of the total of 688 Ss verc non-white,
23 of whom were black (Table 8). lliis distribution was not deemed
sufficient for any further statistical analyses. No Ss refused to
give their race on the survey.
The largest number of respondents listed their religious
affiliation as Protestant (39,5%), and the smallest number responded
as Jewish (15.0%). A response of "none" was given by almost one-
fifth of the Ss (19.8%). The "none" response also comprised the
largest difference between college and pre-college Ss. Wliereas
21.2% of the college Ss were affiliated with no religion, only
14.2% of the pre-college Ss so responded. Examination of Table 7
would indicate that it was the pre-college Catholics who most fre-
quently change to no affiliation, but the fact that 39.8% of the
pre-college Ss had been accepted by the University of Massachusetts,
a predominantly Catholic state, makes such an interpretation unjust-
ifiable. The wording of "religious affiliation was used in place
of the "religious background" or simply "religion" so that a) the
tendency would be to respond xjith S's oot. feeling rather than that
of his parents, and b) to account for those Ss v/bo are "religious"
in an individual or personal sense but not "affiliated with an
organized church. Although the categories group these people v?ith
athiests and agnostics, the focus of the question was to look at
IS
more
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persons affiliated with a specific denomination and those not
affiliated, rather than at modes of non-affiliation.
A majority of Ss (Table 9) considered themselves politically
"liberal" (53.3%), and ver^,- few assessed their political views as
"conservative" (9.0%). While the percentage of "moderates"
approximately equal in the college and pre-college samples,
college Ss appear to be "liberal" (54.5% vs. 48.9%) and less appear
to be conservative (8.2% vs. 12.1%). This distribution, while in
the expected direction for a sample of college Ss, is probably some-
what exaggerated because of the timing of the data collection. Most
of the data were collected during the waning days of the nationwide
student strike of May, 1970 in protest of the invasion of Cambodia
announced by the Nixon administration. I'Jhile it is impossible to
assess the exact effect of this period on responses to "political
views" and the CI))S in general, it is likely that there was such
an effect, and that it v;ould be most clearly noticeable in the
political data.
Almost three-fourths (73.5%,) of the Ss enrolled in college were
residing in dormitories, rather than in fraternities, at home, in
apartments, or elsewhere (Table 10). It was, therefore, inappropriate
to undertake any statistical analyses based on this variable because
so few Ss lived elsewhere. Because all of the pre-collcge sample
(N = 141) did reside at home, such an analysis using the
total sample would be highly distorted, as a result of the strong
covarlance of living at home and being a pre- freshman.
Just under half of the college-ora-olled Ss (41.9%) had one
roommate during the academic year, and 17.9% lived alone (Table 11).
A total of 16 college-enrolled Ss (3.0%) were married and living
with their wives. Because all of the pre-coUege Ss lived at home,
further analysis of the "roomnate" variable were imde using the col leg
enrolled Ss exclusively.
The estimated overall grade average (college grade for college-
enrolled Ss and high school grade for pre-college Ss) was generally
higher for the pre-college Ss thcui for the college Ss (Table 12).
This is to be expected, of course, because all pre-college Ss had
been admitted to college, making it a non-random sample of the
overall high school population. The majority of Ss fell in the "B"
category iu both the college and pre-college samples (57.6% and
61.0% respectively). Only 5 Ss in the tota] population, less than
1%, reported an average below "C". Wliile no check was made with
official grade averages, it would appear that Ss were giving them-
selves a strong benefit of the doubt. Of the five sub-C averages,
all but one was enrolled at the University of PJiode Island.
Surprisingly few Ss refused to answer any of the demographic
questions. The largest number of refusals came in response to
the "political views" item, whore 22 (3.2%) Ss gave no response.
The overall "no response" percentage for any one demographic item
was less than nine-tenths of 1%.
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TABLE
_Jh DISTRIBUTION OF RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION BY INSTITUTION
Zr-£tes_^__ Catholic Jewish None Other
Trinity 52 36 .4 27 18 9 24
U.R.I. 30 26 .5 43 38 1 13
Hobart 33 33 .3 26 26. 3 19
Wm. Smith 37 71 .2 10 19 2 2
/iuin e r s c 64 45 . 8 14 10 0 24
Coll. Total 216 39 .5 120 21 9 82
Pre-College 56 39 .7 36 25 5 21
GRAND TOTAL 111 39 .5 156 22 7 103
33 25,0
116 21.2
20 14.2
136 19.8
TABLE 8. DISTRIBUTION OF RACE BY INSTITUTION
Black
2.7
1.8
2.0
2.0
2.1
2.2
4.3
2.6
N/R
0 0.0
0 0.0
1 1.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
1 0.2
2 1.4
3 0.4
White Oriental Other
Trinity 7 4 .9 134 93 6
U.R.I. 5 4 .4 108 95. 6
Hobart 0 0 .0 98 0 0
Wm. Smith 2 3 .8 50 96 2
Amherst 4 2 .8 135 95 5
Coll. Total 18 3 .3 525 96 0
Pre-College 5 3 .5 135 95 7
GRAND TOTAL 23 3 .4 660 95 9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.7
0.2
0.7
0.3
2
0
1
0
C
3
0
3
1.4
0,0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.5
0.0
0.4
TABLE 9. DISTRIBUTION OF POLITICAL VIEWS BY INSTITUTION
Liberal Moderate Conservative N/R
Trinity 79 55 .2 45 3] 5 14 9 8 5 3 .5
U.R.I. 54 47 .8 45 39 8 9 8 0 5 4 ,4
Hobart 52 52 .5 38 38 4 9 9 1 0 0 .0
Wm. Smith 21 40 .4 24 46 .2 6 li 5 1 1 ,9
Amherst 92 65 .7 35 25 .0 7 5 0 6 4 3
Coll. Total 298 54 .5 187 34 2 45 8 2 17 3 1
Pre-College 69 48 .9 50 35 5 17 12 1 5 3 5
GRAND TOTAL 367 53 .3 237 34 5 62 9 0 22 3 2
Note: All Ss responded to variables \<!\X\v no N/R column listed. First number
under each column is frequency, second number is percentage of that insti-
tution sample.
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TABLE 10^ DISTRIBUTION OF RESIDENCES BY INSTITUT ION
Trinity
U.R.I.
Hobart
Wm. Smith
Amherst
Coll. Total
Pre-College
GRAND TOTAL
139 97.2
56 49.6
67 67.7
47 90.4
93 66.4
402 73.5
0 0.0
402 58.4
Fraternity Home Apartment Other n/r
2 1.4 0 0 .0 2 1.4 0 0.0 0 0 2
15 13.3 19 16 .8 22 19.5 1 0,8 0 0 0
23 23.2 1 1 ,0 5 5.1 2 2.0 1 1 0
0 0.0 1 1 .9 AH 7 7I.I 0 0.0 0 0 0
33 23.6 3 2 . 1 8 5.8 u u . u
73 13.3 24 4 .4 41 7.5 6 1.1 1 0 .2
0 0.0 141 100 .0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0 .0
73 10.6 165 24 .0 41 6.0 6 0.9 1 0 .1
TABLE 11. DISTRIBUTION 0_F NUMBER OF ROOMIvIATES BY INSTITUTION
0 1 2 3 >A
Trinity 15 10. 5 45 31. 5 4 2. 8 60 42, 0 18 12 .6 1 0. 6
U.R.I. 26 23 0 42 37. 2 27 23, 9 6 5 3 5 4 .4 7 6. 2
Hobart 17 17, 2 66 66. 7 14 14, 1 2 2 0 0 0 .0 0 0, 0
Wm. Smith 11 21 2 27 51. 9 12 23 1 ] 1 9 1 1 .9 0 0, 0
Amherst 29 20 7 49 35. 0 19 13 6 21 15 0 14 10 .0 8 5, 7
Coll. Total 98 17 9 229 41. 9 76 13 9 90 16 .4 38 6 ,9 16 3 0
Pre 'Col lege 141 100 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 .0
GRAND TOTrM. 239 34 8 229 33. 3 76 11 0 90 13 1 38 5 ,5 16 2 ,3
TABLE 12. DISTRIBUTION OF COLLEGE (H . S
.
) GPxADE AVERAGE BY INSTITUTION
A _B__ C D F_ n/r
Trinity 12 8.4 97 67 .8 32 22 0 0.0 0 0. 0 2 1.4
U.R.I. 11 9.7 52 46 .0 44 38 .9 4 3.5 0 0. 0 2 1.8
Hobart 1 1.0 33 33 .3 65 65 .7 0 0.0 0 0. 0 0 0.0
Wm. Smith 1 1.9 27 51 .9 23 44 .3 1 1.9 0 0. 0 0 0.0
Amherst 16 11.4 106 75 .7 17 12 .2 0 0.0 0 0. 0 1 0.7
College Total 41 7.5 315 57 .6 181 33 . 1 5 0.9 0 0. 0 5 0,9
Pre-Coll. (HS.) 40 28.4 86 61 .0 Q 6 A U 0.0 0 0, 0 6 4.2
GPJ^ND TOTAL 81 11.8 401 58 .3 190 27 .6
f
3 0.7 0 0. 0 11 1.6
I
Note: All Ss responded to variables with no N/R column listed. First number
under each column is frequency, second number is percentage of thcit insti-
tution sample.
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Factor Ana lysen
Thirteen separate factor analyses were performed on the data.
In addition to an analysis of the total sample of all Ss, factor
analyses were run separately for each of the five classes (pre-
college, freshmen, sophomores, juniors and seniors), each of the
five institutions (Trinity, U.R.I.
,
Hobart, William Smith and
Amlierst), and each sex.
The analyses were run on a CBC 3600 computing system using the
Biomedical Computer Program sequence for principal-factor solution
with orthogonal rotation. Communalities were estimated at unity.
In the analysis of all data, 12 factors were designated for
orthogonal rotation, and in all subsequent analyses, the number of
factors rotated was set at 15. Nunnally (1967) recommends that
when unity is specified in the diagonals (coimnunality) the number
of factors rotated should approximate the number of factors with
eigenvalues greater than 1. The eigenvalue is the root of the
characteristic equation of the particular factor which is used in
calculating the loadings of items on the factor. It is related
(positively) to the streiigth of the factor within a given set of
items (Harman, 19 60).
The cutoff point for those factors to bo interpreted was based
in each factor analysis on four considerations: a) the eigenvalue
associated with the factor, b) the percentage of the total variance
extracted by that factor, c) the number of CIDS items loaded above
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.300 on the factor, and d) the degree to vhich the items appeared
to have some similar meaning.
No specific numerical minimuras were established for factor
interpretation for two important reasons.
First, the number of Ss varied considerably^ in each analysis.
Whereas an N of 688 was used in the overall analysis, the William
Smith data comprised only 52 Ss. The number of Ss in each analysis
appears in Table 13.
Comparison of Ns in Each Factor Analysis
All data 688 Classes
Institutions Pre-College 141
Trinity 143 Frfeshrran 170
U.R.I. 113 Sophomore 144
Hobart 99 Junior 122
William Smith 52 Senior 111
Amherst 140 Sex
' Male 453
Female 235
Because some of these Ns are smaller than the recomm.ended
number (Nunnally, 1967) for an analysis based on 68 items, a
greater possibility of error was introduced. Setting specific
minimum cutoffs therefore would increase the possibility of elim-
inating some factors which vijould otherwise be somewhat validated by
their similarity in other samples. Of course the reverse was also
quite possible: that by not settiiig specific cutoffs, or indeed,
by performing factor analyses on some samples with comparatively
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small Ns, factors which were primarily the result of error variance
would be introduced. Because almost all of the factors interpreted
did appear to make logical sense in terms of similar factors extract-
ed in other analyses, and because extreme caution was used in inter-
preting factors based on smaller N's (Hobart and William Smith
particularly), ir. was felt that more was to be gained than lost.
The second reason for not setting specific cutoffs follows from
the first. The purpose of the present study was not to consider
definite and specific factors, but rather evaluate the change in
the basically similar factors across classes and between institutions
and sexes. When, for example, a factor emerged strc-.g and important for
freshmen, and was present in gradually decreasing relevance through
sophomores, juniors, and seniors, the study was concerned about the
status and nature of that factor in seniors as compared to other
classes, even though it was far less significant. In other words,
it is less the factor itself than its movement and change that was of
primary concern.
Eigenvalues and the percentage of total variance extracted by
each of the rotated factors are listed separately for each of the 13
factor analyses in Tables 14 - 26.
TABLE
_14._
EIGENVALUES MD PERCENTAGE OF VARIANCE EXTRACTED BY FACTnTxS
IM ALL SS IN^_6S8)_
Factor Eigenvalue 7o Variance \J\Ail\% /o VCl i. J_ctHL-C
1 10.346 15. 21 15. 21
2 3.954 8.76 23. 97
3 2.925 4.30 28.27
4 2.348 3.45 31.72
5 2.113 3.11 34.83
6 1.990 2.93 37.76
7 1.784 2.62 40.38
8 1.758 2.59 42.97
9 1.668 2.45 45.42
10 1.437 2.11 47.53
11 1.414 2.08 49.61
12 1. 259 1.85 51.46
TABLE 15.
EIGENVALUES AND PERCENTAGE OF VARIANCE EXTRACTED BY FACTORS
FOR PKE-COLLEGE SS (N 141)"
Factor Eig^envalue % Variance Cum. 7o Variance
1 10.015 14.73 14.73
2 6.410 9.43 24.16
3 3, 201 4.70 28.86
4 2.638 3.88 32.74
5 2.543 3.74 36.48
6 2.301 3.39 39.87
7 2.167 3, 18 43.05
8 2.027 2.98 46.03
9 1.968 2.90 48.93
10 1.709 2.51 51.44
11 1.664 2.45 53.89
12 1.587 2.33 56.22
13 1.519 2.24 58.46
14 1.463 2.15 60.61
15 1.364 2.00 62.61
TABLE 16^
EIGENVALUES PERCENTAGE OF VARIANCE EXTRACTED BY EACTORS
FOR FRES1M_EN S_S J^L^^UOl
Factor Eigenvalue 7o Variance Cum. 7o Variance
1 9.119 13.41 13.41
2 6.917 10.17 23.58
3 3.602 5.30 28.88
4 2.732 4.02 32.90
5 2. 508 3.67 36.57
6 2.381 3.52 40.09
7 2.085 3.07 43.16
8 J. • y \j .J 0/. 46. 05
9 1.901 2.79 48.84
10 1.765 2.60 51.44
11 1.531 2, 25 53.69
12 1.489 2.19 55.88
13 1.375 2.02 57.90
lA 1.336 1.97 59.87
15 1.323 1.94 61.81
TABLE 17.
EIGENVAL'JES AND PERCENTAGE OF VARIANCE EXTRACTED BY FACTORS
FOR SOPHOMORE FS (N = 144)
Factor Eigenvalue % Variance Cum. 7o Variance
1 9.887 14.54 14.54
2 5.627 8.28 22.82
3 3.651 5.36 28.18
4 3.162 4.65 32.83
5 2.689 3.96 36.79
6 2.410 3.54 40.33
7 2.311 3.40 43.73
8 2.261 3.32 47.05
9 1.820 2,68 49 . 73
10 1.786 2.63 52.36
11 1.661 2.44 54.80
12 1.551 2.28 57.08
13 1.421 2.09 59.17
14 1.347 1.98 61.15
15 1. 295 1.91 63.06
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TABLE 18^
EIGENVALUES AND PERCENTAGE OF ^ll^NCE EXTRACTED BY FACTORS
FOR JUNIOR c c (-tj - 1 0 9 \
Factor E igenva 1ue /o Vd J. XcJ-XlCCr Cum. /o Variance
1 11. 314 1 ft f,LX o . v-y 16. 64
2 6. 758 ZD. DO
3 3. 856 J • D / 3Z. 25
4 3.082 H- • _)J 36. 78
5 2. 633 3 87 / r>M^U, d5
6 2. 372 3 AQ
7 2. 264 A "7 /. "7
8 2. 133 3 1 A ju. dJ.
9 1.955 J J.
10 1.841 2. 71 JO. i y
11 1 . 544 2. 27 58.46
12 1.439 2, U 60.57
13 1.384 1.96 62.61
14 1.295 1.90 64.51
15 1.248 1.84 66.35
TABLE
_19
EIGEWALL'ES AND PMQENTAGE OF VARANCE EXTFACTED BY FACTORS
FOR Se'nIOR SS "("n" = 111)
"
•tor Eigenvalue 7o Variance Cum. % Variance
1 11.822 17.39 17.39
2 4.738 6.96 24.35
3 3.857 5.67 30.02
4 3.095 4.55 34.57
5 2.913 4.29 38.86
6 2.585 3.80 42.66
7 2.374 3.49 46.15
8 2. 203 3.24 49.39
9 1.956 2.88 52. 27
10 1.803 2.65 54.92
11 1.718 2.52 57 . 44
12 1. 617 2.38 59.82
13 1.513 2.23 62.05
14 1.416 2.08 64.13
15 1.308 1.92 66.05
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TABLE 20.
EIGENVALUES MD PERCENTAGE OF VARIANCE EXTRACTED BY FACTORS
FOR TRINITY Ss (N = 143)
Factor Eigenvalue 7o_Varianc
13-. 25I 9.007
2 5.590 8.22
3 4.031 5.92
4 3. 113 4.58
tr
J 2.981 4.38
6 2.307 3.40
7 2.254 3.31
8 1.989 2.93
9 1.847 2.71
10 1.757 2.59
11 1.739 2.56
12 1.547 2.27
13 1.478 2.17
14 1.399 2.06
15 1.370 2.02
Cura_. %_ Variance
13. 25
21.47
27.39
31.97
36.35
39.75
43.06
45.99
48.70
51.29
53.85
56,12
58.29
60.35
62.37
TABLE 21.
EIGENVALUES AND PERCENTAGE OF VARIANCE EXTR/.CTED BY FACTORS
FOR U.R.I. Ss (N = 113)
Factor Eigenvalue 7c Variance Cum. % Variance
1 9.915 14.58 14.58
2 6.848 10.07 24.65
3 4.199 6.18 30.83
4 3.234 4.75 35.58
5 2.944 4.33 39.91
6 2.600 3.83 43.74
7 2. 150 3.16 46.90
8 2.081 3.06 49.96
9 1.875 2.75 52. 71
10 1.806 2.66 55.37
11 1. 668 2.45 57.82
12 1.600 2.36 60, 18
13 1.460 2.14 62.32
14 1.415 2.08 64.40
15 1.370 2.02 66,42
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TABLE 22.
ELG^MALlffiS AND PEP.CENTAGE OF VARIANCE EXTRACTED BY FACTORS
FOR HOBART SS (N - 99)
Factor Eigenvalue T 1 "p r» Cum. 7o Variance
1 10.954 J.D. ii
2 6.422 Q 6.7 ZD. .JO
3 3. 623 5 33 "ifl Q 1J u . y J.
4 3.143 4.62 35.53
5 2. 882 4 9/.
6 2.554 3.76 43.53
7 2.146 3. 16 46.69
8 2.034 2.99 49.68
9 1.825 2.68 52.36
10 1.759 2.59 54.95
11 1.655 2.43 57.38
12 1.540 2.27 59.65
13 1.489 2.19 61 84
14 1.381 2,03 63.87
15 1.340 1.97 65. 84
TABLE
_23.
EIGENVALUES AND PERCENTAGE OF VARIANCE EXTRACTED BY FACTORS
FOR WILLIAM SMITH SS (N = 52)
Factor Eigenvalue % Variance Cum. 7o Variance
1 9.547 14.04 14.04
2 6.498 9.56 23.60
3 4.557 6.70 30.30
4 3.940 5.79 36.09
5 3.437 5.06 41.15
6 3.138 4.61 45.76
7 3.060 4.50 50.26
8 2.620 3.85 54.11
9 2.412 3.55 57.66
10 2. 216 3.26 60.92
11 2. 179 3.20 64.12
12 1.934 2.85 66.97
13 1.790 2.63 69.60
14 1.586 2.33 71.93
15 1.524 2.24 74. 17
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TABLE 24
.
AND PEE.CENTAGE OF VARIANCE EXTRACTED BY FACTORS
FOR AMHERST SS (N = 140^
r a.c tor Eigenvalue % Variance Cnm. 7o Variance
1X O 1 /. o o 18. 38 18.38
9
7. 74 26.12
oJ O I/O3. 14o 5.03 31.15
Af o n c oz. y 5Z 4. 34 35.49
J Z . o 1
3
4. 14 39. 63
D 2. 327 3. 42 43.05
7 /. uuy 2.95 46.00
o
o 1 o n 0 2. 80 48.80
9 1.835 2, 70 51.50
10 1.604 2.36 53.86
11 1.529 2. 25 56. 11
12 1.509 2. 22 58.33
13 1.432 2. 10 60.43
14 1.346 1.98 62.41
15 1.308 1.93 64.34
TABLE 25.
EIGENVALUES AND PERCENTAGE OF VARIANCE EXTRACTED BY FACTORS
FOR MALE SS (N = 453)
ctor Eigenvalue % Variance Cum. % Variance
1 10.459 15.38 15.38
2 5.343 7.86 23.24
3 3.044 4.48 27.72
4 2.570 3.77 31.49
5 2.090 3.08 34. 57
6 1.959 2.88 37 . 45
7 1.778 2. 61 40.06
8 1.733 2.55 42. 61
9 1.640 2.42 45.03
10 1.495 2.19 47.22
11 1.467 . 2.16 49.38
12 1.353 1.99 51.37
13 1.990 1.90 53.27
14 1.206 1.77 55.04
15 1.168 1.72 56.76
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TABLE 26.
EIGENVALUES AND PERCENTAGE OF VARIANCE EXTRAlCTED BY FACTO^^«^
FOR FEMALE SS (N = 235)
Factor Eigenvalue % Variance Cum. % VsTianrp
1 9.030 13. 28 13. 28
2 6.914 10. 17 23.45
3 3.339 4.91 28. 36
4 2. 596 3.82 32. 18
5 2.457 3. 61 35.79
6 2. 163 3. 18 38.97
7 2.039 3.00 41.97
8 1.913 2,81 44.78
9 1.887 2.78 47.56
10 1.583 2.33 49.89
11 1.548 2.27 52.16
12 1.517 2.23 54.39
13 1.417 2.09 56.48
14 1.363 2.00 58.48
15 1.233 1.82 60.30
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Factor Structures
Presentatiou of the factor structures resulting from the 13
factor analysis sequences vjill be handled in the following manner.
First, those factors whicli appear to have a relatively coniiion pre-
sence in almost all of tlie 13 analyses will be explained, and their
presence or absence in the overall sample analysis will be consi-
dered. Tliis determination was made by examining the rotated factors
in all analyses, and grouping those which had a similar basic struc-
ture and meaning across samples. Every factor which appeared in
more than three analyses appeared in at least seven (usually 10-12);
therefore these factors were considered to be relatively common.
However there were differences in these common factors across classes,
Institutions and sexes, even though they had a similar basic mer.ning,
and the focus of this study was on these differences in basically
common factors. This presents an important distinction. In the
following presentation, the word "dimension" is used to refer to the
overall concept or basic factor structure found in many analyses;
"factor" is used to refer to the presence of an overall concept, or
a unique or less common factor in one specific analysis . For exam-
ple, the dimension "leadership influence" is desigxiated because there
are factors with this basic meaning in almost all analyses. But the
"leadership" factor is slightly different for freshmen than for
seniors.
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Following the presentation of the dimensions and the nature of
the total sample analysis, the presence, nature, and change in the
dimensions among the factors of the pre-college, freshman, sophomore
junior, and senior classes will be examined. Third, the similaritie,
and differences in the factor structures of the five surveyed
Institutions will be presented. Finally, attention will be turned
to sex differences and similarities in the factoral dimensions.
Tables 27 - 39 list the rotated factors for each of the 13
analyses. In each table a factor loading of .300 was considered
sufficiently higli for inclusion and for aid in interpretation of the
factor. Of course, substantially more weight in interpretation was
accorded items with higher loadings. Factors are presented with
the highly loaded items in order of decreasing loading vjithin each
factor, and factors are listed in order of extraction and decreas-
ing percentage of va.riance extracted (See Tables 14- 2G for percen-
tages of variance extracted). Also presented in Tables 27-39 is
an indication of the complexity of each item loaded on a factor.
Items loaded .300 or above on only one factor in a given analysis
are not followed by an asterisk. Those items loaded .300 or above
on two factors in that particular analysis are followed by a
single asterisk. Similarly, items loaded .300 or above on three
or four factors in that analysis are followed by two or three
asterisks respectively.
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LOADING
.780
.111
.lib
7 6]
RPJATED FA£imS FOR AU^ XN_:i_688).
FACTOR J,
48. Feeling that my mother's suggestions are x^orthy of consideration
3. Feeling very close to my mother.
56. Feeling that my mother is "on ray side."
32. Feeling that I can turn to my mother with problems and concerns.
. , uj
50. Feeling that I appear to my mother as I feel myself.
40. Having my mother ackno\gledge a task I consider well done. '.664
45. Feeling that my parents trust my own independent decisions... '.419-.V
FACTOR 1
27. Feeling that I'd pursue any heterosexual relationship.
..
parents. .680
55. Feeling that I'd pursue any heterosexual relationship.
.. friends . ".62^:
64. Having a long rap about life with a friend of the opposite sex. !489
67. Developing my own identity-"f inding out who I am. * 489
38. Feeling that I'd do something I wanted to, even if... against rules. .481-'.-
18. Developing my ovm values not based primarily on my parents'.
.457
29. Having my own personal ideology or philosophy of life.
.473
12. Having an all-night rap with several good friends. .394vv
24. Having time to be alone.
.373
31. Being concerned about what the world will be like in 50 years. .373
15. Continuing to pursue my education beyond formal schooling. .331
FACTOR 3
23. Having a strong faith in an organir.ed religion. .604
10. Making a relatively definite vocational choice. .545
17. Maintaining socially approved behavior. .512"
8. Wanting to have children.
.495
37. Feeling a sense of wholeness about my life, .47"/"
4. Generally feeling that life is worthwhile. .428
35. Having a sense of ambition or purpose in my academic work. .395
28. Not feeling as though I'd have to go it alone. problem or concern, .318"
11. Trying to save face in a potentially embarrasing situ' tion. .. roommate . .302"
FACTOR 4
42. Feeling that my body is as masculine (feminine) as my friends'. .664
49. Not feejing inferior to others... in the presence of tl:e opposite sex. .643
33. Not wishing that I were someone else. .582
66. Feeling that I am attractive to members of the opposite sex. .573
5S. A.cting like a male (female) in the presence of females (males). .457"
34. Being able to keep from, crying around friends of my own sex. .347"
41. Being knoxm by nams to most people in my class or dorm. .328"
FACTOR 5
LOADING
54. Being considered a leader by my parents.
62. Making my influence felt by my friends-shaving an influence on them.
41. Being knovm by name to m.ost people in my class or dorm.
22. Feeling that my friends would come to me for advice,
82847. Being considered a leader by my friends.
9. Being considered a leader by the faculty and administration. '.723
.636
.449
.408*
, 39 3 "
6. Experimenting with different kinds of roles.
.301"
FACTOR 6
65. Weighing a decision which will affect a teacher's opinion...
.455
38. Feeling that I'd do something I wanted to, even if... against rules. -.400-''
17. Maintaining socially approved behavior.
.399'
44. Not feeling guilty about something I've done, even... no one... knows, -.379
37. Feeling a sense of wholeness about my life. - .343'
53. Having teachers consider me trustworthy.
.321
34. Being able to keep from crying around friends of my o\m sex. .318*'
26. Having some better or more creative ideas... than some teachers. -.306
FACTOR 2
7. Having a very close friend of my sex. .670
1. Feeling that my friends are sincere and would stick by rr.e. .637
51. Feeling "a part" of friends vjho share my views. .618
5. Collaborating with a friend on a task, ,, of mutual concern. .573
60. Having my friends acknovjlcdge a task I consider well done. .464
12. Having an all-night rap with several good friends. .438
22. Feeling that my friends would come to me for advice. .426
19. Feeling that I appear to my peers as I feel myself. .365
28. Not feeling as though I'd have to go it alone.
..
problem or concern. .363
FACTOR 8
59. Feeling that I can turn to my father with problems and concerns. .851
46. Feeling very close to my father. .843
36. Feeling that my father is "on my side." .783
16. Feeling that my father's suggestions are worthy of consideration. .752
52. Having my father acknovvledge a task I consider well doae. .719
39. Feeling that I appear to my father as I feel myself. .674
45. Feeling that my parents trust my own independent decisions... .467
FACTOR 9
11. Trying to save face in a potentially embarrasing situation. roommate. .548
25. Dropping a girl (boy) before slie (he) drops you. .501
68. Being respected by my peers, even if it means disrespect. . .adults. .461
57. Making a teacher think that I didn't do the work instead of . . . abili ty . .434
58. Acting like a male (female) in the presence of females (males). .422
6. Experimenting with different kinds of roles. '344
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FACTOR 10
LOADING
21. Developing a permanent meaningful heterosexual relationship v-m
30. Experiencing meaningful, satisfying sexual relationships.
'-/Se14. Feeling emotionally committed to someone. ' rrr
.666
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TABLE 2_8_^ ROTATED FACTORS FOR PRE- COLLEGE SS ,^^^JMl )^
FACTOR I
3. Feeling very close to my mother.
32. Feeling that I can turn to my mother with problems and concerns
48. Feeling that my mother's suggestions are worthy of consideration
56. Feeling that my mother is "on my side."
50. Feeling that I appear to my mother as I feel myself.
40. Having my mother acknowledge a task I consider well* done. oo^54. Being considered a leader by my parents. '345*
52. Having my father ackno^iledge a task I consider well done. '.319-:^
FACTOR 2
LOADING
.867
.788
.770
.765
.735
684
1. Feeling that my friends are sincere and would stick by me.
.771
7. Having a very close friend of my sex. '754
43. Having a close personal relationship with a faculty member. * 608
51. Feeling a part of friends who share my views.
.579*
22. Feeling that my friends would come to me for advice.
'ji92''-
53. Having teachers consider me trustvjorthy.
.488'-
12. Having an all-night rap with several good friends.
.406*
2. Having a teacher acknowledge a task I consider well done.
.398
41. Being knom by name to most people in my class or dorm.
.397
5. Collaborating with a friend on a task. ..of m.utual concern.
.380
19. Feeling that I appear to my peers as I feel myself.
.323
4. Generally feeling that life is worthwhile. .309>v
FACTOR 3
46. Feeling very close to my father.
.865
59. Feeling that I can turn to my father with problems and concerns. .826
39. Feeling that I appear to my father as I feel myself. .754
36. Feeling that my father is "on my side."
.732
52. Having my father acknowledge a task I consider well done.
. 638'?
16. Feeling that my father's suggestions are worthy of consideration. .627
45. Feeling that my parents trust my owti independent decisions... .461
8. Wanting to have children. .310"
4. Generally feeling that life is worthwhile. .308"
FACTOR 4
55. Feeling that I'd pursue any heterosexual relationship ... friends. .793
27. Feeling that I'd pursue any heterosexual relationship. .. parents. .774
68. Being respected by iny peers, even if it means disrespect. . .adults. .563
64. Having a long rap about life with a friend of the opposite sex. .427
38. Feeling that I'd do something I wanted to, even if... against rules. .397"
12. Having an all-night rap with several good friends. .389""
31. Being concerned about what the world will be like in 30 years. .347"
17. Maintaining socially approved behavior. ".305"
21. Developing a permanent meaningful heterosexual rel^i tionship. .304"
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FACTOR 5
9. Being cousidered a leader by the faculty and administration.
47. Being considered a leader by my friends.
54. Being coasidered a leader by my parents.
63. Being able to have a serious intellectual discussion with faculty
62, Making my influence felt by my friends-having an influence on them!
22. Feeling that my friends would come to me for advice.
FACTOR 6
13. Not being bound by requirements or prescribed duties,
42. Feeling that my body is as masculine (feminine) as my friends'.
17. Maintaining socially approved behavior.
38. Feeling that I'd do something I wanted to, even if.., against rules.
8. Wanti.ng to have children.
31. Being concerned about what the world will be like in 50 years.
53. Having teachers consider me trustworthy.
FACTOR 7
LOADING
.879
.856
.666*
.328*
.317
.303-v
-.712
.511
.496vc
-
.493vc
.458-;:
.335*
.304*
10. Making a relatively definite vocational choice.
35. Having a sense of ambition or purpose in my academic work.
23. Having a strong faith in an organized religion.
37. Feeling a sense of wlioleness about my life.
28. Not feeling as though I'd have to go it alone problem or concern.
4. Generally feeling that life is worthwhile.
.803
.508
.491
.441*
.335
.333*'iv
FACTOR 8
64. Having a long rap about life with a friend of the opposite sex. .628*
63. Being able to have a serious intellectual discussion. .. with faculty. .594*
12. Having an all-night rap with several good friends. .457*
29. Having my own personal ideology or philosophy of life. .417
51. Feeling a part of friends who share my views. .336*
37. Feeliii.g a sense of wholeness about my life. -.324*
FACTOR 9
21. Developing a permanent meaningful heterosexual relationship.
30. Experiencing meaningful, satisfying sexual relationships.
14. Feeling emotionally committed to someone.
64. Having a long rap about life with a friend of the opposite sex
,760*
679
608
422*
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TABLE 29_._ ROTATED FACTOR lOR FRESHEN SS (N ^_170)_
FACTOR 1
LOADING
.841
.784
.780
.755
56. Feeling that my mother is "on my side."
3. Feeling very close to my mother.
48. Feeling that my mother's suggestions are worthy of consideration.
32. Feeling that I can turn to my mother with problems and concerns.
'
50. Feeling that I appear to my mother as I feel myself. 739
45. Feeling that my parents trust m.y own independent decisions... * 639
40. Having my mother acknowledge a task I consider well done. "* [566
39. Feeling that I appear to my father as I feel myself. *352y-
36. Feeling that my father is "on my side." ' *.332^''
FACTOR 2
24. Having time to be alone.
63. Being able to have a serious intellectual discussion with. .. faculty.
.
382vc
13. Not being bound by requirements or prescribed duties.
.3445'oV
53. Having teachers consider me trustworthy.
.331'.v
67. Developing my own identity~-finding out who I am. .305'V
FACTOR 3
65. Weighing a decision which will affect a teacher's opinion...
.710
53. Having teachers consider me trustworthy.
.488"
2. Having a teacher acknowledge a task I consider well done. .412
6. Experimenting with different kinds of roles. .410'V
17. Maintaining socially approved behavior.
.367"
11. Trying to save face in a potentially embarrasing situation. .. roommate. .362"
FACTOR 4
57. Making a teacher think that I didn't do the xwrk instead of ... ability . .652
68. Bei^-^g respected by my peers, even if it m.eans disrespect. .. adults. .533
34. Being able to keep from crying around freinds of my o\m sex. .388"
11. Trying to save face in a potentially embarrasing situation. .. roommate. .350'''<'
29. Having my o^m personal ideology or philosophy of life. ",337''
FACTOR 5
. 1. Feeling that my friends are sincere and would stick by me. .680
7. Having a very close friend of my own sex. .604
5. Collaborating with a friend on a task. ..of mutual concern. .557
28. Not feeling as though I'd have to go it alone. ., problem or concern. .530
51. Feeling a part of friends who share my views. .497
22. Feeling that my friends would come to me for advice. .473
60. Having a friend acknowledge a task I consider well done. .360
12. Having an all-night rap with several! good friends. .331"
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FACTOR 6
LOADING
FACTOR 7
18
26
63
.862
46. Feeling very close to my father.
16' IZ]^""^ ^ '° ^•^i'^^^ problems and concerns «v16. FeeUng that my father's suggestions are worthy of cons^de-rlt ^11^36. Feeling that my father is "on my side "
idera ion.
.834
52. Haviiig my father acknowledge a task I'consider well done39. Feeling that I appear to my father as I feel myself.
'HI13. Not being bound by requirements or prescribed duties.
.361
49. Not feeling inferior to others.
..in the presence of the opposite se- 70Q58. Acting like a male (female) in the presence of females (ZTes], 630
6^ l^^^]"""^ masculine (feminine) as my friends' '586
33. Not wishing that I were someone else.
19. Feeling that I appear to my peers as I feel myself. '007
34. Being able to keep from crying around friends of my ovm sex. [sis
FACTOR 8
I7' Spv""! r'i
something I wanted, even if... against the rules.
.70727. Feeling that I'd pursue any heterosexual relationship.
.. parents. 58967. Developing my ovm identity— finding out who I am. 57564. Ilaving a long rap about life with a friend of the opposite sex. '541
^y. Having my own personal ideology or philosophy of life. 50917. Maintaining socially approved behavior.
. -'485
12. Having an all-night rap with several good friends. *482
6. Experimenting with different kinds of roles. '4^3
30. Experiexicing meaningful, satisfying sexual relationships. *391
55. Feeling that I'd pursue any heterosexual relationship.
.. friends. [36823. Having a strong faith in an organized religion. - 357Developing my own values, not based primarily on my parents. '326
Having some better or more creative ideas... than some teachers. '322
Being able to have a serious intellectual discussion with. .. faculty
. [306
FACTOR 9
9. Being considered a leader by the faculty and administration.
.774
47. Being considered a leader by my friends. *752
54. Being considered a leader by my parents.
.507
62. Making my influence felt by my friends—having an influence on them. ^438
41. Being known by name to most people in my class or dorm.
.421
43. Having a close personal relationship with a faculty member.
.399
26. Having some better or more creative ideas... than some teachers.
.339
FACTOR
_10
21. Developing a perrnanent laeaninsful heterosexual relatiorshin.14. leelmg emotionally conmiitted to soiroone
30. Experiencing meaningful, satisfying sexual relationships.
25. Dropping a girl (boy) before she (he) drops you.
13. Not being bound by requirements or prescribed duties.
Feeling that I d pursue any heterosexual relationship.
.. friend<.
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li^JM ROTATED 'MOTORS FOR SOPHOMORE .SS (N = 144)_^
FACTOR I
LOADING
46. Feeling very close to my father.
59. Feeling that I can turn to my father with problems and concerns. 'ssQ
52. Having my father acknov7ledge a task I consider well done. *785
16. Feeling that my father's suggestions are worthy of consideration. *782
36. Feeling that my father is "on my side." '-739
39. Feeling that I appear to my father as I feel myself.. * 670 -a-
45. Feeling that m.y parents trust my own independent deci sions .. . ! 634
56. Feeling that my mother is "on my side." [390
40. Having my mother acknowledge a task I consider well done. [354
3. Feeling very close to my mother. *350
32. Feeling that I can turn to my mother with problems and concerns.
.332
48. Feeling that my mother's suggestions are worthy of consideration.
.318
50. Feeling that I appear to my mother as I feel niyself.
.301 -v
68. Being respected by my peers, even if it means disrespect.
. .adults. -.301 *'>
FACTOR 2
15. Continuing to pursue my education beyond formal schooling.
.612
24. Having time to be alone.
^502
29. Having my o\m. personal ideology or philosophy of life.
.594
26. Having some better or more creative ideas... than some teachers.
.549
67. Developing my own identity— finding out who I am.
.534
31. Being concerned about what the world will be like in 50 years. .518
63. Being able to have a serious intellectual discussion with. .. faculty
. .518
12. Having an all-night rap with several good friends. .460
17. Maintaining socially approved behavior.
-.328
7. Having a very close friend of my ovm sex.
.31]
FACTOR 3
35. Having a sense of ambition or purpose in my academic v.^ork. .753
20. Feeling a sense of accomplishment at the end of a course. .660
53. Having teachers consider me trustworthy. .484 "
17. Maintaining socially approved behavior. .466 -
10. Making a relatively definite vocational choice. .458
2. Having a teacher acknovjledge a task I consider well done. .448
65. Weighing a decision which will affect a teacher's opinion... ,417
FACTOR 4
49. Not feeling inferior to others... in the presence of the opposite sex. .799
42. Feeling that my body is as masculine (feminine) as my friends'. .691
66. Feeling that I am attractive to members of the opposite sex. .623 *
33. Not v^7ishing that I were someone else. .622
58. Acting like a male (female) in the presence of females (males). .502
55. Feeling that I'd pursue any heterosexual relationship. .. friends. .423
41. Being known by name to most people in my class or dorm. .341
64. Having a long rap about life with a friend of the opposite sex. .335
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FACTOR 5
LOADING
1. Feeling thau my friends are sincere and would stick by me m-,51. Feeling a part of friends who share ray views. ^ ^tr
7. Having a very close friend of my sex. '
„
J
22. Feeling that my friends would come to me for advice
60. Having my friends acknowledge a task I consider well done.
19. Feeling that I appear to my peers as I feel myself
62. Making my influence felt by my friends-having an influence on themHaving teachers consider me trustworthy
•><
.504
.430 ,v
.410 *
.408 *
5. Collaborating with a friend on a task... of mutual concern '372
66. Feeling that I am attractive to members of the opposite sex. ^320
FACTOR 6
37. Feeling a sense of wholeness about my life. 577
4. Generally feeling that life is worthwhile. [557
68. Being respected by my peers, even if it means disrespect.
. .adul ts. "'.497 *
60. Having my friends acknowledge a task I consider well done. -'.388
-k
41. Being known by name to most people in my class or dorm. "'.'375
14. Feeling emotionally committed to someone. [3x9
FACTOR 7
19. Feeling that I appear to my peers as I feel myself.
.619 ,v
65. Weighing a decision which will affect a teacher's opinion... -'.391 i
50. Feeling that I appear to my mother as I feel myself, *389 I
39. Feeling that I appear to my father as I feel myself. ^328 f?
FACTOR 8
47. Being considered a leader by my friends.
.782
9. Being considered a leader by the faculty and administration.
.702
62. Making my influence felt by my friends--having an influence on them. .521 -A-
43. Having a close personal relationship with a faculty member.
.496
54. Being considered a leader by my parents.
.456
41. Being kno^^7n by name to most people in my class or dorm. .451 Vr
23. Having a strong faith in an organized religion.
.308
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TABLE 31^ ROJ:^ FACTORS im ,]TOXO^ iN„=-J.?2J,.
FACTOR 1
7.
51.
1.
22.
5,
17.
60.
29.
53.
64.
12.
63.
19.
62.
40.
me.
Having a very close friend of my sex
Feeling a part of friends who share my views
Feeling that my friends are sincere and would stick hyFeeling that my friends would come to me for advi-^eCollaborating with a friend on a task... of mutuafconce-^-nMaintaining socially approved behavior.
Having my friends acknowledge a task I consider well doneHaving my own personal ideology or philosophy of 1 if
e
Having teachers consider me trustworthy.
Having a long rap about life with a friend of the onpooite sexHaving an all-night rap with several good friends
^
Being able to have a serious intellectual discussion wUh.
.. facultyFeeling that I appear to my peers as I feel myself
•
'
^'^^-^^^
.
Making my influence felt by my friends^-having an Influence on themHaving my mother acknowledge a task I consider wpU done
FACTOR 2
59. Feeling that I can turn to my father with problems and concerns.
4f). Feeling very close to my father.
36. Feeling that my father is "on my side."
16. Feeling that my father's suggestions are worthy of consideration.
52. Having my father acknowledge a task I consider well done.
39. Feeling that I appear to my father as I feel myself.
45. Feeling that my parents trust my ovm independent decisions...
23. Having a strong faith in an organized religion.
48. Feeling that m.y mother's suggestions are worthy of con.sideration.
FACTOR 3
LOADING
.706
.668
.612 *
.604
.471 *
.443
.436 -"^
.^02
.402 "
.366 <
.358
.330 *
.326 >'<
.313
.301
,835
.815 *
,797
,764
,703
, 669
,433 *
,300 *
300 *
9. Being considered a leader by the faculty and administration.
47. Being considered a leader by my friends.
54. Being considered a leader by my parents.
2. Having a teacher acknowledge a task I consider well done.
63. Being able to have a serious intellectual discussion with. .. faculty
.
43. Having a close personal relationship with a faculty m.em.ber.
53. Having teachers consider me trustworthy.
44. Not feeling guilty about something I've done, even if no one... knows,
20. Feeling a sense of accomplishment at the end of a course.
FACTOR {f
21. Developing a permanent meaningful heterosexual relationship.
30. Experiencing meaningful, satisfying sexual relationships.
14. Feeling emotionally committed to someone.
13. Not being bound by requirements or prescribed duties.
28. Not feeling as though I'd have to go it alone. .. problem or concern.
37. Feeling a sense of wholeness about my life.
67. Developing m.y o\m identity-finding out who T am.
20. Feeling a sense of accomplishment at the end of a course.
.791
.736
.460
. 444
,438 -
,426
,389
,383
,347 -
.761
.673
.636
.444
. 440
.402
.362
.330
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FACTOR 5
LOADING
10. Making a relatively definite vocational choice.
2i. Having a strong faith in an organi?.ed religion. Jt}
37. Feeling a sense of vjholeness about my lif--! *,
^
4. Generally feeling that life is v7orthuhile
*
FACTOR 6
FACTOR 7
.346
79:
32. Feeling that I can turn to my mother with problems and concerns.
J. Feeling very close to my mother.
50. Feeling that I appear to my mother as I feel myself. 768
.756
.736
.691
56. Feeling that my mother is "on my side."
48. Feeling that my mother's suggestions are worthy of consider^. tion
40. Having my mother acknowledge a task I consider well done.
54. Being considered a leader by my parents. ' 43-:.
45. Feeling that my parents trust my ovm independent decisions... '403
4. Generally feeling that life is worthwhile.
*40i39. Feeling that I appear to my father as I feel myself. '337
41. Being known by name to most people in my class or dorm. *329
46. Feeling very close to my father.
.316
42. Feeling that my body is as masculine (feminine) as my friends'.
.667
49, Not feeling inferior to others... in the presence of the opposite sex. '.664
33. Not wishing I were someone else.
.639
41. Being known by name to most people in my class or dorm. '.597
66. Feeling that I am attractive to members of the opposite sex. [527
"
26. Having some better or more creative ideas.. .than some teachers. [433
29. Having my own personal ideology or philosophy of life. ^431
60. Having my friends acknowledge a task I consider well done.
.322 -2
38. Feeling that I'd do something I wanted, even if. ..against the rules. .317 -:<-:
1. Feeling that my friends are sincere and would stick by me.
.303 v.-
FACTOR 8
25. Dropping a girl (boy) before she (he) drops you.
.562
6. Experimenting with different kinds of roles.
.519
13. Not being bound by requirements or proscribed duties.
.516vV
17. Maintaining socially approved behavior.
-.504
-a-
12. Having an all-night rap with several good friends. .485 -a-
38. Feeling that I'd do something I v;anted, even if... against the rules. .484 -.v-a
64. Having a long rap about life with a friend of the opposite sex. .394 -a-
28. Not feeling as though I'd have to go it alone. .. problem or concern. . 308
FACTOR 9
65. Weighing a decision which will affect a teacher's opinion... .688
8. Wanting to have children. .583
19. Feeling that I appear to my peers as I feel myself. .527 vv
58. Acting like a male (female) in the presence of females (males). .453
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FACTOR 10
LOADING
27. Foelingthat 1 d pursue any heterosexual relationship.
. .parents. 73918. Developing my ow. values not based primarily on my parents' 66855. Feeling that I'd pursue any h-terosexual relationship.
.. friends. \?i
61. Not being influenced by my mother or father's vocation... lA
5. Collaborating with a friend on a task.., of mutual concern.
38. Feeling that I'd do something I wanted to, even if ... against the rules. *39767. Developing my owi identity-finding out who I am, 34Q68. Being respected by my peers, even if it. .. disrespect from adults. \\\\
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TABLE 32. R0TATET3 FACTORS FOR Smim SS (N = HI) .
LOADING
59. Feeling that I can turn to my father with problei.s and concerns 84216. Feeling that my father's suggestions arc worthy of consideration. '820
36. Feeling that my father is "on my side."
3. Feeling very close to my mother'
'^^J"
52. Having my father acknowledge a task I consider weU done *724
48. Feeling that my mother's suggestions are worthy of consideration *723
39. Feeling that I appear to my father as I feel myself. *
'yoy45. Feeling that my parents trust my oim independent decisions. *701
50. Feeling that I appear to my mother as I feel myself. * 69332. Feeling that I can turn to my mother with problems and concerns * 647
40. Having my mother acknowledge a task I consider well done. * 586
56. Feeling that my mother is "on my side." '543
54. Being considered a leader by my parents. * 525 Vc
4. Generally feeling that life is worthwhile ' 35l l
49. Not feeling inferior to others... in the presence of the opposite sex. [343^
8. Wanting to have children. 329''-'
FACTOR 2.
30. Experiencing meaningful, satisfying sexual relationships.
.748
21. Developing a permanent, meaningful heterosexual relationship.
.765
14. Feeling emotionally committed to someone.
.734
49. Not feeling inferior to others... in the presence of the opposite sex. .499
67. Developing my ovm identity--finding out who I am.
.369
4. Generally feeling that life is worthwhile.
.356'V
8. Wanting to have children
.35lVwV
64. Having a long rap about life with a friend of the opposite sex. .349
22. Feeling that my friends would come to me for advice. .314vv
37. Feeling a sense of wholeness about my life. .305'A~a
FACTOR 3
17. Maintaining socially approved behavior,
.720
23. Having a strong faith in an. organized religion. .708
38. Feeling that I'd do something I wanted, even if... against the rules. ".541
15. Continuing to pursue my educatioia beyond formal schooling. ".510Vv-
26. Having some better or more creative ideaSc..than some teachers. ".419
8. Wanting to have children. .398*"
31, Being concerned about what the world will bo like in 50 years. ~.362 ""
[65. Weighing a decision which will affect a teacher's opinion... .341
11. Trying to save face in a potentially embarrasing situation, .. roommate. .328
84
FACTOR 4
LOADING
20. Feeling a sense of accomplishment at the end of a course. 777
li' JS''"''^ ; 'T" °^ ^"'^ition or purpose in my academic work. 'IlliJ. Kavmg teachers consider me trustworthy
10. Ma.king a relatively definite vocational choice. ' ^fl
15. Continuing to pursue my education beyond formal schooling
31. Being concerned about what the world will be like in 50 years
2. Having a teacher acknowledge a task I consider well done
"
43. Having a close personal relationship with a faculty member.
3/. Feeling a sense of wholeness about my life
63. Being able to have a serious intellectual discussion vith. .. faculty
.
'. 3?j I
FACTOR 5
. 444
.423 -V
.395 vv
.367
.355 V:
43. Having a close personal relationship with a faculty member. fiict ...b. Experimenting with different kinds of roles. . 57q
"
19. Feeling that I appear to my peers as I feel myself. -'466
63. Being able to have a serious intellectual discussion with.
. , facul ty *45831. Being concerned about what the world will be like in 50 years. "'406-
FACTOR 6
47. Being considered a leader by my friends. 775
9. Being considered a leader by the faculty and administration. I704
54. Being considered a leader by my parents.
.562 i<
41. Being known by name to most people in my class or dorm. [554 -k
22. Feeling that my friends would come to me for advice. ^409 -v
1. Feeling that my friends are sincere and would stick by me. '.340 -v
FACTOR 7
42. Feeling that my body is as masculine (feminine) as my friends'. .690
33. Not wishing that I were someone else.
.672
37. Feeling a sense of wholeness about my life.
.482
29. Having my own personal ideology or philosophy of life.
.401
13. Not being bound by requirements or prescribed duties.
-.339
51. Feeling a part of friends who share my views.
.316 Vc
41. Being known by name to most people in my class or dorm.
.
304 "
8. Wanting to have children.
.302
FACTOR 8
68. Being respected by my peers, even if ... disrespect from adults. .698
7. Having a very close friend of my sex.
.679
51. Feeling a part of friends who share my views. .553 *
60. Having my friends acknowledge a task I consider well done. .536
5. Collaborating with a friend on a task. ..of rautual concern. .512
1. Feeling that my friends are sincere and would stick by me. .409
62. Making my influence felt by my friends-shaving an influence on them. .387
85
I^BLE 33. ROmTED FACTORS FOR TRINITY SS jN = 143 ).
FACTOR 1
LOADING
50. Feeling that I appear to my mother as I fee] myself. k
56. Feeling that my mother is "on my side." g/:,'
48. Feeling that my mother's suggestions are worthy of consideration
^
32. Feeling that I can turn to my mother with problems and concerns
40. Having my mother acknowledge a task I consider well done.
3. Feeling very close to my mother.
45. Feeling that my parents trust my own independent decisions...
39. Feeling that I appear to my father as I feel myself.
65. Weighing a decision which will affect a teacher's opinion...
36. Feeling that my father is "on my side." ' *3-j^4
FACTOR 2
831
821
752
745
629
430
342
20. Feeling a sense of accomplishment at the end of a course.
.739
53. Having teachers consider me trustworthy.
'ill
35. Having a sense of ambition or purpose in my academic work. * 699
2. Having a teacher acknowledge a task I consider v;ell done. .*604
57. Making a teacher think that I didn't do the work instead...
-]360
15. Continuing to pursue my education beyond formal schooling.
.344
FACTOR 3
49. Not feeling inferior to others in the presence of the opposite sex.
.733
42. Feeling that my body is as masculine (feminine) as m.y friends'.
.722
66. Feeling that I am attractive to members of the opposite sex. .645
3'3i Not wishing that I were someone else.
.576 "
58. Acting "like a male (female)" in the presence of females (males). .434
41. Being kno^m by name to most people in my class or dorm. .379 "-
34. Being able to keep from crying around friends of my own sex. .365
FACTOR 4
8. Wanting to have children.
.602
10. Making a relatively definite vocational choice. .593
17. Maintaining socially approved behavior. .555
9. Being considered a leader by the faculty and administration. ,546
23. Having a strong faith in an organized religion. .544
11. Trying to save face in a potentially embarrassing situation. .. rmmate. ,525
54. Being considered a leader by my parents. .452
41. Being kno^-m by name to most people in my class or dorm. .419''
47. Being considered a leader by my friends. .356*
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FACTOR 5
30
46. Feeling very close to my father.
16. Feeling that my father's suggestions are worthy of consideration,
59. Feeling that I can turn to my father with problems and concerns.
36. Feeling that my father is "on my side."
52. Having my father acknowledge a task I consider well dene.
39. Feeling that I appear to my father as I feel myself.
•'FACTOR 8
LOADING
Experiencing meaningful, satisfying sexual relationships
21. Deve opmg a permanent meaningful heterosexual relationship 'l^J^14. Feeling emotionally committed to someone
-onsn .
.753
44. Not feeling guilty about something
... even if no one knows it.
[ 343
FACTOR 6
.723
.528
64. Having a long rap about life with a friend of the opposite sex.
l^^]^"^^
that I d pursue any heterosexual relationship.
.. friends12. Having an all-night rap with several good friends. 50.
?./. Feeling that I'd pursue any heterosexual relationship.
.. parents. :408
FACTOR 7
.855
.827
.822
.766'-
.732
.
565-'
4. Generally feeling that my life is worthwhile.
.743
37. Feeling a sense of wholeness about my life. [579
63. Being able to have a serious intellectual discussion.
.. faculty
. ! 337
33. Not V7ishing that I were someone else. *315-
FACTOR 9
1. Feeling that my friends are sincere and would stick by me.
.701
51. Feeling "a part" of friends who share my views. [575
5. Collaborating with a friend on a task... of mutual concern.
.571
7. Having a very close friend of my sex.
.534
62. Making my influence felt by my friends—having an influence on them. .480
60. Having my friends acknowledge a task I consider well done. .468
47. Being considered a leader by my friends. .440''-
22. Feeling that my friends would come to me for advice.
.387
87
1^34. ROTATED FACTOR^ ipR
FACTOR 1
36.
46.
59.
56.
FACTOR 3
LOADING
Feeling that my father is "on my side."
Feeling very close to my father * '^^'^
Feeling that I can turn to my f;ther vith problems and concern. * 7«SFeeling that my mother is "on my side."
ems.
. 85
3. Feeling very close to my mother. ''^^^^
48. Feeline that tnoMnr>v.»o ^. . .765
16 Feelina th-t n, , f.^i • ^oo—
--uo ^voicny or consideration.
.763
32' Fee in? thit j' T'l"'
^^-Sgestions are ..orthy of consideration. 7.I
4S rZV-^ It I ^^ith problems and concerns 7I745. FeeUng that my parents trust my own independent decisions '73752. Having my father acknowledge a task I consider well done! '720
.0. FeeUng that I appear to my mother as I feel myself. 'Ifo
39. FeeUng that I appear to my father as I feel myself. ' 66440. Having my mother acknowledge a task I consider well done. '645
54. Being considered a leader by my parents. 30^.
FACTOR 2
.784
.646'V
.526
12. Having an all-night rap with several good friends
64. Having a long rap about life with a friend of the opposite sex.
zz. l?eeiing that my friends would come to me for advice.
29. Having my own personal ideology or philosophy of life. 445-'-
5. Collaborating with a friend on a task. ..of mutual concern. *433,v
55. Weighing a decision which will affect a teacher's opinion...
-*344.v>'<
15. Continuing to pursue my education beyond formal schooling. '.338Vw'<
37. Feeling a sense of wholeness about my life.
.309
38. Feeling that l|d do something I wanted, even if... against rules.
.751
27. Feeling that I'd pursue any heterosexual relationship.
..
parents. [742
55, Feeling that I'd pursue any heterosexual relationship.
.. friends. ^719
17. Maintaining socially approved behavior.
-! 584 -a
64. Having a long rap about life with a friend of the opposite sex. .'437
67. Developing my own identity-finding out who I am.
.416
4. Generally feeling that my life is worthwhile.
-'.SSS-x-
63. Being able to have a serious intellectual discussion.
.. faculty
. .340-v
26. Having some better or more creative ideas... than some teachers. .335 -v/f
23. Having a strong faith in an organized religion.
-.331 Vr
29. Having my own personal ideology or philosophy of life. .321*-;?
6. Experimenting with different kinds of roles.
.307-V-.V
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FACTOR 4
47. Being considered a leader by my friends
9. Being considered a leader by the facult^^ and administration
41. Being known by name to most people in my class or dorm.
43. Having a close personal relationship with a faculty member.
Being considered a leader by my parents.
26. Having some better or more creative ideas. than so'cg teachers
LOADING
.816
.754
.618
. 539
.518-
.425-:V62, Making my influence felt by my friends-having an influence on them. .354
6. Experimenting with different kinds of roles.
,351,
FACTOR 5
25. Dropping a girl (boy) before she (he) drops you.
18. Developing my own values not based primarily on my parents'
58. Acting "like a male (female)" in the presence of females (males)
61. Not being influenced by my mother's or father's vocation...
10. Making a relatively definite vocational choice.
26. Having some better or more creative ideas... than some teachers.
FACTOR 6
42. Feeling that my body is as masculine (feminine) as my friends'.
49. Not feeling inferior to others... in the presence of the opposite sex.
33. Not wishing that I were someone else.
66. Feeling that I am attractive to members of the opposite sex.
29. Having my own personal ideology or philosophy of life.
44. Not feeling guilty about something.
.. even if no one knows it.
37. Feeling a sense of wholeness about my life.
4. Generally feeling that my life is worthwhile.
19. Feeling that I appear to my peers as I feel myself.
FACTOR 2
13. Not being bound by requirements or prescribed duties.
31. Being concerned about what the world will be like in 50 years.
6. Experimenting with different kinds of roles.
FACTOR 8
.711
. 546
.372:
.369,
.320,
.303-
.745
.565
.544
.48]
.460:
.422
.354^
.352:
.
345:
,684
,682
391**
51. Feeling "a part" of friends who share my views.
68. Being respected by my peers, even if it means disrespect from adult:
1. Feeling that my friends are sincere and would stick by me.
7. Having a very close friend of my sex.
5. Collaborating with a friend on a task... of mutual concern.
26. Having some better or more creative ideas... than some teachers.
61. Not being influenced by my mother's or father's vocation...
65. Weighing a decision which x-jill affect a teacher's opinion...
,
640 -V
. 603
,524
519
340-v
340-;.-^
319-v
316*.
89
FACTOR 9
LOADING
.789
. 566 ,v
. 507
on' I n'-'^"
^ ^^"'^ °^ ambition or purpose in my academic work.
20. Feeling a sense of accomplishment at the end of a course. 65810. Making a relatively definite vocational choice.
53. Having teachers consider me trustworthy
28 Not feeling as though I'd have to go it'alone.
. .problem or concern.
.^jz65. Weighing a decision which will affect a teacher's opinion.. 372-
63. Being able to have a serious intellectual discussion. .. faculty '367-
15. Continuing to pursue my education beyond formal schooling.
1 341 ,v
FACTOR 10
23. Having a strong faith in an organized religion. 637 w
8. Wanting to have children.
'
58. Acting "like a male (female)" in the presence of females (males). *.455*
11. Trying to save face in a potentially embarrassing situation.
. rnmate. .436
17. Maintaining socially approved behavior.
.413^'?
19. Feeling that I appear to my peers as I feel myself. [401
51. Feeling "a part"of friends who share my views. !384-v
37. Feeling a sense of wholeness about my life. !381vr
15. Continuing to pursue my education beyond formal schooling.
-.318V.-
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TABLE 35^ ROTATl^ FA^IT^^ XL^.?1,
FACTOR
J.
I,pAJ)ING
46. Feeling very close to my father
16. Feeling that my father's suggestions are «orthy o£ consideraUon
II- ^!,'"! "L'!*'^'^
acknowledge a task I conslder^.ell dS'e 'll]on -n -I • . 1 ^-o^ " J, u ic woii on cm
39* ^ ^ II . 7 "^^'^"^^ suggestions are worthy of consideraJ?'; ey.39 FeeUng that I appear to my father as I feel myself. 'fJ,3. Feeling very close to my mother. '^^^
56. Feeling that my mother is "on my side." *
45. Feeling that my parents trust my own independent decisions... '578
50. Feeling that I appear to my mother as I feel myself. 'v?40. Having my mother acknowledge a task I consider well dor- ioo
:>^. Being considered a leader by my parents.
28' NoJl "r^*"'''^ Pf^^' if^.. disrespect from adults. -'33528. t feeling as though I'd have to go it alone.
.. problem or concerr.
FACTOR 2
.315
30. Experiencing meaningful, satisfying sexual relationshins. 80921. Developing a perm-.nent meaningful heterosexual relationship. '779
Z/. Feeling that I d pursue any heterosexual relationship.
.. parents.
*
58364. Having a long rap about life with a friend of the opposite sex '563 -
67. Developing my o^m identity-^finding out who I am. ' '539
14. Feeling emotionally committed to someone. * 52?
18. Developing my o\m values not based primarily on my parents'. *519
29. Having my own personal ideology or philosophy of life. * *512
23. Ife.ving a strong faith in an organized religion. -.*448
13. Not being bound by requirements or prescribed duties.
',&,Jf/
55. Feeling that I'd pursue any heterosexual relationship. friends. *403
24. Having time to be alone. '3-,^
4. Generally feeling that life is worthwhile. .'368
26. Having some better or more creative ideas... than some teachers. !362 *
37. Feeling a sense of wholeness about my life. *340 vv
FACTOR 3
12. Having an all-night rap with several good friends.
.719
37. Feeling a sense of wholeness about my life. 523
64. Having a long rap about life with a friend of the opposite sex. [406 -a-
51. Feeling a part of friends who share my views.
.361 >v
35. Having a sense of ambition or purpose in my academic work. -.327 *
26. Having some better or more creative ideas... than some teachers. .307 -v
7. Having a very close friend cf my sex.
.301
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FACTOR 4
25. Dropping a girl (boy) before she (he) drops you.
6. Experimenting with different kinds of roles.
34. Being able to keep from crying around friends of my oim sex.
19. Feeling that I appear to my peers as I feel myself.
40. Having my mother acknowledge a task I consider well done.
FACTOR 5
62. Making my influence felt by my friends—having an influence on the
60. Having my friends acknowledge a task I consider well done.
47. Being considered a leader by my friends.
22. Feeling that my friends vjould com.e to me for advice.
51. Feeling a part of friends who share my views.
19. Feeling that I appear to my peers as I feel myself.
54. Being considered a leader by my parents.
1. Feeling that my friends are sincere and would stick by me.
FACTOR 6
9. Being considered a leader by the faculty and administration.
43. Having a close personal relationship with a faculty member.
63. Being able to have a serious intellectual discussion. .. faculty
.
53. Having teachers consider me trustworthy.
2. Having a teacher acknowledge a task I consider well done.
47. Be ing considered a leader by my friends.
22. Feeling that my friends would come to me for advice.
20. Feeling a sense of accomplishment at the end of a course.
15. Continuing to pursue my education beyond formal schooling.
10. Making a relatively definite vocational choice.
35. Having a sense of ambition or purpose in my academic work.
54. Being considered a leader by my parents.
FACTOR 7
m.
LOADING
.688
.673
.342
-.322"
.302"
.815
.607
.
480-
.408-
.398-^
.380-
.370-
.359-
697
691
631
630
560
492"
,442"^
,407
,379
,342
,337"
,310^^'
68. Being respected by my peers, even if ... disrespect from adults. .645"
1. Feeling that my friends are sincere and would stick by me. .433"
17. >Iaintaining socially approved behavior. .398
22. Feeling that my friends would come to me for advice. .367"'
28. Not feeling as though I'd have to go it alone. .. problem or concern. .302"
92
TABLE 36. ROTATED FACTORS
FACTOR I
46. Feeling very close to my father
52. Having my father acknowledge a
16. Feeling that my father's susses
59 Fee1inc> Mi-^f- ^ - wuj.i.uy ox consideration. .853
IZ]^?. T.l I ^.^^^-^ -ith problems and coacerns.
LOADING
task I consider well done litx gg tions are orth f ld^
Feeling that I appear to my father as I feel myself. ooq36. Feeling that my father is "on my side." '^^^
3. Feeling very close to my mother. '
'ItV^'
13. Not being bound by requirements or prescribed duties.
"
-.315
FACTOR 2
66. Feeling that I am attractive to members of the opposite sex. 75064. Having a long rap about life with a friend of the opposite sex. :72349. Not feeling inferior to others. ..in the presence of the opposite sex. .701b/. Developing my own. identity— finding out who T am. 545
33. Not wishing that I were someone else. ' 537 Vc--
42. Feeling that my body is as masculine (feminine) as my friends'. *481 i'
34. Being able to keep from crying around friends of my own sex, [424 *
29. Having my own personal ideology or philosophy of life. .*408
45. Feeling that my parents trust ray own independent decisions... ^340 -v
24. Having time to be alone. * 33^
41. Being known by name to most people in my class or dorm.
.'33I v<-
58. Acting like a male (female) in the presence of females (males). !307
FACTOR 3
13. Not being bound by requirements or prescribed duties.
-.662 *
62. Making my influence felt by my friends--having an influence on them. ! 583
41. Being knovm by name to most people in my class or dorm.
.431 -a-;
7. Having a very clos? friend of my sex.
.4] 6
14. Feeling emotionally committed to someone.
-.370
25. Dropping a girl (boy) before she (he) drops you.
.325 *
lACTgR 4
27. Feeling that I'd pursue any heterosexual relationship.
. .parents. .837
55. Feeling that I'd pursue any heterosexual relationship. .. friends. .664 "
38. Feeling that I'd do something I wanted to, even if... against rules. .567
18. Developing my own values not based primarily on my parents'. .503 -
21. Developing a permanent meaningful heterosexual relationship. .500
41. Being known by name to most people in my class or dorm. -.452
-A-r
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(FACTOR 4, cont.
)
31 Being concerned about vhat the
..orld be like in 50 years15. Continuing to pursue my education beyond fom.al schooling
*
2.3. Having a strong faith in an organized religion
17. Maintaining socially approved behavior
30. Experiencing meaningful, satisfying sexual relationships.
FACTOR 5
20. Feeling a sense of accomplishment at the end of a couvog
63. Being able to have a serious intellectual discussion. faculty
.
2. Having a teacher ackno.vledge a task I consider well done.
i' !f T.'"''? ^
^^^^^ °^ ambition or purpose in my academic work.
5. Collaborating with a friend on a task, ..of mutu-:l cor^cern.
53. Having teachers consider me trustworthy.
40. Having my mother acknowledge a task I consider well done
55. Feeling that I'd pursue any heterosexual relationship.
.. friemJs,
34. Being able to keep from crying around friends of my oxm sex.
FACTOR 5
LOADING
.367'
.358
-.349'
-
. 343
.329
.792
.759
.756
. 654
.421*
.416'V
.369-A-
.325*
-.316*
48.
56.
51.
40.
50.
32.
26.
60.
3.
5.
33.
42.
4.
53.
Feeling that my mother's suggestions are worthy of consideration
Feeling that my mother is "on my side."
Feeling a part of friends who share my views.
Having my mother acknowledge a task I consider well done.
Feeling that I appear to my mother as I feel myself.
Feeling that I can turn to my mother with problems and concerns.
Having some better or more creative ideas... than some teachers^
Having my friends acknowledge a task I consider well done.
Feeling very close to my mother.
Collaborating with a friend on a task... of m.utual concern.
Not wishing that I were someone else.
Feeling that my body is as masculine (feminine) as my friends'.
Generally feeling that life is worthwhile.
Having teachers consider me trustworthy.
.824
.782
.586*
.558*
.538*
.478*
.466
.^i43
.442*
.412*
.366*'
.303*
.302*
.302*
FACTOR 2
19. Feeling that I appear to my peers as I feel myself.
1. Feeling that my friends are sincere and would stick by me,
7. Having a very close friend of my own sex.
29. Having my o\-m personal ideology or philosophy of life.
24. Having time to be alone.
33. Not wishing that I were someone else,
22. Feeling that my friends would come to ms for advice.
FACTOR 8
.716
.710
.654^
.494-
.478-
.363-
.356
47. 33eing considered a leader by my friends.
54. Being considered a leader by my parents.
9. Being considered a leader by the faculty and administration
.866
.783
.730
FACTOR 9
LOADING
28. Not feeling as though I'd have tn on •,• ^ ^i^,^ -u^
/. n n £ -. . & ' -L u lutvc UO go it a lonc . . . prob .LeiTl or cnnrnvn -JKi4. GGiaerally feeling that life is vjorthwhile.
o cer .
.754
8. Wanting to h'sve children. .702-v
37. Feeling a sense of ^Aoleness about nry life. '^^^
24. Having tirae to be alone. ' .500-;.-
25. Dropping a girl (boy) before she (he) drops you.
23. Having a strong faith in a,n organized religion. it "31. Being concerned about vhat the vorld V7ill be like in 50 years
-ill?.31. Feeling a part of friends who share my viexvs. *
3qJ'""'
95
TABLE 37. ROTATED lACTORS FOR AjffiERST SS (N = 140> .
FACTOR
47. Being considered a leader by my friends
54* ITnt con'-l^l ' " '^^"^'^y ^-^^ administration.:>4. Being nsidered a leader by my parents
41. Being known by name to most people in class or dorm.30. Experiencing meaningful, satisfying sexual relationships.
22. Feeling that my friends would come to me for advice.
FACTOR 2
59. Feeling that I can turn to my father with problems and concerns 78846. Feeling very close to my father.
,o .(.rns.
.
36. Feeling that my father is "on my side."
''^^^
LOADING
.770
.732
. 588 w
.444
.357 ^•
.365
16. Feeling that my father's suggestions are worthy of consideration jif,
32 F." 7 suggestions are worthy of consid'^tiSn! 'ut. eeling that I can turn to my mother with problems and concerns. 7lT3. teelmg very close to my mother.
56. Feeling that my mother is "on my side." rrr.
^
45. Feeling that my parents trust my own independent decisions. "626
39. Feeling that I appear to my father as I feel myself. c^nc,
52. Having my father acknowledge a task I consider well done. '571
50. Feeling that I appear to my mother as I
40. Having my mother acknowledge a task I co;
54. Being considered a leader by my parents.
.541
o ^-w^^^ ^ xco-^ici. u 4A.7 -V
65. Weighing a decision which will affect a teacher's opinion. . * 34860. Having my friends acknowledge a task I consider we]] done. *346 ^v.
8. Wanting to have children.
°22l
FACTOR 3
66. Feeling that I am attractive to members of the opposite sex.
.677
42. Feeling that my body is as masculine (feminine) as my friends'. *673
49. Not feeling inferior to others... in the presence of the opposite sex. ! 660
58. Acting "like a male (female)" in the presence of females (males).
.453
33. Not wishing that I were someone else.
^427
38. Feeling that I'd do something I wanted, even if... against rules. !412
41. Being knovTn by name to m.ost people in my class or dorm. .'409
29. Having my own personal ideology or phklosophy of life. [377
51. Feeling "a part" of friends who share my views. '354
60. Having my friends acknowledge a task T consider well done. !329 '
64. Having a long rap about life with a friend of the opposite sex. .329
96
FACTOR 4
FACTOR 5
19. Feeling that I appear to my peers as I feel myself.
50. Feeling that I appear to my mother as I feel myself.
37. Feeling a sense of wholeness about my life.
4. Generally feeling that my life is worthwhile.
33. Not wishing that I were someone else.
FACTOR 8
LOADING
20. Feeling a sense of accomplishment at the end of a course
^ : ^HmMii-^^r^uSiL"" ^ ----e:h;r. iee^
63 Beino pKIp ^^ i.o,
"'"^^^""^ °^ puipose m my academic work. ^o,uj. fcing able to have a serious ^n^P^^ i . • do2
Tn ^7^^ teachers consider me trustworthy.10. Mak.ng a relatively definite vocational choice. '^J^.v
37 Slv^ ^ '"'"^"^ acknowledge a task I consider well done 't?^'. Feeling a sense of wholeness about my life
60. Having my friends acknowledge a task I con;ider well done
'fu
13. Not being bound by requirements or prescribed duties.24o Having time to be alone.
""-^eb
^557
61. Not being influenced by'mother's or father's vocation... 'Ill
2. Having a teacher acknowledge a task I consider well done. ;435:
FACTOR 6
55. Feeling that Id pursue any heterosexual relationship.
.. friends27 Feeling that I'd pursue any heterosexual relationship. paJJnt: 7O861. Not being influenced by my mother's or father's vocation
765
486--
394
Lb. Developing my own values not based primarily on my parents'.
34. Being able to keep from crying around friends of my own. sex.
.378
FACTOR 7
,760
575^
Not feeling guilty about something.
.. even if no one knows it. '465'
Feeling that I appear to my father as I feel myself. 411.1
,381
336->
650
25. Dropping a girl (boy) before she (he) drops you.
23. Having a strong faith in an organized religion. !446vV
15. Continuing to pursue my education beyond formal schooling. !377-v
62. Making my influence felt by my friends—having an influence on them. !371^v
97
FACTOR 9
FACTOR 10
LOADING
17. Maintaining socially approved behavior
Sff?'i^^Lf = vhich will affect a teacher's opinion... 'lit38. FeeUng that I'd do something I wanted, even if . . . ag^Jus?' ;;ies ul'Having a strong faith in an organized religion. ' t-Having teachers consider me trustworthy .^i/-
3. Feeling very close to my mother .353*i
13. Not being bound by requirements' or prescribed duties. '11^
30. Experiencing meaningful, satisfying sexual relationships.
.305'V
12. Having an all-night rap with several good friends. 7nn8. Wanting to have children.
10. Making a relatively definite vocational choice. 'lit
44. Not feeliiig guilty about something. .. even if no one knows it. [323:
98
TABLE 18. ROTAM FACTORS FOR MALE SS XN_-_453)
FACTOR 1
LOADING
46. Feeling very close to my father.
59. Feeling that I can turn to my father with T.vrl-i«n,c n i '^^^
36. Feeling that my father is "on my si^e "
concerns.
.829
5^ S::!::^??!.::L'!^^^'? -SS-^^ons ;re worthy of cousid
FACTOR 2
FACTOR 3
.765
u„ • r- , '-"&o^- >'-Luut. ci tj n t n eration ion52. Having my father acknowledge a task I consider well done 'HI39. Fee rng that I appear to my father as I feel myself.
^^^
Feeling that my parents trust my ov/n independent deci:Not feeling as though I'd have to go it alone.
.. problem or concern 3^,054. Being considered a leader by my parents.
.
. 4
/^ ^ 1 . :C "i^t^^-^^ "-o r .oc
28* "°i
P^-^ z isions... Ill
.3lO«VVr
15. Continuing to pursue my education beyond formal schooling29. Having my own personal ideology or philosophy of life.
67. Developing my own identity- finding out who I am.
31. Being concerned about what the world will be like in 50 years. 470
in' i^r""^ ^ ''f' °^ ambition or purpose in my academic work. 459-..10. Making a relatively definite vocational choice. n^-.,
37. Feeling a sense of wholeness about my life.
"
59 3 'V
520
471
367-v
353
.685
,659
,506
,503
,465
381-v
63. Being able to have a serious intellectual discussion.
.. faculty
.
^J. Having a close personal relationship with a faculty member
2. Having a teacher acknov^ledge a task I consider well done.
53. Having teachers consider me trustworthy.
20. Feeling a sense of accomplishment at the end of a course.
35. Having a sense of ambition or purpose in my academic work. joi-
9. Being considered a leader by the faculty and administration. '335^-
15. Continuing to pursue my education beyond formal schooling. .*315-
FACTOR 4
42. Feeling that my body is as masculine (feminine) as my friends'. 660
49. Not feeling inferior to others... in the presence of the opposite sex. .*601
66. Feeling that I am attractive to members of the opposite sex.
.568
33. Not wishing that I were someone else. '557
58. Acting "like a male (female)" in the presence of females (males). !487
41. Being known by name to most people in my class or dorm. .425-v
34. Being able to keep from crying around friends of my own sex.
.396
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FACTOR
_5
LOADING
47. Being considered a leader by my friends.
y. BcjDg considered a leader by the fnmH-^, . ^ i • . -762
54. Being considered a leader by
^J pfrents'
^™t-"o".
. 6] 2>'
62. Making my influence felt bv mv fv^v.,.^ \ • •596-'
22. Feeling that my friends'.^^l7cfmr?^^;;trL:Lr^^"^^^^ ^^^^
41. Berng kno.-n by nan.e to most people in my class o"d;nn.
FACTOR 6
FACTOR 7
.397'
690
665
23. Haying a strong faith in an organized religion.
17. Maintaining socially approved behavior
38. Feeling that I'd do something I wanted evon . ,
10. Making a relatively definite'vocatJoLl ciroicc^f
'
'
"^'^^"^'^^^
"'''l
I: wS;jSg"o^h::e1hUdre:.^°"^"^^^^ en^arrassing situation. .. «te. '^^
65. Weighing a decision which will affect a teacher's opinion 'If.26. Hav3.ns some better or more creative ideas... than soL tea;h;rs. 333'V
7. Having a very close friend of my sex.
1. Feeling that my friends are sincere and .Tould stick by me. S95
-^1. Feeling a part of friends who share my views
*
5. Collaborating with a friend on a task... of mutual concern.
12. Having an all-night rap mth several good friends.
60. Having my friends acknowledge a task I consider well don-jZ. leelmg that my friends would come to me for advice. 38q.
68. Being respected by my peers, even if ... disrespect from adults. [301
FACTOR 8
639
586
573
523
478
618
466-^
24. Having time to be alone.
26. Having some better or more creative ideas... than some teachers. ^0025. Dropping a girl (boy) before she (he) drops you.
.440
13. Not being bound by requirements or prescribed duties. ' 3sl
18. Developing my own values not based primarily on my parents'. [317
FACTOR 9
3. Feeling very close to my mother.
^773
48. Feeling that my mother's suggestions are worthy of consideration. .*745
56. Feeling that ray mother is "on my side,"
,738
32. Feeling that I can turn to my mother with problems and concerns.
.728
40. Having my mother acknowledge a task I consider well done. [706
50. Feeling that I appear to my mother as I feel myself. .*689
54. Being considered a leader by my parents.
.338-"-
45. Feeling that my parents trust my ovm. independent decisions... .323^'-
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LOADING
.850
TABLE 3_9^ ROJAJED FACTOR LOADINGS FOR FEMALE SS (N^ 235)
.
FACTOR J,
56. Feeling that my mother is "on my side."
48. Feeling that my mother's suggestions are worthy of considerat J on. 8203. Feeling very close to my moth^r.
"
32. Feeling that I can turn to my mother xvith problems and concerns.
:>U. Feeling that I appear to my mother as I feel myself.
40. Having my mother acknowledge a task I consider wll'done.
45. Feeling that my parents trust my ovm independent decisions...
39. Feeling that I appear to my father as I feel myself.
.805
.769
.740
.649
.
572v>
.336'V
FACTOR 2
27. Feeling that I'd pursue any heterosexual relationship.
. .parents. 795
55. Feeling that I'd pursue any heterosexual relationship.
.. friends. *712
38. Feeling that I'd do something I x,?nted, even if. ..against rules. '669
17. Maintaining socially approved behavior. _ 537
23. Having a strong faith in an organized religion, •-!'^;72'
18. Developing my o\-m values not based primarily on my parents'. ',-^,97
68. Being respected by my peers, even if ... disrespect from adults. !377-'
FACTOR 3
47. Being considered a leader by my friends.
9. Being considered a leader by the faculty and administration,
54. Being considered a leader by my parents.
62. Making my influence felt by my friends—having an influence on them. !478''-
41. Being known by name to most people in my class or dorm.
.444
43. Having a close personal relationship with a faculty m.mber. .325'^-
22. Feeling that my friends would come to me for advice.
.300-
FACTOR 4
1. Feeling that my friends are sincere and would stick by me.
.759
7. Having a very close friend of my sex.
.700
51. Feeling a part of friends who share my viev/s.
.614
19. Feeling that I appear to my peers as I feel myself, ,512
28. Not feeling as though I'd have to go it alone on... problem or concern. .481
5. Collaborating with a friend on a task. ..of mutual concern. .433
60. Having my friends acknowledge a task I consider well done. .400-v
22. Feeling that my friends would come to me for advice. ,391"
62. Making my influence felt by my friends'-having an influence on them. .386-
34. Being able to keep from crying around friends of my ovm sex. -.314
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FACTOR 5
FACTOR 6
FACTOR 8
.736
49. Not feeling inferior to others... in the presence of the opposite sex66. Feelxng that I a. attractive to members of the opposite sel 61933. i^ct wishing that I were som2one els- ^ ^
42. Feeling that my body is as masculine* (feminine) as my friends' * 56337. leelmg a sense of wholeness about my life 'lA
58. Acting like a male (female) in the presence of females (nmles)
.313 'V
59. Feeling that I can turn to my father with problems and concerns. 87846. Feeling very close to my father.
'IJl
36. Feeling that my father is "on my side."
.80116. Feeling that m.y father's suggestions are worthy of consideration. 795
:>^. Having my father acknowledge a task I consider well done. *766
39. Feeling that I appear to my father as I feel myself. *672
-v
45. Feeling that my parents trust my own independent decisions... ^364
'*
FACTOR I
20. Feeling a sense of accomplishment at the end of a course.
.666
2. Having a teacher acknowledge a task I consider well done. [590
43. Having a close personal relationship with a faculty member. [539 *
63. Being able to have a serious intellectual discussion. .. faculty
. ^532
26. Having some better or more creative ideas... than some teachers! !466
35. Having a sense of ambition or purpose in my academic work. ^454 -k
53. Having teachers consider me trustX\/orthy
.
^375
60. Having my friends acknowledge a task I consider well done. !312
62911. Tryin.g to save face in a potentially embarrasing situation. .. roommate. .yj^y
58. Acting like a male (female) in the presence of females (males).
.485
57. Making a teacher think I didn't do the work, instead of ... ability. .438
68. Being respected by my peers, even if ... disrespect from adults. .349 -v
61. Not being influenced by my mother's or father's vocatioi)... --.339 -
6. Experimenting with different kinds of roles.
.311
FACTOR 9
10. Making a relatively definite vocational choice.
.709
35. Having a sense of ambition or purpose in my academic work. .509 -
37. Feeling a sense of wholeness a.bout my life. .400
4. Generally feeling that life is worthwhile. .342
23. Having a strong faith in an org5.nized religion. .317 "
8. Wanting to have children.
.315
57. Making a teacher think I didn't do the \;ork instead of ... ability. -.309 "
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FACTOR 10
LOADING
14. Feeling emotioxially coiranitted to someon-
21. Developing a pemianent meaningful heterosexual relationship
30. Lxper.enc.ng meaningful, satisfying sexual relationships. ' 'V'61. Not being influenced by my mother's or father's voc^t.-on '353
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Dimensions
is ions
5re
From a comparison of all 13 factor analyses, 11 dimen.
(defined above as generally similar factor strnctuxes)
..c
delineated. Although the nature of the factors in each analysis
associated with each dimension vary somewhat from sample to sample,
each of the 11 dimensions could be observed in at least seven and
usually 10 to 12 of the 13 analyses. Each dimexasion will be ex-
plained with representative items.
The first three dimensions may be viewed as a unit because of
their unique relationship. They were defined as: Dimension A,
mernal motions
;
Dimension B, I^evna± RelciU^
; and Dimension C,
Parental Relations. Wlvile no sample yielded factors associated with
all three diniensicns, every sample yielded either A and B or C.
In other words, there was either a maternal relations factor and a
separate paternal relations factor, or there was a parental relations
factor on which the highly loaded items represented a mixture of
dimension A and B items.
Representative items of the material relations dimension included
3. Feeling very close to my mother; 32. Feeling that I can turn to
my mother with problems and concerns; 48. Feeling that my mother's
suggestions are worthy of consideration; and 56. Feeling that my
mother is "on my side." Items representative of the paternal rela-
tions dimension included 46, 59, 16, and 36, the wording of which
are identical to those above with "father" substituted for "mother."
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Tl.e fourth dimension, Dimension D, was defined as Sexual
AXtrac^^ess and Influence. Factors associated with this dimen-
sion were found in each sample. Dimension D appeared to include
physical and psychological sex appeal, mascuHuity and feminity,
popularity, and a kind of sexual self-respect. Typical items
loaded highly on associated factors included: 42. Feeling that my
body is as masculine (feminine) as my friends'; 49. Not feeling
inferior to others of my sex in the presence of the opposite sex;
66. Feeling that I am attractive to members of the opposite sex;
and 33. Not wishing that I were someone else.
Independence and Sexual Identitj^ was the definition applied to
Dimension E which had associated factors in 12 of the 13 samples.
This dimension involved the development of an identity as an
individual, independent of parents and, to a lesser extent, of the
"system." It appeared to incorporate not only the establishment
of this identity and independence, but the ongoing pursuit of it
in terms of working toward a personal philosophy of life and sharing
and defending that philosophy with friends and against criticism.
The dimension related to what was called sexual identity because of
the strong elements of free choice in the pursuit of sexual relationships.
Typical items loaded highly on factors associated with Dimension E
included: Feeling that I'd pursue any heterosexual relationship I
considered worthwhile, even if I were strongly criticized by my parents
(Item 27.) or my friends (Item 55.); 67. Developing my own identity—
finding out who I am; 18 Developing my ovm values not based primarily..
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on
,„y parents; and 29. Having ™y o™ personal Ideology or philosophy
of life.
Diinenslon F vas defined as Leadership. Influence, and associated
factors were found in every sample. The primary focus of the dimen-
sion was in terms of being considered a leader by friends (Item 47),
parents (Item 54) and the faculty and administration (Item 9); but
the dimension most frequently also involved being well-enough known
by peers (Item 41) to function effectively as a leader, and being
able to exert a significant influence on these people (Item 62).
Dimension G, Peer Attachment and Friendship yielded associated
factors on all but one (Amherst) of the samples. Ihe dimension
seemed to span all areas of peer relations - closeness, sincerity,
belongingness, collaboration, acknowledgement, communication, respect,
and consolation. It was limited, for the most part, to same-sex
peers, while opposite-sex peer relations seemed to fall in Dimensions
D and E. Typical items included: 7. Having a very close friend
of my sex; 1. Feeling that ray friends are sincere and would stick by
me; 51. Feeling "a part" of friends who share my views; and 5.
Collaborating with a friend on a task or project of mutual concern.
Dimension H was designated Academic Purpose , and although associ-
ated factors wore found in 11 of the 13 samples, this dimension
appeared to produce the widest variation am.ong the associated factors.
As a general dimension, H included all aspects of academic life,
purpose, initiative and incentive, and relations with faculty members.
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Representative items loaded highly on associated factors included:
35. Having a sense of ambition or purpose in my academic vork; 20.
Feeling a sense of accomplishment at the end of a course; 2. Having
a teacher acknowledge a task I consider v^ell done; and 26. Having
some better or more creative ideas about some things than some
teachers.
Dimension I was a more global dimension, defined as ^^holeness
and Genera tivity
. Associated factors were yielded in 10 of the
analyses. This dimension involved concepts such as feelings of
wholeness and worth, direction and purpose, having children and
making vocational choices — in general it seemed to involve mov-
ing toward the fruition of goals and ideals that have slowly been
developing. Some examples of items highly loaded on associated
factors were: 37. Feeling a sense of wholeness about my life;
4. Generally feeling that life is worthwhile; 10. Making a rela-
tively definite vocational choice; and 8. Wanting to have children.
The final tvjo dimensions were the least couumon in the 13
samples, with identifiable associated factors in seven analyses
each. Dimension J, Maturing Sexuality was most highly loaded on
just three items, and the dimension is self-explanato:c:7 in the
wording of those items: 21. Developing a permanent meaningful
heterosexual relationship; 14. Feeling emotionally com.mitted to
someone; and 30. Experiencing meaningful, satisfying sexual rela-
tionships.
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Finally, Dimension K ms defined as Interpersoi^ Cmmunica tion
and Underst£u.dina. Primarily, the dimension related to the communi-
cation of thoughts, feelings, and ideas with significant persons in
the interpersonal environment. Representative items included: 64.
Having a long rap about life with a friend of the opposite sex; 12.
Having an all-night rap with several good friends; and 63. Being-
able to have a serious intellectual discussion with a faculty member
without feeling that he is condescending to my level.
For convenient reference, Table 40 lists the 11 interpersonal
dimensions presented above.
TABLE 40.
SUMMARY OF THE U INTERPERSONAL DIMENSIONS
Diniension Name
A Maternal Relations
B Paternal Relations
C Parental Relations
D Sexual Attractiveness and Influence
E Independence and Sexual Identity
F Leadership Influence
G Peer Attachment and Friendship
H Academic Purpose
I Wholeness and Generativity
J Maturing Sexuality
K Interpersonal Communication and Understanding
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The description of the 11 interpersonal dimensions presented
above are comparatively broad and non-specific. l^is is the case
because they represent the basic components ^^.ich appear to mold
the process of interpersonal development during the college years.
They are, in a sense, the criteria, focal points, or fulcra around
v^hich interpersonal development in college appears best able to bo
evaluated in the present study. It is the x.ay in .vhich these dimen-
sions are represented in factors for each class , institution and sex
that can illuminate the specific dynamics.
aie of the 13 analyses constituted the factor analysis of the
entire sample of 688 Ss. Although the factor structure of the
overall sample provides a source of comparison with the dimensional
structures of classes, institutions, and sexes, it does not contribute
directly to an understanding of dimensional changes through college
classes, or dimensional differences between institutions or sexes.
Therefore, no further explanation of the overal analysis is presented
beyond what appears in Tables 14, 27, and 41.
As a summary of what follovys, Table 41 presents a listing of the
factors in each sample associated with the 11 interpersonal dimen-
sions. In the upper half of the table the reader can quickly deter-
mine which factor on any given sample is relatively associated with
a particular dimension. In the lower half, the table is organized to
facilitate determination of the dimension association of a particular
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TABLE 41.
INTERPERSONAL DIMENSIONS AND ASSOCIATED FACTORS p_N EACH SAMPLE
Pr-C Fr. Jr. Sr. TC URI HC n 1" Tot
.
A 1 1 _ 6 1 n i 1
B 3 6 _ 2 _ 7
.1 D oo
C 1 1 1 1 1 2
D 6 7 4 7 7Vc 3 6 4 2 3 4 5 4
E 4 8 10 7''- 6>v 3 2 4 6 8 2 2
F 5 9 8 3 6 4 4 5 8 1 5 3 5
G 2 5 5 1 8 9 8 7 7 7 4 7
H 7,v 3 3 4 2 9 6 5 4 3 7 6
I 7'V 6 5 3 8 10 9 7* Z 9 3
J 9 10 4 2 5 10 10
K 8 2 2 5 6* 2 3
1 A A C G C A C C C F B A A
2 G K K B J H K E D C X E E
3 B H H F T D E K D H F I
4 E D J K F F D E H D G D
5 F G G I K J E F H F D F
6 D B I A F EK D H E B H
7 HI D D DE B G G I G H G
8 K E F G I G F E B
9 J F G H I A I
10 J E I J J
Notes
:
" = Factor is associated with more than one dimension; or it is partially
associated with the dimension and partially an independent factor.
- (Upper half) No factor in the sample is associated with the dimension.
(Lower half) The factor is not associated with any dimension in this
sample
.
•- = The factor was not interpreted in this sample.
'9
. independent: factors (not common enough to be labeled a dimension)
were found throughout all analyses. Of these, 1 was comm.on to 3 samples
(Freshmen #4, Female #8, and Total #9), and 1 was common to 2 (Sopho-
mores #7 and Amherst #7). Others were unique (Juniors #8, #9, URI T'r"7,Male #6,
Wm. Smith y/3, y/G, Amherst #5). Wm. Smith #6, however, was partially
related to Dimension A.
See text for detailed explanation.
sample factor. A vord of caution: the table is intended as a
convenience to be used in conjunction with the text. The dichotomi-
Eations are relative, and not nearly as clear cut as the tabular
arrangement might indicate.
Dg^jliojisions and factor structures in
_the ^class_" data.
In the presentation of the comparison of the dimensions and
factor structures in the "class" data, each diiaension will be exam-
ined separately as it applies and is represented across classes.
This method was chosen (rather than that of considering each class
separately across all applicable dimensions) to clarify a deveiop-
mentai pictdre.
Dimens,ions A, B, and C: Maternal, Paternal, and Parental Relations^
The dimension of Maternal Relations was the most important
factor in both the pre-college and freshman sample, although it was
very slightly less important as a source of variance for freshmen
than for Ss not yet in college (14.73% vs. 13.417o). The factors
associated with the dimension were quite similar in the tvjo samples,
with the first five items identical in each case, paternal Rela-
tions (B) also was somewhat stronger for the pre-college Ss than for
those finishing their first year. Whereas Dimension B was associated
with Factor 3 (4,717= variance) for the pre-collegians , it was only
the sixth factor (3.507) for the freshmen.
In the sophomore year the maternal and paternal dimensions
became homogeneous in a Dimension C (Parental Relations) factor
Ill
which was still the first extracted factor (14.54% of variance),
although the "paternar- items, without exception, loaded higher
than the maternal items. Otherwise the factor was similar to the
combination of Dimensions A and B in the pre-college and freshman
samples.
For juniors there were again separate maternal and paternal
factors, although the maternal factor was factor 6 (3.49%) and the
paternal was factor 2 (9.93%). The trend was thus toward less
importance of the maternal factor, and increasing significance of the
paternal factor. Combining the percentage of variance extracted by
the separate parental factors in pre-collego, freshman, and junior Ss
for comparison, the overall importance of the parental factors de-
creased from 19.44% of variance in the pre-college, to 16.9]% in
freshmen, 14.54% amnng sophomores, and 13.42% in the junior sample.
Although paternal items primarily continued to load higher than
maternal items in the combined factor 1 representing Dimension C
for seniors, the intermingling of these items was much greater, and
the senior analysis yielded a strong resurgence of importance of
the parental dimension (17.93% of variance). Again for seniors, as
with pre-college Ss, there also appears to be "familial worth"
influences, again represented in items such as 4. and 8.
Dimension D: Sexual A.ttractlveness and Inf 1 ucp-ce
This dimension had no clearly representative factor in the pre-
college analysis. Factor 6 (3.39% of variaiice) contained some
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elements of staUarity (Ite„ A2). but the highest loaded ltc„, (13)
and .uch of the rest of the factor Involved more of a 'Wlntenance
of order and acceptable behavior" element, as a n,eans, perhaps, to
effective sexual influence.
It was not until the freshman analysis (Factor 7, 3.07%) that
the dimension emerged clearly. In this class the emphasis appeared
to be almost exclusively on physical and behavioral attractiveness
(Items 42, 66; 34, 49, and 58), this to the exclusion of any interac-
tional component. Among sophomores, v^here the representative factor
(4, 4.65%) vas stronger than in any other class, sexual ati.racli vcness
and influence was more closely related to male-female inLeraction
(Items 55, 41, 64) and physical and behavioral attractiveness, rather
than the latter, more narcissistic, component alone.
In the junior sample (Factor 7, 3.33%) the physical and behavioral
components remained strong, but the notion of personal value determina-
tion and influence played a much stronger part in the attractiveness
and influence dimension (Items 41, 26, 29). Itie factor is less direct-
ly related to Dimension D than the corresponding factors among fresh-
men and sophomores.
Among seniors the associated factor (7, 3.49%) was even less
related to the physical-behavioral component of attractiveness (al-
though the liighest item loading involved physical attractiveness),
and much more toward the maturing attractiveness concept first ob-
served in the junior sample. This concept included the development
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of a personal philosophy (Item 29) and .wholeness and belongingness
(37 and 51). TlUs factor was also most closely associated with
Dimension E in the senior sample.
The sexual attractiveness and influence dimension then,
appeared to emerge gradually from an independence-related concept,
develop clearly d.iring the middle years of college, and move toward
a more "personal satisfaction" type of concept toward the end of
college.
Dimension E: Independence and Sexual Identity.
This dimension appeared to be most significant among students
not yet in college, and to gradually taper off in importance during
the four college years. Among pre-co] legians the dimension was
associated with Factor 4, accounting for 3.88% of the variance.
Independence and sexual identity in this group was weighted heavily
upon the notion of free choice in heterosexual relationships even
in the face of parental or peer criticism (Items 27, 55). Also
contributing to the factor v?as the concept of peer respect even at
the expense of disrespect from adults, and lack of concern for
socially approved behavior (Items 13, 38). Not present in the pre-
college factor was the concern for a persoaal philosophy, value
system, and "identity development," which appeared more strongly
among college Ss.
Although the associated factor was less significant for
freshmen than pre-collegians (Factor 8, 2.89%), the more mature
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concerns
.eutloncd above began to be identifiable (Ite.s 67, 29, 6).
Also, concern
.as present in the factor for conununi eating as a .cans
of establishing and working through the independence and identity
(Items 64, 12, 18).
The strength of the dimension continued to diminish to the point
where no factor demonstrated identifiable association among sopho-
mores; but in the junior sample a weak associated factor did emerge
but in a somewhat different form (Factor 10, 2.70%). In this sam-
ple, independence and sexual identity was expanded to incorporate a
more global independence, particularly in terms of values and voca-
tional choice.
Although there was no clearly associated factor among seniors,
Factor 7 (which was more closely associated with Dimension D) did
contain some components of sexual identity (Items 33, 41), lliis
factor cannot justifiably be examined in terms of Dimension E,
however, and it appeared that the dimension which emerged strong and
directly related to people and things in pre-collegians
,
gradually di-
minished through college and became more related to a secular and
mature independence concept.
Dimension F: Leadersh ip Infl uence
"Being considered a leader," (Items 9, 47, and 54) was the
strongest component of the associated factor of this dimension in
the pre-college sample (Factor 5, 3,74%). Among freshmen, having
completed a year of college, the dimension was somewhat less signi-
ficant (Factor 9, 2.80%), and the associated factor involved not
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orly being considered a leader, but also was more directly related
to leadership through academic performance and faculty relations
(Items 26, 43).
After dropping in importance between pre-colloge and the fresh-
man year, Dimension F became gradually more significant through the
sophomore and junior samples. For sophomores (Factor 8, 3.33%) the
factor structure was almost identical to freshmen, but for juniors,
where the dimension was more significant than in any other class
(Factor 3, 5.67%) the strength of the academic performance and
faculty interaction components as criteria of leadership influence
(Items 9, 2, 63, 43, 53, 20) became very substantial.
The leadership influence dimension vjas represented in pre-
collegians as a general diffuse one, and became gr^idually more
related to academic matters during the first three years of college.
In seniors, however, academic matters and faculty relations ware
stronger components of other dimensions, and leadership influence
was more directly related to peer interaction (Factor 6, 3.80%).
Being considered a leader remained the most important concept, but
being kno\-7n, respected, and sought for advice by peers also became
significant concepts (Items 1, 22, 41).
Dimension G : Pee r At tachment and Friendship
Only the maternal relations dimension v;as more important in the
pre-college analysis than the factor associated with peer attachment
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and friendship (Factor 2, 9.43%). The factor ^.as a general one
and included the concepts of sincerity, closeness, belongingness
,
respect, communication, popularity, and collaboration (Items 1,7,
51, 22, 12, 41, and 5). There was also the concept of "teacher-
as-friend," although it was not as strong in this sample as in
some others (Items 43, 53, 2).
Among freshmen the "teacher-friend" concept was not at all in
evidence, and the associated factor itself was less significant
(i'actor 5, 3.69?;). The concepts of collaboration and companionship
(Items 5, 28) were more important for freshmen than pre-collegians
,
and sincerity, closeness, belongingness, respect, communication,
and acknowledgement also appeared important (Items 1, 7, 51, 22,
12, 60).
Factor 5 (3.95) was also the associated factor with Dimension
G in the sophomore analysis
^ but several differences were identified.
The peer attachment factor in this sample was again influenced by
academic matters (as with pre-collegians), but more from the point
of view of academic trustworthiness and peer acknov7ledgcment of
tasks well done. This influence was not particularly strong, but
it represented a slight shift in the emphasis of the dimension.
Within the junior sample aloi^e, peer attachment and friendship
replaced all of the parental dimensions as the most significant
dimension (Factor 1, 16.64%). The factor structure also appeared
more global and encompassing, including all of the peer-related
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concepts noted above, faculty-as-peer components, congruence of
self-perception with peer-perccption-of-self
, and a peer-identity
concept.
For seniors about to be graduated the peer attachment and
friendship dimension was less significant than for any other class
(Factor 8, 3.247.). In this sample the associated factor was more
closely allied with respect, collaboration, acknowledgement, and
closeness, than with most of the other components of other class
samp] es
.
^iUI^Iisi^oil Academic Purpose
The academic purpose dimension x^?as less directly represented
as a specific dimension among the "class" data than any other.
Although there did appear to be a specific dimension with similar
factor structures when the data were examined by institution and
by sex, the class analyses yielded almost completely different fac-
tor structures for each class, with only the general area of "acad-
emics" providing similarity.
Among pre-college Ss, Factor 7 (3.187o) was associated with the
dimension. The items loaded highest related to vocational choice
and academ.ic purpose or ambition (Items 10, 35), but there was also
a strong component of security in the factor, as if academic purpose
were a means to future security. This involved worth and wholeness
about life, faith or lack of it in organized religion, and not having
to go it alone on problems (Items 4, 37, 23, 28),, The factor was
best described in terms of academic and intellectual security.
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In the freshman sample the associated factor vas 3 (5.30X), and
the primary focus involved positive faculty opinions about an individ-
ual. Items loaded highly included 'Wighing decisions
..hich .vill
affect a teacher's opinion," "having teachers consider me trust.^orthy ,
"
and "having a teacher acknowledge a task I consider well done," (Items
65, 53, 2).
The associated factor for sophomores (Factor 3, 5.36%) also
weighed heavily on faculty opinion, but also incorporated a stronger
component of ambition and accomplishment than either the pre-college
or freshman samples (Items 35, 20). The concept of academic security
was also involved, although to a lesser degree than in the pro-college
sample
.
There was no factor associated with academic purpose for juaiors,
primarily because the dimension of leadership for this sample so
strongly incorporated the notion of academic relationships and
academic purpose.
Factor 4 (4.55%) in the senior sample was strongly associated
with Dimension H and involved all of the concepts noted above. In
this sample, purpose and accomplishment were quite strong components,
and faculty opinion and faculty relations also exerted a strong effect
on the factor structure. More in the senior sample than in the
other classes, a "concem-with~the-future" element was directly
related to present academic pursuits (Items 15, 31), as if associ-
ated with intellectual preparation for the problems of the world.
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Dimension I
: Wliolenes s and Genera tiyitv.
Although there existed minor and slightly related components of
this dimension in Factor 7 for pre-collegians (Items 4, 37) that
factor ..as much more closely related to Dimension H as noted above.
There was also no factor associated with this dimension in the fresh-
man analysis.
For sophomores, a relatively weak factor yielded some associ-
ation with the wholeness and generativity factor (Factor 6, 3.54%),
although here, worth and a feeling of wholeness were involved with
a sense of independence and lack of concern for peer respect, acknowl-
edgement and popularity. Emotional commitment to someone, however,
was important.
It was not until the junior year that significant representa-
tions of Dimension I were apparent, and in the last two college
years the associated factor increased in importance from the fifth
factor (3.87%) to the third (5.67%). For juniors the factor involved
vocational choice, greater religious faith, and the general feelings
of wholeness and worth about life. In the senior sample, however,
the wholeness and generativity dimension was involved with a more
conservative trend of abiding by societal rules.
Dimension J: Maturing Sexuality.
This dimension, almost exclusively defined by thxaa items (14.
Feeling em.otionally committed to someone; 21, Developing a perma-
nent, meaningful heterosexual (relationship; and 30. Experiencing
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meaningful, satisfying sexual relationships^ were present, associ-
ated with relatively insignificant factors, in the pre-college
(Factor 9, 2.89%) and freshmen (Factor 10, 2.59%) san^plcs.
The dimension did not appear at all in the sophomore sample,
but did emerge quite strongly among juniors (Factor 4, 4.54%) and
even Biore significantly (Factor 2, 6.97%) in the senior sample.
Wholeness, accomplishment, and companionship appeared as related
concepts to the three basic items for juniors, and the factor in
seniors was very similar to the associated generativity dimension,
except that the three major items were most highly loaded.
Di^ensj,on K: Interpersonal Communication and Understanding
This dimension was less well defined in any sample than any
other dimension, and it yielded relatively clearly associated
factors only in the pre-college and sophomore samples, although
roughly similar factors emerged among freshmen and seniors as well.
Among pre-collegians (Factor 8, 2,98%) the factor was comprised
of communication concepts (having a long rap; having an intellectual
discussion) and, to some extent it involved the role of this com-
munication in developing an individual's philosophy of life (Item 29).
For freshman. Factor 2 (10.17%) had some similarity (Item 63),
but the overall factor was more directly related to a concept of
personal freedom and introspection.
In the sophomore sample (Factor 2, 8.27%) the factor involved
both interpersonal communication and intrapersonal introspection.
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and its overall orientation was .ore "serious" (concern about the
world, developing a philosophy, pursuing education). There was
no associated factor among juniors, and the senior san>ple repre-
sentation (Factor 5. 4.29%) almost exclusively involved co.auunica-
tion and tmderstandlng between the individual and his teachers,
rather than his peers.
independent Factors
In the analyses of the class data, four factors emerged which
were not closely enough related to any dimension to warrant their
inclusion. Because of the absence of their replication in any other
class analysis, the possibility that they represent error variance
was considered significant. Further research is necessary to either
confirm the existence of these factors or to substantiate their
ficticiousness. Without further elaboration, they were Factor 4
for freshmen related to pride and self-respect; Factor 7 for
sophomores, similarity of self-perception and other-perception of
self; Factor 8 (personal independence) and 9 for juniors.
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MHeiisions and factoi: st^rj^ctures in. the ::±nsMuti^' data.
Analysis of the CIDS data by institution
.as a secondary concern
in the present study and does not directly contribute to the primary
focus of interpersonal development during college. A presentation
of the dimensions and factor structures among institutions does sup^-
Plemeut the developmental data, ho.ever, by providing initial answers
to two questions: a) Are the basic dimensions of interpersonal develop-
ment relatively common foci for this development across several insti^
tutions? And b) Do differences exist within the factor structures
for each institution associated with the basic dimensions?
In a similar method to that of the "class" analyses, each dimen-
sions representation, similarities and differences in the institu-
tional analyses is presented below.
mJIlSnsions A, B, and C: Maternal, Paternal, and Parental Relations.
Trinity College was the only institution which had separate
factors associated with Dimensions A and B (Factors 1 (13.247o) and
7 (3.327o)). A parental factor (Dimension C) was the most important^
component of the U. R. I. (14.587o), Hobart (16,11%), and William
Smith (14.047o) samples. Among Amherst College Ss a parental factor
also emerged, but it was second in significance (Factor 2, 7.73%) to
the factor associated with Dim.ension F (Leadership Influence). A
factor which emerged from the William Smith data is somewhat related
to this dimension (Factor 6, 4.61%), although it was also relatively
unique. It was best described as a "mother-as-friend" component,
involving elements of Dimension A and G. Comparatively little
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Significance
.as placed on this factor, however, because of the
small N used to calculate the X^illiam Smith analysis.
DilHension D
:
Sexu_a 1 At^tract.iveness and Influence,.
Clearly associated and relatively significant factors resulted
in both the Trinity (Factor 3, 5.93%) and Amherst (Factor 3, 5.03%)
samples, although the factor structure in the Trinity sample was
more exclusively related to the physi-cal and behavioral components
of sexual attractiveness and influence. Ihe Amherst analysis
yielded a stronger interactional and philosophical attractiveness
element along with the physical and behavioral aspects. The associ-
ated factor for U.R.I, students was less significant (Factor 6,
3.82%) but the factor structure was very similar to the associated
Amherst factor.
For Hobart (Factor 4, 4.62%) the dimension was more involved with
attractiveness by avoiding shame or embarrassment, and for William
Smith (Factor 2, 9.56%) this quite important factor related to
attractiveness and influence more in terms of concepts of value
and identity development.
Dimension E: IndejDejiden^ and Sexual We^.'^itx-
This dimension was quite significant in its associated Factor 2
among Hobart Ss (9.47%), but it combined independence and sexual
identity with the Dimension J concepts of Maturing Sexuality. In the
William Smith (Factor 4, 5.80%) and Amherst (Factor 6, 3.42%) samples
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the dxmonsion
.ns represented In terns of freedom frcn criticism
in choic.3 of heLerc.exual relationships, and value development
independent of parental infliaence.
Among U.R.I. students (Factor 3, 6.17%) independence vas a
more important component than sexual identity in the dimension, and
mthin that component. academic and intellectual independence vas
strongly involved.
The relatively weak associated factor in the Trinity sample
(Factor 6, 3.40%) was a combination of this dimension and Dimension
K (Interpersonal Communication and Understanding).
fijp£Bs.loD. F
: M§ii'L^.shi]2. Influence
Except for the Amherst sample, where leadership was the
most significant dimension (Factor 1, 18.38%), and Trinity, where
the only approximation of an associated factor (4, 4.58%) was too
diffuse to be conclusive, leadership influence was a relatively
stable dimension (U.R.I.
, Factor 4, 4.76%; Hobart, Factor 5, 4.24%;
William Smith, Factor 8, 3.85%).
Dimension G : Peer Attachm.ent and Friendship
The only clear representations of the peer attachment dimen-
sion in the institution data appeared in the Trinity (Factor 9,
2.72%) and U.R.I. (Factor 8, 3.06) analyses, the structures of
which were very sir.iilar and included sincerity, belongingness
,
collaboration, and closeness. Less significant peer attachment
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factors were present in the lIob..rt (Factor 7, 3.16%) and William
Smith (Factor 7, 4.50%) data, v.here respect and sincerity v^ere
the iPost important components. There x.as no peer attachment and
friendship factor among Amherst Ss.
Dimension H : Academic jPiirjios
e
A sense of accomplishment, purpose, and trustworthiness (Factor
2, 8.22%) was the second most significant dimension among Trinity
students. A similar structure, but with a greater component of concern
about the future, appeared in the associated factor for Amherst (Fac-
tor 4, 4.34.%). Similar factor structures related to the academic
purpose dimension were present in the Hobart (Factor 6, 3.75%)
and William Smith (Factor 5, 5.05%) data, although academic purpose
among Hobart Ss involved a strong component of faculty relations and
coinmun i ca t i on
.
At U.R.I, the factor was less significant (9, 2.76/c) than at
any other institution^ although the basic components were similar.
Factor
_I: Wliol eness and G_cnerativit y.
This dimension was not strongly associated with any of the
institutional groups, although components of wholeness and genera-
tivity were identifiable in the William Smith (Factor 9, 3.55%) and
U.R.I. (Factor 10, 2.66%) samples, and in m.ore diffuse form among
Trinity (Factor 8, 2.93%) and Amherst (Factor 7, 2.95%) students.
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^^S^tor J : Maturing Jexualitv.
Tlie only significant appearance of this diinension in the
institutional data was in the Trinity analysis (Factor 5, 4.38%).
In other samples, maturing sexuality was more directly a component
of Factors E or I.
I^9L K
:
Interpersonal Commun^^ and Undert^tanding
This dimension V7as also absorbed into others for the William
Smith and Amherst samples, and it was more directly involved with
Dimension E among Trinity students. It was, hov.ever, an identifiable
and important dimension of U.R.I, students (Factor 2, 10.07%),
although many of its highly loaded items also loaded significantly
on two other factors in that sample. Hie conmiunication dimension
was also delinated among Hobart students (Factor 3, 5.33%) with a
factor structure similar to that of U.K. I.
Because the five independent factors (unaccounted for in the
dimensional structure) were relatively insignificant, and quite
possibly the result of error variance, they are not considered fur-
ther.
It is clear from the preceding presentation that both ques-
tions posed at the beginning of this section can be answered
affirmatively. Although there does appear to be considerable
similarity in the dimensions across institutions, there are also
a variety of differences within these dimensions which can be
attributed to the nature of the students attending the respective
institutions, and the college or university environment itself.
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.Dimensions and factor sti^i^ctures irx the "se>c" data.
Following the format employed in the previous sections, a
comparative presentation of the factor structures in the male
and female factor analyses follows.
Mmensions A, B, an^ C: Maternal, Paternal
,
and. Pa^^ntal Relations
In both male and female samples separate matenial and paternal
dimensions appeared, and in each case the most important factor
which emerged involved relations with the same-sex parent. For
males, the paternal dimension was represented by Factor 1 (15.38%)
and the maternal dimension by Factor 9 (2.41%). Among females
Factor 1 represented the maternal relations dimension (13.28%)
and paternal relations v/ere associated with Factor 6 (3.18%).
Paternal relations, then, appeared more significant for girls than
maternal relations did for boys.
Dimension D
:
Sexual Attractiveness and Influence
Structures of the factors associated with this dimension were
almost identical in both sexes, as was the relative importance of the
dimension (males. Factor 4, 3.78%; females, Factor 5, 3.62%). In
both cases the structure was very close to the dimension definition
above
.
Mmension E: XDj,?^Ild:ence and Sexual Identity .
There was no clearly associated factor with this dimension in the
male sample, although a slight similarity with Factor 8 (2.55%) was
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in evidence. For females, however, the as.oclatecl factor (2. 10.17%)
«as the .,eco„d ™ost significant. Again It Involved the concepts of
free choice of heterosexual relationships and Independent judgment
of personal behavior and values.
Dimension F
: Leadership InHuence
The factor structures in both sexes were almost identical,
but the dimension was slightly more significant for females than
males. (males, Factor 5, 3.07%; females, Factor 3, 4.91%).
^Jmsion G: Peer Attachment and Fri^endshijo
This dimension also emerged as a more important source of
variance for females than males (Factor 4, 3.81% vs. Factor 7,
2.62%). Again the structures were very similar except that com-
panionship was a more important concept for women than men, and
communication was more relevant for men than women.
Dimension H : Academic Purgose
For both sexes the academic purpose dimension is highly
related to the concepts of ambition and purpose, and meaningful
interaction with faculty. The dimension is, however, considerably
more significant for males than females (Factor 3, 4.48% vs. Fac-
tor 7, 3.00%).
Dimension I: Wholeness and Genera
t
ivity
Among males, Factor 2 (7.86%) was associated with this dimension.
ss
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The sLrouscst components included a serious concen. about: the
future in terms of academic-vocn ti ou-.l preparation. For fen.nles
(Factor 9, 2.78%) this less important factor represented the v^holene
and generativity dimension primarily in terms of a sense of
purpose, vocational choice, child bearing, and wholeness and
vorth in life.
Dimensiou J: Maturing; Sexuality
This dimension was not present in the male sample, but the three
significant items (noted previously as 14, 21, and 30) were identifi-
able as Factor 10 (2.32%) for females.
Dimension K_: Interpersonal Communication and Understanding
No identifiable factors were associated with this dimension
in cither sample.
130A^Mlses of var j,ancg
In order to assess demographic differences, separate analyses
were run for each item with each variable to test the significance
of the differences between variable subdivisions.
Analyses were run on CIDS raw scores rather than factor scores
for two reasons. First, using factor scores based on the analysis
of the total sample would have confounded AKOYA differences with re-
spective differences among factor structures. Second, information
was desired regarding CIDS items items to facilitate subsequent
research in improving the CIDS as an interpersonal development
measure
.
Analysis of variance sequences were computed for institutional
groups, classes, sexes, religious affiliation, political views, est-
imated overall college (or high school for pro-college Ss) grade
average, and number of roommates. No analyses were run based on
race or residence differences because of the small Ns in any but
the largest of the respective subdivisions. On two analyses,
subdivisions were combined. Grade averages were considered as
A-B or C-D-F because of the paucity of A's, D's and F's. Similarly,
roommate analyses were considered in tv?o divisions, no roommate or
at least one rooiTimate.
Tables 42-48 list the items in each analysis sequence which were
significant at or beyond the .01 level, a conservative confidence level.
Items where p '.001 are noted x^ith aster;.^lcs. Listed with each sig-
nificant item are the group means, the ascending order of the group
ns, the F value of the analysis, and its associated P level.mo a
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TABlJE 4_2_._
ANALYSES OF mRIANCE OF CIDS ITEMS
DISCRIMINATIKG AMOITG INSTITUTE GROUPS IPjL,011
CIDS
Item No.
7
10
12*
16
20
21
22>v
28'-'
35v>
38
40>v
48--^
49
51*
56
58'V
64*
68
Means''"''
1_ "3 4
Ascending
Order
5.75
4.32
5.37
5.41
4.74
5.43
5.41
4.53
5.37
5.04
4.81
4.80
4.73
5.27
4.92
4.46
5.88
4.21
5.49
4.80
5.91
4. 69
5.30
5.71
5.57
4.57
5.52
5.59
4.67
4. 69
4.90
5.44
4.55
5.07
6.23
4.46
5.78
3.75
5.36
5.13
4.55
5.53
5. 20
4.66
4.49
5.23
5.10
4.79
5.48
5.37
5.08
5.11
5,84
4. 26
5.86
4.01
5.26
5.42
4.84
5.67
5.69
5.46
5.17
4.63
5.76
5.73
5.19
5.73
5.75
4.76
6. 23
3.78
5.17
4.05
4.64
5.37
4.94
4.95
4.81
4.07
5.01
5.13
4.62
4.57
4.87
4.80
4.91
4.17
5.42
3.83
5-2"l.
3-4-5'
5-4"3'
2-3-5
3- 1-4
5-1-3
5-3-1
5-4-1
3- 5-4
4- 1-5
5- 2-1
5-2-3
1- 5-2
5-1-3
2- 5-1
5-1-4
5-3-1
4-5-1
-3-4
'1-2
-1-2
'1-4
-5-2
-4-2
"2-4
-•2-3
'1-2
-3-2
-3-4
"1-4
-4" 3
"2-4
-3-4
-2-3
-4-2
-3-2
3.441
3.805
8.924
3.566
3.203
3.144
6.649
4.950
6.429
177
327
157
421
423
4.278
7.112
5.661
3.551
,0088
,0050
,0000
.007 2
.0129
.0142
.0001
.0009
.0001
.0028
.0006
.0007
.0091
.0005
.0024
.0001
. 0004
. 0074
* Indicates p < .001.
'''*Group designations are as follows:
1 = Trinity College (N = 143)
2 = U.R.I. (N = 113)
3 = Hobart College (N = 99)
4 ~ William Smith College (N = 52)
5 = Amherst College (N = 140)
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TABLE 43.
ANALYSES OF VARIANCE OF CiDS ITEMS
DISCRMKATING MmG CL^"~^^ijTS iF^^Ol).
CIDS 1 oi.
Item No. p-r r r
.
3 4.75 L 7Q
4 6. 08 S f<l
_»
. u /
4. 50 3 07
20 5.46 4 7"^
21 5.04 S 1 A
. J- '-r
23 3. 30 2 8?
24 5.97 5 83
26'V 5.31 4 52
28 4. 88 4 58
30 4. 61 4 80
32 4. 12 3 97
35'V 5.84 5.11
41'A' 5.73 5.05
42 5.17 4.69
43^v 4.95 3.93
47 4. 61 3.96
48-'r 5.09 4.95
51 5.73 5.15
53 6.16 5.65
55 5.09 5.55
63* 5.66 4.95
So.
5.00
5.86
3. 18
4.9 6
5.47
2.55
5.75
4.47
4.90
5.21
4.12
5. 11
5.09
4.93
3.91
4.22
5.16
5.38
5.71
5.50
5.06
4 J Ascending
Jr. of. Order
_
F
4. 53 A 2A j-'i- i- J 3. 607
5.72 5 42 ^ 0 _ /. Q 1 3. 560
3. 59 /- J-J-'i- i T r" ~i r r\15, 769
5.00 4. 229
5. 30 J • \j o 1 0 _ /. 0 c 3. 364
2. 62 2 3fi 4. 230
5. 50 5 27 O "7 O "7
4.75 5 15 Q /. / O
4. 17 4 38 A- 9„ 1 „o 3 . 47 5
5. 27 5 47 4. 099
3.76 3 37 3 H- ii" i ~ J O 1 C (*^J. 159
5.15 5.16 2-3-4-5-1 5. 699
5.03 5.30 4-2-3-5-1 4. 695
5.25 5.34 2-3-1-4-5 3.403
4.56 4.13 3-2-5-4-1 7.791
4.22 4.36 2-3-4-5-1 3.325
4.67 k.ll 5-4--2-1-3 6.553
5.36 5.09 5-2-4-3-1 4.345
5.69 5.67 2-5-4-3-1 3.965
5.54 5.80 1-3-4-2-5 3. 218
5.17 5.48 2-3-4-5-1 4.866
.0067
,0072
,0000
,0026
,0099
.0025
.0050
.0000
.0082
.0031
.0137
,0003
.0013
,0093
,0000
.0105
.0001
.0022
,0038
.0125
.0010
* Indicates p < .001.
1 = P-C = Pre-College (N = 141)
2 = Fr. = Freshmen (N = 170)
3 = So. = Scphomores (N = 144)
4 = Jr. = Juniors (N = 122)
5 = Sr. = Seniors (N - 1] 1)
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TABLE 4^4
AMliKSES OF VARIANCE 0^^ CIDS ITEMS
DIS£RIMINA.miG BETWEEN SEX GROUPS TFT". 01
'I
CIDS
rit; d. 11
S
Item No. 1 z
4 5. 65 Q 7
5 5. 10
8* 4.49
12* 5. 19
14 5. 11
17* 4. 05 H-. Jo
22* 5.06 S 7A.J . / H
23* 2.46
24'V 5.51 6 OS
28>v 4.34
32 3.72 4 9*^
34vv 4.92 4 1
35 5. 15 5 52
39 4.2] 3.83
40* 4.72 5.25
41* 5.07 5.54
48'V
. 4.64 5.29
51* 5.14 5.75
53* 5.62 6.09
59 4.31 3.88
64* 5.66 6.24
65 4.72 5.08
67* 5.64 6.10
Ascend ino
Order P
1-2 7.401
.0068
1-2 8.626
.0038
1-2 23.373
.0000
1-2 14,906
.0003
1-2 7.195
.0075
1-2 15.942
.0002
1-2 35.400 .0000
1-2 27.637 .0000
1-2 17.039 .0002
1-2 25.412 .0000
1-2 10.808 ,0015
2-1 17.840 .0001
1-2 8.704 .0036
2-1 6.231 .0123
1-2 14.866 .0003
1-2 13.319 .0006
1-2 26.477 .0000
1-2 29.505 .0000
1-2 21.331 .0000
2-1 7.599 .0061
1-2 22.900 ,0300
1-2 7.813 .0055
1-2 13. 650 .0035
* Indicates P < .001.
*-" Group 1 = Males (N ^ 453).
2 = Females (N = 235).
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TABLE 45.
AMLYSES OF VARIANCE OF CIDS ITFMS
CIDS
Item No.
3'-
4
7
8'V
11
16^v
17'V
20
23'-^
27
28-'V
32*
35''f
36
37
38-'V
39
40
41
43
45'"-
46-'V
48'V
51*
52*
53*
56
58
59*
61*
65
^
_GrojLrg_Mean^
2 "3
Ascending
4.80
5.93
5.71
4.87
3.51
5.32
4.49
5.11
3.05
5.52
4.82
4.08
5.30
4.89
4.97
4.89
4.17
5.02
5.43
4.22
5.17
4.50
5.05
5.46
4.95
5.86
5.04
4.66
4.23
5.02
4.99
4.92
5.76
5.76
5. 11
4.00
5.33
4.69
5.15
3.49
5.57
4.95
4.01
5.33
4.93
4.88
5.05
4.14
5.00
5.25
3.94
5.16
4.51
5.03
5.58
4.80
5.89
5.08
4.92
4. 13
5.82
5.02
5.06
5.85
5.67
4.94
3.74
5.58
4. 18
5.07
2.64
5.49
4.57
4.24
5.69
5.35
4.71
5.00
4.40
5.12
5.38
4.75
5.33
4.80
4.95
5.26
5. 28
6.00
5. 19
4.97
4.83
4.94
4.82
3.92
5.36
20
11
25
69
33
58
1.30
6.07
3.92
3.24
4.84
4.44
4.42
5.67
3.65
4.44
4.80
4,47
4.43
3.78
4.33
4.94
4.30
5.38
4.49
4. 29
3.60
5.55
4.43
Order F
4-1-2-3 12.788
.0000
4-2-3-1 4.606
.0038
4-3-1-2 3.567
.0139
4-1-3-2 5.973
.0008
4-1-3-2 4.095
.0070
4-1-2-3 6.553
.0004
4-3-1-2 21. 287 .0000
4-3-1-2 4.122
.0068
4-3-1-2 37.842
.0000
3-1-2-4 4.002
.0079
4-3" 1-2 8.410
.0001
4-2-1-3 7.455
.0002
4-1-2-3 5.913
.0008
4-1-2-3 5.095 .0021
4-3-2-1 4. 106 .0070
1-3-2-4 8.087 .0001
4-2-1-3 3.588 .0135
4-2-1-3 4. 29 2 .0055
4-2-3-1 5.057 .0022
2-1-4-3 4.146 .0066
4-2-1-3 6.705 .0004
4-1-2-3 6.945 .0003
4-3-2-1 7 . 009 .0003
4-3-1-2 5.832 .0009
4-2-1-3 7. 250 .0002
4-1-2-3 6.531 .0004
4-1-2-3 4.358 .0051
4-1-2-3 4.430 .0046
4-2-1-3 8.099 .0001
3-1-4-2 6.941 .0003
4-3-1-2 4.412 .0048
* Indicates P < .001.
** Group 1 Protestants (N = 272).
2 = Catholics (N = 156).
3 = Jev/s (N = 103).
4 ^ None (N ^ 136).
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TABLE 46.
AIMYSES OF VARIANCE OP CIDS ITEMS
DISCRIMINATING AMO^TG POLITICfVL VIEKS GROUPS
~XP_ -L_.On
CIDS
Item No.
3
4
6Vr
8
10
12'-
13*
16'V
17'V
18^v
23>v
26'V
27'^
30
31'V
32*
35
36*
37*
38*
39
43
45*
46*
48*
52*
53
55*
56
59
65
68*
Ascending
4.51
5.61
4.33
4.58
3.92
5.52
4. 54
4.96
3.66
5.9 5
2.17
5.01
5.96
5.17
5.72
3.63
5.13
4. 64
4.59
5.53
3.95
4.47
4.84
4.14
4.61
4.67
5.66
5.73
4.73
3.93
4.70
4.41
2 3___ • Order F p
4.87 5.14 1-2-3 5.572
. 0044
5.92 6.11 1-2-3 5. 289
. 0056
4.12 3.40 3-2-1 6.846 .0015
5. 18 4.75 1-3-2 5.537
. 0045
4.38 4.69 1-2-3 5.522
. 0046
5.33 4.56 3-2-1 8.347
. 0005
4.12 3.45 3-2-1 9,765 .0002
5.48 5.96 1-2-3 13.192 .0000
4.89 5.30 1-2-3 63.301 .0000
5.70 5.20 3-2-1 7.692 .0008
3.37 3.91 1-2-3 40.192 .0000
4. 56 4.45 3-2-1 7.872 .0007
5.44 4.80 3-2-1 18.042 .0000
5.02 4. 22 3-2-1 5.754 .0037
5.52 4.54 3-2-1 12.789 .0000
4.16 4.59 1-2-3 9.693 .0002
5.50 5.51 1-2-3 4. 654 .0099
5.15 5.54 1-2-3 10.291 .0001
5.01 5.22 1-2-3 7.961 .0007
4.72 4.22 3-2-1 33.490 .0000
4.13 4.90 1-2-3 6.745 .0017
4.21 3.59 3-2-1 5.783 .0036
5.20 5.74 1-2-3 7.529 .0009
4. 63 5.09 1-2-3 9.560 .0002
5.19 5.16 1-3-2 10.765 .0001
4.97 5.51 1-2-3 7.656 .0008
5.96 6.12 1-2-3 6. 250 .0025
5.31 4.93 3-2-1 9.453 .0002
5.22 5.27 1-2-3 6.854 .0015
4.39 4.67 1-2-3 6.354 .0023
5. 13 5. 11 1-3-2 5.778 .0037
3.89 3.38 3-2-1 15.657 .0000
* Indicates p < .001.
** Group 1 - Liberals (N = 367).
2 = Moderates (N - 237).
3 = Conservatives (N - 62).
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TABLE 47.
m^cv-mTrJMM^.— -^^^^^CE OF CIDS ITEMS
CIDS
Xtem No.
2'V
13'V
15'V
16
20^v
21
26
27
30>>
35'V
43^>-
52
53>v
55
57
63
_Group M(Mngj;v> Ascendin,?;
5.15
3.69
4.13
6. 18
5.33
5.18
5.23
4.91
5.53
4.88
5.48
4.48
4.91
5.93
5.40
2.93
5.34
4.59
3.01
4.69
5.70
4.94
4.50
5.62
4.57
5.94
5.52
4.73
3.74
4.53
5.40
5.74
3.40
4.97
Ordor F P
2-1 21.619
.0000
2-1 19.488
.0001
1-2 11.530
.0011
2-1 18.635
.0001
2-1 7.196
.0075
2-1 25. 243 .0000
1-2 5.859
.0150
2-1 6.509
.0106
1-2 9.011 .0032
1-2 14.554
.0004
2-1 32.025 .0000
2-1 20. 668 .0001
2-1 6.961 .0084
2-1 24.997 .0000
1-2 6.484 .0108
1-2 8.049 .0049
2-1 7.169 .0076
Indicates P < .001.
- Croup 1 - A averages plus B averages (N = 482).
2 - C averages and belovj (N = 195).
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TABLE 48.
ANALY^ OF VARIANCE OF CTjOS ITEMS
DISCRMNATING AMONG NUMBER OF ROOMvLATES GROUPS (7_ jlOIJ.
CIDS
Item No,
9*
12
13
20-v
21
23*
26*
30*
35*
41
43>v
47
53*
63*
_1_
4.08
5.60
6.25
5.30
5.02
3.11
5.10
4.61
5.70
5.49
4.74
4.49
6.00
5.53
_Group Mean
s
Ascending
9 Order F P
36. 291
.0000
5 9S O 1 6. 025 .0137
5 Q S Z- i 7. 870 .0054
4.85 2-1 12.466 .0008
5.48 1-2 8.948 .0033
2.57 2-1 11.099 .0013
4.67 2-1 11.520 .0011
5.25 1-2 15.802 .0002
5.06 2-1 24.714 .0000
5.10 2-1 8.511 .0040
4.05 2-1 19.605 .0001
4.15 2-1 6.886 .0088
5.67 2-1 10.727 .0015
5.]0 2-1 10.723 .0015
Indicates P < .001,
Group 1 = No roommate last year, (N = 98),
2 = 1 or more roommates, (N = 449),
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A-Oxsis of variance: Institutional dlfferei,ces.
A total of 18 of tho 68 OIDS Ite.a eifferod significantly
(P < .01) a„ong Institutional g.oupa. seven of «hich „ere signl-
ficant beyond the .001 li^wi aUUJ. evel. An examination of these seven items
follows.
"Having an all-night rap with several good friends," (itc™ 12)
«as rated relatively equally by Trinity. Hohart, and WiUia. s.ith
Ss. A*erst. however, rated the Ite. well below the others, and
it was most highly rated by U.R.I,
Item 22, "Feeling that my friends would come to me for advice-
was also considerably lower for An^erst Ss than any other group,
and it was rated successively higher by Kobart, Trinity, U.R.T.,
and William Smith students.
Amherst was again the lowest institution on Item 28, "Not
feeling as though I'd have to go it alone on a m.jor problem or
concern." Hobart rated the item considerably higher, and the other
three institutions were roughly equal between these two.
A sense of ambition or purpose in academic work (Item 35)
received considerably lower ratings from Hobart students than the.
other institutions, followed by Amherst, William Smith, Trinity, and
U.R.I, respectively.
Items 40 and 48, both strong components of the maternal dimen-
sion, were rated lowest by Amherst and U,R.I. Ss, and highest among
William Smith women.
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"Feeling ".a part' of friends who share my viex.s," (Item 51)
received lowest ratings fron, Arr.herst students, and highest ratings
frou, William Smith, with the other institutions roughly similar
between them.
U.R.I, and Hobart rated Item 58 ("Acting like a male (female)
in the presence of females (males)") higher than the other groups,
and Amherst Ss rated it lov.^est.
"Having a long rap with a friend of the opposite sex" (Item 64)
was also rated lowest at Amherst, but highest by U.R.I, and
William Smith.
In general, the peer-related items were rated considerably
lower by the Amherst Ss than any other institutional group.
AMJisis of variance ; Class differences
Among the five classes, 21 CIDS items yielded significant
(p <.01) analyses, seven of which exceeded the ,001 significance
level.
Being considered a loader by the faculty and administration
(Item 9) was far more highly rated by pre-collegians than any class.
Item 26, "Having some better or more creative ideas about some
things than some teachers," was also ranked highest by pre-collegians
but then lowest by freshmen and sophomores. The item received grad-
ually higher ratings by juniors and seniors, but not as high as the
pre-collegians.
Fre-collegians felt themselves as having a stronger sense of
academic ambition or purpose (Item 35) than any other class. It
dropped to lowest for freshmen, and gradually increased with
successive college years.
Being known by name by peers (Item 41) and having a close
personal relationship with a faculty member (Item 43) also were
rated highest by Ss not yet in college. In the former, seniors
ranked the item next highest and the other three classes rated it
lowest. In the latter, juniors were second most able to picture
themselves as having a close personal faculty relationship, while
freshmen and sophomores rated it lowest.
"Feeling that my mother's suggestions are worthy of consider-
ation" was rated lowest by seniors, next lowest by juniors, but
third lowest by freshmen. Sophomores and pre-collegians rated it
highest, (Item 48).
Finally,
-being able to have a serious intellectual discussion
with a faculty member" was most highly rated by pre-collegians
,
then in gradually decreasing order by seniors, juniors, sophomores,
and freshmen, (Item 63).
It appeared, in general, that there was a strong component of
idealism operating among students who had not yet entered coll-ge
which became tempered with collegiate experience. In many of the
significant items where the ascending order of group means approxi-
mated 2-3-4- 5-1, students appeared to ideal istico. Uy picture them-
selves in a particular circumstance, become somewhat disillusioned
when faced with the actual experience, and then gradually begin to
more closely approximate the way they initially picturr-d themselves.
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Anal3!^_is of variance : sex differences
Of the 68 CXDS items, significant (p <.01) analyses of
variance resulted on 23, all but eight of ..hich vere significant
at the .001 level.
Six of the 15 items significant at the .001 level related
generally to the concepts of Dimension G, Peer Attachment and
Friendship (Items 12, 22, 28, 41, 51, and 64). In each of
these cases females rated the items significantly higher than males.
Two items were associated with maternal relations (40, 48),
and again females ranked them significantly above males.
Other items significant at the .001 level and rated higher
by females included 8. "Wanting to have children," 17. "Main-
taining socially approved behavior," 24. "Having time to be
alone," 23. "Having a strong faith in an organized religion,"
53. "Having teachers consider me trustworthy," and 67. "Devel-
oping my o\jn identity-finding out who I am."
Only one item significant at the .001 level was rated higher
by males: 34. "Being able to keep from cryiag around friends of
my o\>7n sex." Only two items significant at the .01 level gained
higher ratings for males: 39. "Feeling that I appear to my father
as I feel myself," and 59. "Feeling that I can turn to my father
with problems and concerns."
Analys is of variance : religious affiliation diffe rences .
Almost half (31 of 68) of the CIDS items yielded significant
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(.01) differences among religious affiliations, and more than
half of ther.o (17) wre significant beyond the .001 level.
On all but two of the 17 .001 sieuificant items. Ss reporting
"none" for their affiliation ranked the item lowest, and this group
appeared to be the largest source of the significant differences.
The exceptions were item 38, "Feeling that I'd do something I wanted
to, even if it were against the rules," where "no affiliation Ss
wre higher and Protestants lower than Catholics and Jews, and
Item 61, "Not being influenced by my mother's or father's vocation
in my career choice," where Catholics ranked highest, noa-af f ill ates
next, and both these groups ranked considerably higher than Protes-
tants and Jews.
There were a number of items significant at the .001 level
where the non-affiliated Ss' low ratings were not the only clear
source of differentiation. On Item 8 "Wanting to have children,"
Catholics were noticeably higher than the other religious groups.
Jewish Ss ranked eight of these items noticeably higher than
Protestants and Catholics: 16, "Feeling that my father's suggestions
are worthy of consideration," 32. "Feeling that I can turn to my
mother with problems and concerns," 35. "Having a sense of ambition
or purpose in my academic vzork," ^i5. "Feeling that my parents
trust my omi independent decisions about myself," 46. "Feeling vcxy
close to my father," 52. "Having my father acknowledge a task I
consider well done," 53. "Having teachers consider me trustworthy,"
and 59. "Feeling that I can turn to my father with problems and
concerns.
"
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Item 17, "Maintaining socially approved behavior," produced
relatively strong differences betveen each group. The item was
rated highest by Ctholics
, next by Protestants, and third by
Jewish Ss, with
-no affiliation" Ss well below the Jews. Also
Item 23 (Having a strong faith in an organized religion) produced
very large differences among each group. Above "none", ratings
increased substantially for Jews, then Protestants and finally
Catholics with the highest rating. Protestants and Catholics
were noticeably higher on Item 28, "Not feeling as though I'd have
to go it alone on a major problem or concern" than Jews; and the
same relationship was true for Item 51, "Feeling 'a part' of
friends who share my views.
M^sis of variance
:
.
politicaj^ views differences
More items significantly discriminated (p < .01) among the
three political views groups (32) than any other demographic
variable, and almost 60% of these (20} xvere significant at or beyond
the .001 level.
On 10 of the .001 items conservatives rated lowest, follovjed by
moderates, and liberals ranked highest. These included: 6. "Exper-
imenting with different kinds of roles," 12. "Having an all-aight rap
with several good friends," 13. "Not being bound by requirements or
prescribed duties," 18. "Developing my own values not based primarily
on my parents'," 26. "Having some better or more creative ideas about
some things than some teachers," 27. "Feeling that I'd pursue any
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heterosexual relationship I considered worthwhile, even if I ,,ere
strongly criticized by my parents," 31. "Being concerned about
what the world will be like in 50 years," 38. "Feeling that I
appear to iry father as I feel myself," 55. "Feeling that I'd pur-
sue any heterosexual relationship I considered worthwhile, even if
I were strongly criticized by my friends," and 68. "Being respected
by ray peers, even if it means disrespect from adults."
The reverse order (conservatives highest, liberals lowest) was
present in 9 of the .001 items: 16. "Feeling that my father's sug-
gestions are worthy of consideration," 17. "Maintaining socially
approved behavior," 23. "Having a strong faith in an organized re-
ligion," 32. "Feeling that I can turn to my mother with problems
and concerns," 36. "Feeling that my father is 'on my side'," 37.
"Feeling a sense of wholeness about my life," 45. "Feeling that my
parents trust my own independent decisions about myself," 46. "Feel-
ing very close to my father," and 52. "Having my father acknowledge
a task I consider well done."
On item 48, "Feeling that my mother's suggestions are worthy
of consideration," moderates rated the item highest, and liberals
lowest, although the difference between the moderate and conserva-
tive rating was quite small.
Among the 10 .001 items in which liberals rated highest^ the
largest difference was between the conservative and moderate rating
on Items 6, 12, 13, 18, and 31.
1^5
On item 26 the largest difference was between the moderate and
liberal rating. Differences among the three groups were roughly
equal on items 27, 38, 55, and 68.
Among the nine
.001 ratings where conservatives ranked highest,
the greatest difference was between the liberal and moderate rating
on items 17, 23, and 37. Larger moderate-conservative differences
were present on items 45 and 52, and roughly equal differences were
found on items 16, 32, 36, and 46.
Analysis of variance
: grade average differences.
A total of 17 CIDS items yielded significant (p < .01) differ-
ences between students with A or B avejrages and those with C or below
averages, nine of which were significant at the .001 level.
Higher grade average Ss ranked significantly (p .001) higher
on seven of the nine items: 2. "Having a teacher acknowledge a task
I consider well done," 9. "Being considered a leader by the faculty
and administration," 15. "Continuing to pursue my education beyond
formal schooling," 20. "Feeling a sense of accomplishment at the
end of a course," 35. "Having a sense of ambition or purpose in my
academic work," 43. "Having a close personal relationship with a
faculty member," and 53. "Having teachers consider me trustworthy."
Lower grade average students rated items 13 ("Not being bound
by requirements or prescribed duties.") and 30 ("Experiencing mean-
ingful, satisfying sexual relationships.") significantly higher.
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Ana_b:sis of variance: number of roommates difjerences
The ai-ialysis yielded
.01 significant differences for 14 items
based on Ss with no roon^ates and those with at least one rooramate.
Nine of these were significant at the .001 level. Only on Item 30
(••Experiencing meaningful, satisfying sexual relationships.-) among
the
.001 level items did persons with at least one roommate rate
higher. Tim "no roommate" sample rated significantly (p ,001)
higher on Items 9, "Being considered a leader by the faculty and
administration," 20. "Feeling a sense of accomplishment at the
end of a course," 23. "Having a strong faith in an organized reli-
gion," 26. "Having some better or more creative ideas about some
things than some teachers," 35. "Having a sense of ambition or
purpose in my academic work," 43. "Having a close personal rela-
tionship with a faculty member," 53.
-Having teachers consider me
trustworthy," and 63. "Being able to have a serious intellectual
discussion with a faculty member without feeling that he is con-
descending to my level."
In this analysis of variance sequence, as discussed previously,
only the college-enrolled Ss and none of the married college Ss
were included.
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C n A P T E R V
I)ISCUSSI0N
Interpretation and meaning of the results
Statistical interpretation of the CIDS data, and naming and
comparison of the resulting factor structures and dimensions v;as
presented in detail in Chapter IV. In this section of the discus-
sion an attempt will be made to coordinate the rather diffuse, num-
erous, and heterogeneous results into a clearer and more logical
framework from which conclusions can more readily be drawn and docu-
mented. The most efficient format for this coordination appears to
be in terms of the initial five questions raised at the end of
Chapter II:
1. What are the important developmental factors in the college
interpersonal experience? 2. How do these factors develop and
change between college entrance and graduation? 3. How do these
factors differ in men and women? 4. Do these factors differ
among different colleges and universities? 5. What are the
effects of variables such as political and religious affiliation,
and number of roommates on these factors?
Each of these questions is dealt with below.
As mentioned previously, comparatively few published studies or
theoretical positions have approached interpersonal development in
college in a manner vjhich permits meaningful comparison with the
present study. In the interpretation and coordination of the results
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below, relationships, sinul nrities
. and discrepancies wiLh ot:hor
work are discussed. m sl.udies and theoretical structures focus-
ing on interpersonal behnvior in genera], however, o. those focus-
ing on development throughout life, this co.r,parison becoraes a con-
sideration of how college interpersonal development is similar or
different to other conceptions of broader or more inclusive pro-
cesses, rather than a comparison with other approaches to the same
area.
Developm,en_tal dijiiensioiis in the college interpersonal experience.
Based on an instrument which was designed to incorporate many
of the findings of most of the literature in the area, there app^vir
to be nine quite clearly identifiable dimensions which represent the
basic foci of interpersonal development during college. Furthermore,
evidence has been presented which offers support to the assumption
that the basic nature of these dimensions is relatively stable and
reliable regardless of what class, sex, or institution is examined.
Of primary significance in the college interpersonal experience
is a maternal, paternal, or parental relations dimoision. Even
though the college student is, for the most part, separated from
daily or weekly contact with his parent;., the influence whicli has
been so strong throughout the first 17 or 18 years of his life con-
tinues to be an important fulcrum in his intei7H rsr i'.->l rclni louships.
This importance, furthermore, seems to be centered round tlie pre-
sence or absence of support and encouragement, familial closeness,
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and their acknowledgement of their son or daughter as an independent,
worthv;hile, and unique human being. Although the factor structures
of the respective samples delineates either both the maternal and
paternal, or the combined parental dimension, it appears theoretically
sound to view this composite as a single dimension. These three dimen-
sions are therefore subsequently referred to as a parental dimension
with several possible emphases.
A second basic dimension of iPterpersonal development in college
involves the individual's attention to himself as a sexual human
being, capable and desirous of physical and emotional interaction
with members of the opposite sex. 'iTiis source of variation in his
development concerns the manner and degree to which his physical and
behavioral "self" affect the establishment of heterosexual relation-
ships.
As the growing youth matures and assimilates a much wider
sphere of experience, the concept of independence becomes a strong
basic dimension in his relations with other people. Anxious to v7ork
toward establishment of himself as a unique and independent human
being first, and a male or a female second, an influential aspect of
his interpersonal relations involves the manner and degree to which
he demands free choice in his values, his behavior, and even in the
choice of his date for the weekend without feeling the need or desire
to "rely on the college, his friends, or his parents for guidance or
support, and without feeling the necessity of being swayed by their
criticism.
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Although Erikson's conception (19 59, 1963, 1968) of
"identity vs. identity confusion" is a much broader one than the
"Independence and Sexual Identity" dimension in the present study,
the two conceptualizations are most coterminious at this point.
Elements in the present study share considerable similarity with
two other Eriksonian stages (see below), but in a very real way,
all of the present dimensions could be associated with the"identity
vs. identity confusion" stage in terms of Erikson's detailed descrip-
tions (1963, pp. 261-263; 1968, all). Tliis is, of course, as
Erikson would anticipate j since he "dates" this stage in the college
years.
A fourth basic dimension in the college student's interpersonal
development seems to involve his personal influence as a leader
among his peers. This is, in a sense, a power dimension, and exerts
an influence on his interpersonal relations to the extent that he is
motivated toward being considered a leader, toward having the people
in his envirom.'.'eat respect him and seek him out.
The individual's relationships vjith his peers in terms of attach
ment and friendship comprises the fifth basic dimension or determin-
inant of his interpersonal development. Within the dimension are a
variety of important concerns— closeness, a feeling of belongingness
collaboration, companionship, respect, corrimunication , and commitment
among them—all of which appear, in various combinations, to exert
considerable influence upon his interpersonal development.
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The existence of this dimension, and the dimension of independ-
ence, offer some support to Black (1967), Sanford, (1962, 1966),
Ne^comb (1961, 1962, 1967), and many others regarding their emphasis
on strong peer influence during college, but the strength of the
parental dimension found throughout college in this study appears to
be somewhat in conflict witli much of this previous literature. Pre-
vious authors stress loss of parental control or parental influence
on the college student, and it is largely by generalization that
they assume a stronger loss of parental impor tance. The present
findings support the notion of decreasing parental influence per se
(i.e., as a behavioral determinant). This does not conflict with
parental importance as a significant interpersonal relationship,
because the nature of the relationship has moved away from one of
control and behavioral influence and toward one of encouragement,
support, etc.
Although academic purpose, the sixth basic dimension, appears
by its name to be less significant as a component of interpersonal
development, the entire academic side of college is an important
determinant. This is probably particularly the case because colleg-
iate faculty-student relationships are usually quite different from
those in high school. The college student, who usually spends a
considerable amount of his time iv; academic pursuits, appears to be
significantly influenced in his interpersonal development by the
kinds of relationships he establishes with his professors. Involved
in these relationships is the basis of his present and future sense
of academic purpose and intellectual stimulation and accomplishm.ent.
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A rather global but not insignificant dimension in college inter-
personal development is labeled "wholeness and generativity. " it
concerns the individual's present orientation tov^ard his future in
terms of his relationship to others, society, the v;orld, and himself,
and the manner and degree to which this orientation, or set of goals
for the future, affect the ongoing development of his personal rela-
tionships.
In many ways the wholeness and generativity dimension corresponds
to Erikson's (1959, 1963, 1968) "generativity vs. stagnation" stage of
psychosexual development. For Erikson, the stage is defined psycho-
socially as "to m.ake be, to take care of" and it includes more direct
and present concerns with currents of education, tradition, family,
and a sense of wholeness. The similar dimension in the present study
appears to be a precursor or anticipation of this Eriksonian stage.
The dimension of maturing sexuality is another dimension related
to a future orientation, although its effects on interpersonal develop-
ment are more immediate. This dimension concerns the degree to which
the individual's relationships are influenced by his desire and need
for a close, emotional, and relatively permanent life partner.
There also seems to be an Eriksonian parallel to the "maturing
sexuality" dimension. He describes "intiriacy vs. isolation" in terms
of "losing oneself in another," and although his stage appears as
veil to incorporate elements of "sexual attractiveness and influence"
in the present study, there is a stronger relationship to the "matur-
ing sexuality" component.
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The ninth and final basic duuension vns least clearly observed
in the present study, although it does seem to be important enough
to be considered. In some ways the dimension of interpersonal com-
munication and understanding is related to others. Quite simply it
involves the effect on interpersonal relationships of the individual's
need and desire to share his day-to-day experiences, frustrations
and happiness with others.
Comparison of the intere.er^onal dimensions with other conceptua liza-
tions
.
Judd (1967) hypothesized nine adolescent developmental tasks
which he felt developed simultaneously during the entire adolescent
period (See p. 14). Although he did not limit his approach to
interpersonal experiences, several of his "tasks" are supported in
these terms in the present study. Independence and sexual identity
is similar to Judd's first three tasks, "Development of an identity,
or the self-concept," "establishment of an appropriate sexual identity,"
and "establishment of emotional and psychological independence from
parents and other adults." His fourth and seventh tasks demonstrate
some correspondence with the "academic purpose" dimension: "achieve-
ment of sclf-mocivatioa and self-determination," and "development
of new intellectual capacities and skills." The latter, hov;ever,
appears for Judd to have little or no interpersonal component. Two
other "tasks," "selection of values", and "preparation for economic
independence" approximate some components of the "wholeness and
generativity "dimension. Further, Judd's sixth task, "development of
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empathy and practice of reciprocity in iiiterpersonal relationships,"
and eighth task, "acquiring the ability to function satisfactorily
^rLth peers," can he equated roughly with the "interpersonal comnranica-
tion and understanding, and "peer attachmeiat and friendship" dimensions
respectively.
Frick's (1967) study of college students' essays yielded six
categories and two basic types of important interpersonal relation-
ships (See p. 12). His categories are not similar to those of the
present study because they are focused on the goals of the relation-
ships rather than their components. Each of Frick's categories could
be a potential goal for any of the present dimensional components.
For example, the influence of the peer attachment dimension could lead
to opportunities for self-disclosure, opportunities to drop facades,
mutuality of experience, loss of self-centeredness
, etc. Similarly,
the influence of the maturing sexuality dimension could also lead to
such goals. Research on these kinds of relationships is a potentially
fruitful possibility.
Another set of developmental tasks, this one hypothesized as rele-
vant for college students, is offered by Coons (1970). Four of Coous^
"tasks" bear correspondence with four of the present dimensions,
although not in a 1:1 relationship. "Resolution of personal sexual
identity" for Coons is quite similar to the dimension "independence
and sexual identity." Tlie task of "forming a personal value system"
has components of this dimension and "wholeness and generativity ,
"
while "developing the capacity for true intimacy" is similar to the
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dimension "maturing sexuality." Both the academic purpose dimension,
and the wholeness and generativity dimension possess aspects of Coons'
"choosing a life's work," although neither are entirely clearly simi-
1 ar
.
Other conceptions of interpersonal behavior in general have some
relation to the interpersonal dimensions, particularly as they repre-
sent groups into which some dimensions may be related. Bass' (1967)
three interpersonal foci, for example, seem to represent what might
be higher order factors in the present data. His "task orientation"
could involve, among other things, the academic purpose dimension.
Several of the dimensions might be subsumed under Bass' "interaction
orientation," while "independence and sexual identity" and perhaps
"wholeness and gcuor^^.tivity " could be called "self-orientation."
Similar parallels could bo undertaken with other thooreLical
positions (e.g. Leary, 1957; Schutz, 1966), and such attempts provide
relevant and necessary areas for future research.
With a lack of relatively comparable studies in the area of
college interpersonal development, these comparisons both provide
some support for the genoralizability of the present data, and others
receive some further empirical support from this study in terms of
their applicability to the college population.
DevelopmOT^t and change
_in the dimen signs throuf^h _tho college years .
The high scliool senior enters college with a strongly entrenched
set of high ideals and expectations. He has been told, and he has
read, that the next four years will be like no others in his life.
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He anticipates new freedom from parental restraints, new friendships,
warm and close relationships with faculty members, and a considerr.ble
degree of personal responsibility and initiative. His parents are
the most important single influence in his interpersonal relationships
(as they will be throughout college, although with gradually decreas-
ing significance) but the strength and quality of his peer relation-
ships are also very important to him. A primary source of motivation
at this point is the establishment of his independence and his own
identity, and he wants to "establish" himself, both intrapersonally
and in the eyes of his friends. An important part of this "establish-
ment" involves his academic performance. He is also frequently more
optimistic about life, perhaps the result of his relative naivete and
unsophisti cation.
As the student nears the end of his freshman year, noticeable
changes take place in his interpersonal relations. A year at college
has vjeakened the influence of his parents, although it is still strong
especially that of his mother. The im.portance of his peer relations
has also lessened somewhat, perhaps resulting from some disillusion-
ment in his incompletely fulfilled ideals and expectations. Also the
influence of his peers is now more involved with companionship and
collaboration—doing and sharing, rather than just being close and
being sincere.
Whereas the effect of the academic purpose dimension for the
pre-collegian was in lofty ideals about his future, the freshman is
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more concerned with creating a good academic impression and having
his teachers think highly of him.
His concern vith his sex appeal and attractiveness seem to play
a more important role during his freshman year as well, but this
concern involves more superficial aspects such as acting like a
male (or female) and having a masculine (or feminine) body.
The freshman is less influenced by the need for independence than
he V7as a year ago, but it is still a far greater interpersonal influ-
ence than it will be later. Independence for the freshman is also
beginning to involve more thoughtful components such as his philos-
ophy or ideology, his "identity", and the kinds of roles with v;hich
he wants to experir.ient.
Finally, the freshman is less concerned with establishing his
role as a leader than he was as a pre-collogian. Disillusionment
again can perhaps explain the change, as he moves from a position of
superiority among his peers in high school, to a relative inferiority
in college— the status of being a freshman.
In general, the freshman year appears to have what might be
called a "sobering effect'' in which the student begins to put his
interpersonal relationships on a more realistic and V'/orkable plane,
and where he begins to formulate the directions toward which he
will head himself.
In the sophomore year there are a number of other changes taking
place in the students interpersonal relationships. Although the
influence of his parents is still quite strong, it continues to weaken.
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Further, the influence of the inch" vidual ' s father appears for the
first time to be more direct than that of his mother. Perhaps this
can be explained in terms of a perceived similarity of the student
(male or female) with his father as the parent who most directly
faces the challenges and problems of the "outside world." As he
finds himself more^immediately faced with a more secular aspect of
society, the comraderie with his mother, who typically remains at home,
becomes weaker. This is particularly the case in an age where the
college's "ivory towers" are rapidly disintegrating and its relations
with the wider community are much stronger than ever before (Lee, 1970)
There is far less concern in the sophomore with independence
in the way he experienced his need for it previously. The form that
it takes now involves a continuing search for personal identity,
particularly through introspection and interpersonal communication,
either in lighter all-night bull sessions, or on more serious aspects
of life with friends or professors.
Concern and influence in his relationships is now beginning to
bo re-est£iblished along the lines of his leadership influence, par-
ticularly among his peers, but also to a lesser extent among the
facul ty.
Peer relationships continue to be relatively important to the
sophomo):e, but their tics with academics also becomes stronger.
Now not only are doing and sharing important influences in his rela-
tionships, but proving himself and receiving acknowledgement become
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influential motivations. Whereas in the freshman year "proving him-
self" more directly affected his faculty relations, it becomes a
stronger motive with friends now, and his academic influences ?re
beginning to involve a more mature concept of purpose and personal
accomplishment.
The wholeness and generativity dimension has become an identifi-
able influence in his relationships for the first time, although not
nearly as strong as it will become. He is, however, now affected by
the degree to which his life seems to be making worthwhile sense.
As the student nears the end of his junior year his interpersonal
relationships begin to take on noticeably more mature aspects. For
the first, and only, time in his college life his parents are less
important as interpersonal influences than his peers, alchough be-
tween his parents the pateri:ial dimension continues to grow in rela-
tive importance. Now relatively well established in college and
probably with a good number of close friendships, his interpersonal
relationships are more immediately influenced by the nature of these
friendships. He is also more able than ever before to perceive some
of his professors as friends and colleagues as well as teachers.
This finding lends support to Bauer (19 67) who also noticed the
degree to which juniors and seniors pursue personal relationships
with faculty members far more than freshmen and sophomores.
Also probably the result of his more comfortable establishment
in college, leadership re-emerges as an important interpersonal
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dimension among junior^ and it is most significant in terms of acad-
emic or intGllectual leadership.
Whereas sexual attractiveness as a sophomore affected his
relationships from a m.le-female interaction point of view as well
as in his desire for physical and behavioral attractiveness, it takes
on more the notion of value development in his male-female relations
during the junior year. The importance of attractiveness per se is
of far less importance than it had been previously. Similarly,
independence continues to diminish in significance this year, and
where it does affect his relationships it is primarily a concept of
adult independence in values and vocation.
The importance of the wholeness and generativity dimension, and
the concepts of maturing sexuality are now clearly identifiable
interpersonal influences. He is much more concerned, as he prepares
for his last year in college, with the sense of wholeness and worth
of his life, and with the notion of sharing his life closely and
intimately with someone else.
The junior year is thus a year of transition and of considerable
maturation in the way the individual relates to significant others
in his environment.
The end of the senior year brings with it additional changes in
the student's interpersonal relationships
, some of which appear to be
a function of coucinuiug growth and maturation, and some a function
of the prospect of leaving college itself.
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ThG parental dimension re-establishes itself as a very signi-
ficant determinant for seniors as they prepare to leave college.
One possible explanation can be hypothesised to account for this:
Whereas the concepts of mother, father and family were things that
were being left behind during the early college years, the gradu-
ating senior can also visualize them as things that are being
approached. With a relatively considerable number of currently
graduating collegians engaged or even married, they become more
influenced by the idea of themselves as raother or father and by
the conceptualization of their own families.
The dimensions of sexual attractiveness and influence, and
independence and sexual identity merge for seniors into a concept
of masculinity or femininity, wholeness and satisfaction in this
role, and responsibility. Maturing sexuality becomes a most signi-
ficant influence, and with wholeness and generativity
,
comprise the
second and third most important interpersonal dimensions.
Surprisingly, leadership influence and peer attachment were
much less important dimensions for seniors than they had been pre-
viously. This phenomenon can be attributed to a "regressive effect"
in which the graduating senior is forced to "wind up" the overall
experience of the last four years. Reali?^ing that he may not see
many of his friends again, and that his future experiences will be
considerably different, he finds himself defending against the
effect associated with terminating the college experience. Even
among those students whose college experience vjas less positive there
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appears to be a rather unique sense of caution or even anxious expec-
tation and concern about their inwdiate future, the confusing and
often diffuse psychodynamics of which are reflected in their inter-
personal relations.
It is likely that this phenomenon would have been less noticeable
or absent if data collection in the preseiat study had been undertaken
earlier in the academic year. It would appear that these kinds of
feelings were considerably more in evidence since seniors responded
to the CIDS only weeks or days before their graduation.
The picture of interpersonal development offered above is,
of course, not intended to portray an invariable or exact description
of how and why the interpersonal dimensions develop and change during
college. It can more accurately bo labeled a sunmiary interpretation
of the general results of the present study.
The operation and respective significance of the basic dimensions
of interpersonal development undergo considerable change through college,
They are not wholly independent, but represent co-operative emphasis
in the development of interpersonal relationships. Furthermore, as
is clear from the preceding discussion, they are not successive dimen-
sions which follow any specific sequential order. Although they bear
a certain relativity to each other in importance or significance in
any given year, they all appear to be operative to some degree at all
t imo s
.
Finally, although some of the dimensions generally move in impor-
tance in one direction during the college years, the more frequent
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case is the dirr.ension x.hich both increases and decreases in
importance, with its peak significance or insignificance falling
soinewhere betveen the pre-college and senior year. Loevinger (1966)
clarified this distinction in distinguishing between "milestones"
which rise and fall as one ascends the scale of development, and
"polar aspects" which havo a constant (positive or negative)
correlation with age.
Sex differences amon^ the dimensions
An examination of the results indicates that although the basic
interpersonal dimensions are relatively similar in males and fcm.ales,
noticeable differences do exist in the way these dimensions affect
interpersonal rel''.tions and development. There are five general
areas in which these differences seem to be apparent.
First, each sex appears to be more directly influenced in his or
her interpersonal relationships by the relationships with their parent
of the same sex. Because the college student is involved quite strongly
in a process of identity formation (Eril:son, 1959, 1963, 1968), and
since an important part of this identity involves the sex role con-
cepts of man-father-provider or woman-mother-wife, this relationship
is not surprising.
Second, sexual attractiveness and sexual identity are more
important dimensions for females than for males. Young women are
apparently more concerned with looking good, and vjith maintaining
sex-appropriate behavior in their interpersonal relationships than
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arc young men. The sexual dimensioias for girls are also more closely
associated with values and vrith an eye tox.ard more permanent rela-
tionships than is the case with males. Tliis finding is in accord
with Ehrmann (1959) among others, and it also corroborates logical
expectations, although it is somewhat in conflict with the goals of
the womans' liberation movement.
A third general difference concerns the significance of peer
attachment and friendship, which is a more important dimension in
feminine interpersonal behavior than in males. Again, the societally
sanctioned concepts of the "free and independent" man and the "depend-
ent" wom^i.n appear relevant. Females are more affected by needs of
closeness and belongingness with respect to peers than are males.
Academic purpose, however, is a more important influence on
males than on females. The fact that males are faced with, and con-
cerned about, the responsibility of finding a satisfying vocation
and succeeding in it, a problem more typically male in our society
(although less so receiitly), offers a logical explanation for this
result.
The fifth basic difference concerns the nature of the wholeness
and generativity dimension in each sex. Similarly in accord with
logical expectations, wholeness and worth in life is mote related to
vocational choice and colleague relationships for men, and more
related to personal philosophy, religious values, and child bearing
among women.
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InsMtut ional di^erences amqn^ the dimensions
The question "Do the dimensions differ among different colleges
and universities?" can also be ansv;ered in the affirmative. Exam-
ination of the results yields a considerable number of differences
among the five institutions surveyed in the present study. The par-
ticular college or university environment, V7hich is largely the re-
sult of its enrolled students, has an important although rather com-
plicated effect on the students' interpersonal development.
The differences found in the present study, however, have com-
paratively little generalizability to all types of institutions.
The institutions are all relatively "good" schools, and they are all
located in New England or New York. It involves treading on very
tentative and inconclusive ground therefore to go beyond the state-
ment that there are quite considerable differences in the basic
interpersonal dimensions among different institutions. The fact
that the basic dimensions themselves are relatively similar in these
institutions does support their overall reliability, itself a signi-
ficant finding.
Effe cts of re^ligious and political views
,
grades , and roommates
.
Significant general differences were found in the nature of the
interpersonal experience as a result of religious affiliation,
political vie\;s, grade average, and number of roommates, and almost
exclusively these differences were logically predictable.
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Jewish students seem to be more affected in their relationships
by familial closexaess and academic ambition, while Catholics are
more concerned with religiousness per se, having children, and gen-
erally maintaining societal organisation. Students with no reli-
gious affiliation are in much stronger opposition to tradition and
social order.
Political liberals' interpersonal relationships are marked by
strong independence, experimentation, and less respect for societal
rules and structures, x^hile conservatives maintain much stronger
family ties and are more motivated by social approval.
Students with high grades, and those who live alone appear to be
more affected in their relationships by academic concerr.s, accomplish-
ment and purpose, and faculty interaction, while those living with
roommates are m.ore concerned with non-academic matters and heterosexual
relationships.
All of the questions, therefore, which were raised as the foci of
the present study found significant and positive answers on the basis
of the data. Although a few inevitable differing omissions and inclu-
sions exist, the results tend to support previous work dealing with
various aspects of this study, and these results appear to follow a
logical and meaningful framework in the clarification of interpersonal
devclopinent in college.
.Hi^ Co 11 eg; e Interpers onal Deve lopment Survey (CIDS) As An Instrument
Because of its apparent ability to make clear discriminations
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among the kinds of variables examined in the present study, the CIDS
appears to have reasonable potential value as an empirical instrument
for examining interpersonal development in college students. The fact
that so many of the items discriminate significantly among religious
and political views, sex, class, ix.stitution
,
grade average and even
number of roo^tes offers tentative acknowledgement of its sensitivity
to these influences. Because of the relative consistency of the fac-
tors obtained from factor analytic sequences among various subject
populations and subdivisions of these populations, support is tenta-
tively offered for the reliability of the yielded factors.
A considerable amount of work remains, however, before strong
affirmation of the value of the CIDS can be given. No ; ^ta on
test-retest reliability was collected in the present study, and such
information is vital for a clear assessment of the instrument's
utility. In addition, factor scores for respective subject populations
need to be computed, evaluated, and compared. It would also be highly
desirable to assess the factor scores in terms of their sensitivity
to the kinds of variables noted above, as well as the sensitivity
of individual CIDS items.
A much wider institutional sample would be required if the instru-
ment were to be used in generalizing about all college students.
Further, considerably more substantial validity data remains to
be gathered with the CIDS, primarily by comparing factor scores to
scores on instruments whose subtests measure concepts similar to
the interpersonal dimensions.
Also n^any of the specific items in the CIDS need to be revised
and clarified. Ss in the present study vere provided space on the
CIDS form and encouraged to comment on the survey. A considerable
number of the consents related to the clarity of the items, parti-
cularly in terms of the overall question to vhich they were asked t
respond: ("How closely can you picture yourself feeling this way
now, or how closely does this describe or relate to you now?")
Three major valid criticisms seemed to emerge. First, on several,
although not nearly all, of the items, the specific wording could
have produced two honest answers (ratings) depending on which part
of the overall question they were responding to. For c ample, an
individual might very clearly picture himself "having ti to be
alone," while "having time to be alone" does not describe or relate
to him now at all. The first part of the general question was
included to avoid a low rating on items involving immediate behav-
iors if the individual was not literally engaged in them at the
specific moment of response. For example, if "having an all-night
rap with several good frieiids" an important aspect of his
individual experience in general, the CIUS sought to avoid a "1"
rating if he was not engaged in an all-night rap at the moment.
However this presented some justifiable confusion with items such
as "having time to be alone."
The second valid criticism concerned the few items on which it
was possible that neither end of the rating scale was appropriate.
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For example, ite. 34 reads, '.being able to keep fro. crying around
friends of ov.^ sex.- A high rating i.plies that one is able
to keep fro. crying or can picture hi.self able to keep fro. crying
in a situation where he might otherwise cry. A low rating carries the
implication that he is unable to keep fro. crying in such situations
even i£ he would want to refrain. The ite. and the general question,
therefore, does not see. to offer an alternative to the person who
doesn't care whether he cries around friends of his own sex, or the
person who simply never feels like crying. Although the intended
response for such a person would be a low rating because it doesn't
"describe or relate" to hi., the confusion is understandable. The
ite. is in .any ways like asking, "Have you stopped beat^'ug your wife?
The third major criticism concerned the mixture of negative and
positive wording among the items and its subsequent confusion on the
direction of the rating scale. "Not wishing that I were someone else,
and "wanting to have children," for example, require shifts in the
frame of reference if the direction of the rating (high or low) is
to be accurate.
A considerable amount of clarification and additional data
collection needs to be undertaken with the CIDS before its value as an
instrument for measuring interpersonal development can be properly
assessed, but the initial data look quite promising.
Problemj;
Aside from the additional wrk necessary on the CIDS itself,
several problems in the present study need to be dealt with.
One problem is significant primarily because its specific
effects cannot be adequately assessed. Data collection was under-
taken during the widespread student strike of Nay, 1970 and anti-
war sentiments as well as general affect were extremely high.
While care was taken in sample selection to avoid a systematic
bias of Ss more actively engaged in protest activities, the effects
of this period on the overall results is difficult to estimate.
Two factors support an assumption of minimum influence, however.
First it was established from newspaper accounts and personal
communications that each of the surveyed institutions took rela-
tively active roles in the protest. It appears therefore that any
effect was systematic and affected all students to a relatively
similar degree. Secondly, the content of the CIDS items are
basically quite free of concepts which have any direct bearing on
the events of that month. While no denial is made of any influence
whatsoever, the effect is far from what it would have been if the
CIDS were a political attitudes questionnaire.
The second important weakness concerns the lack of a non-colle
population in the data samples. In order to be able to draw con-
clusions about interpersonal development among college students as
compared with other non-college students of similar age, such a
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sample would have been desirable. This omission does not negate
the present findings that certain things do happen to college
students in terms of interpersonal development, but it does leave
for future research the question of whether this development is
largely a result of being in college, or whether it happens to
everyone anyway.
In addition, application of the CIDS itself would have been
difficult if not impossible to a population without college exper-
ience. Since a number of the items referred to concepts such as
"faculty," "roommates," and "teachers," non-coUege Ss would either
have had to assume how they would feel, or they would have had to
respond in terms of their last contact with these concepts, usually
high school. This alternative would have defeated the purpose of
looking at their feelings at the present time.
A third weakness was the sample size for some of the evaluated
groups. This problem affects particularly the William Smith sample,
and somewhat less, the Hobart sample. Conclusions based on these
groups had to be somewhat more tentative and exploratory.
Future investigation with the CIDS must be planned with these
concerns in mind.
Impl ications
There are at least three broad areas of significant implications
in the results of the present study.
TtjG first concerns the potential for a wide variety of sub-
sequent research. The present results liave offered some initial
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support and substantiation of the presence of nine mjor basic dimen-
sions around ..hich interpersonal development is focused among today's
college students, but more needs to be done. In addition to modifi-
of the CIDS itself, and reliability and validity studies vith the
instrument and its dimensions, the nature of each of the dimensions
themselves needs to be more clearly evaluated. Although this author
is somewhat critical of studies which, for example, deal just with
peer relations, or just with parental relations, and make only pass-
ing acknowledgement of the importance of the gestalt as more than
the sum of these parts, more direct attention is needed on specific
interrelationships among the dimensions. An in-depth empirical
study of the relationship of the peer dimension to the parental dimen-
sion, or the independence and sexual identity dimension to the lead-
ership dimension, for examples, would clarify many of these inter-
actions more than was possible in as broad a study as the present one.
Also of some value would be studies of the interpersonal dimen-
sions among high school and graduate school students. Are the dimen-
sions still applicable? Are there additional important ones? How
are they different among these younger and older individuals?
The applicability of the interpersonal dimensions also remains
to be tested among individuals who do not go to college. Is their
interpersonal development slov;er, faster, similar, or different in
other ways? l-Tnat is the effect, if any, that being in college as
opposed to not being in college has on an individual's interpersonal
development?
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The nuraber of important areas for further research
..ith the
interpersonal development dimensions is vast, and several of these
studies are now in the planning stages by the author.
The second implication concerns the nature of the therapeutic
process with college students. There is a great source of problem
and concern expressed by students in terms that might be called
"existential nothingness""others call it alienation or uncomadtted
(Keniston, 1965). Their concerns seem to revolve around an ambiguous
complex of uncertainty or confusion about "I" in the world, and in
the college community, and how they as individuals may remain
individual and unique and still function meaningfully and relevantly
in an interpersonal context. In this respect, the interpersonal
development dimensions can perhaps help the therapist to delineate
what might be "crisis points" in this turmoil. Because there appear
to be some empirically justifiable reasons for looking at the dimen-
sions as foci or fulcra around which interpersonal development centers
they are probably also important fulcra around which it flounders.
The therapeutic process, therefore, might be facilitated by employing
some of the dimensions as focal points in therapy.
The final major implication concerns the relatively recent
emphasis in colleges and universities upon the development of a
stronger sense of conmunity involvement and community life. This
emphasis is being manifested in ever increasing proportion in
residence hall programs, in plans for increased faculty-administration
student communication, cooperation and relatedness, and in the appli-
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cation of group processes and human relations training in these and
other areas. It is hypothesized that a stronger sense of community
is vital, and that to facilitate interpersonal rolatedness and
growth certain plans and methods must be introduced. But with a
lack of recent empirical investigation into just what the nature
of the interpersonal experience is for these individuals, and how it
develops and changes, we are in a rather inadequate position to
determine the optimal ways of developing this "community" along
lines that are relevant to this experience today.
Studies such as the present one can help both those in a posi-
tion to make these determinations, and the individuals potentially
influenced by them by offering concrete and relevant foci. If, for
example, it appears important to facilitate stronger peer attach-
ment and friendship, the present study offers empirically sub-
stantiated testimony that some important ways to approach might
be to provide more opportunities for collaboration, or for belonging-
ness. In other words the present study enables us to say with greater
certainty that, for example, collaboration is an importar': part of
interpersonal development among college peers and it gives us both
reason and method for incorporating such opportunities into our
"coamunity" plans, group organizations, and residence-hall programs. ^
This example is perhaps an obvious one, vjhile others are perhaps
less obvious. Regardless, in as rapidly changing a society— colleg-
iate and otherwise—as the one of which we are a part we m.ust be
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prepared to substantiate our notions and hypotheses about the „ay
people relate to each other, and „e must be prepared to shift and
reformulate our focus as changes occur. We can no longer rely on
cliches or dated theories because the college student and his
society are today.
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THE INTERTERSOX'AL EXPERIE'.iCE IN COLLEGE
It is with the full realizntion that time is far from the most ex-
pendable comr.'.odity for you right no^g that your cooperation in gather-
ing some general inform.ation about your attitudes is sincerely re-
quested.
Although scientific research, particularly of the survey type, may
appear to you to be a rather indirect vjay of effecting significant
and meaningful change in the educational system, it remains the basis
from v;hich direct progress emerges.
The college experience, positive or negative, is certainly far - v
more than the sum of four years of classes. My research is directed
toward developing ways in which colleges and universities can m.ake
this experience more realistic, m.ore relevant, and more human. I
sincerely and urgently ask for your help.
On the following pages are 68 items. I am asking you to evaluate
each of them, according to the following question;
HOW CLOSELY CX^: YOU PICTURl-: YOURSELF FEELING THIS WAY KOw', OR HOW
CLOSELY DOES THIS DESCRIBE OR RFIATE TO YOU NOW?
Please evaluate each item on the basis of how you feel a_t this
time , not as you felt last year, or at the beginning of this year,
and NOT as you would like to feel or think you should feel.
Evaluate each item by circling the number on the scale directly
below each item which m.ost nea::ly approxtm.ates your feelings now.
Make your evaluations such that "1" means "Can't picture myself feel-
ing this way at all; it doesn't describe or relate to m.e at all."
Similarly, a "7" would indicate "This completely describes or relates
to me; I clearly picture myself feeling this way." Use the other
numbers (2, 3, A, 5, and 6) for various degrees between these ex-
tremes.
I have also asked for some g3neral inform.ation which
will be used
for statistical comparisons only, but for these purposes
this infor-
mation is very important. I have asked for your name for
follow-up
purposes only, so that I m.ay get as m.any ""P^^^ed e'.-aluations
as
possible. AFTER YOUR FORM IS RECERTD I GIVE YOU CO>a>LETr.
ASSLR\^CE
?HAT YOUR N.\>;E WILL BE RK-IOVED AND REPLACED WITH A
NT^'.BER. However,
if for some reason you do not wish to give
your name, I would sLili
appreciate your completing the evaluation.
Also, if you would like to receive a sum.,ary of
the results there
is a place for you to give m.e your address
as of September, n70.
PLEASE RETURN- VAK _CO>'.PLETED EVALUATION WITHIN
FIVE (5} DAYS TO:
AHPendi-c A,
_(continue d)
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Thank you very T?.iich for your help, ant! for your tin-.c.
Randolph M. Lee
AssistanL College Counselor
Trinity College
Hartford, Connecticut 06106
GENERAL ICT0R:-L:\TI0N
NAME
:
to be replaced with a number.
COLLEGE OR UNTVERSITi': Clai
•
(For Eollov;-up purposes only;
(For Lh>e following, circle the correct response.)
SEX male, fer.iale.
RACE ; Black, white, Oriental, Tndiai;, oth3r (specify)
RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION: Prot., Catholic, Jewish, none, other
POLITICAL VIEVv'S : liberal, moderate, conservative.
ESTIM\TED OVERALL COLLFGE GR.ADE AVER.AGE ; A, B, C, D, F.
PLACE OF RESIDEN'CE DURING THIS YE.-\R : dormitor>-, f ra t
.
/sorority
,
home, apartnent, other (specify) .
NWIBER OF ROO>CL-\TES THIS YEAR: 0, 1, 2, 3, A or more.
A summary of the results of this study vjill be available in
September, 1970. If you would like to receive a copy, please fill
in your address as of 9/1970.
The 68 items to be evaluntcd appear on the following pages.
It should t'3ke no more th.an 10 or 15 miautes to cor.-.plete thein.
Again, a rating of 1 indicates little or no agreement between the
item and your feelings; a rating of 7 indicates high agreement. The
other possible ratings indicate respectively increasing agree:-ent
with your feel ings.
HOW CLOSELY CAM YOU PICILT.E YOURSELF FEELING THIS WAY :;0',J
, OR >!0- '
CLOSELY rX)ES THIS DESCRIBE OR RELATE TO YOU NO.;?
1. Fcelin- thnt my friends arc sincere and would stick by me.
1 ; ^2_.j 3 : A : 5
._:___6 : 7
2. Havins a teacher acknov.'ledse a task I consider well done.
; 2 • 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 ; 7
3. Feeling very close to my mother.
1 ; 2 : 3 : 4 : 5__.: 6 ; 7
4. Generally feelins that life is worthwhile.
1:2:3:4:5:6:7
5. Collaborating with a friend on a task or project of mutual
concern.
2: 3:4 : 5__i__6 :___7_
6. E:<perimenting v.'ith different kinds of roles.
1:2:3 : 4 :
_5_ j 6_ _i^ 7_
7. Eaving a very close friend of my sex.
1 ; 2_ : 3 : 4 ;__5 : 6 7_
8. Wanting to have children.
1 : 2 3_j 4_ :^_5
_j 6 : 7
9. Being considered a leader by the faculty aad administration,
1 L_-2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7
10. Making a relatively definite vocational choice.
1 : 2 ^:_3 : 4 : 5 : .6 ; 7
11. Trying to save face in a potentially er.barra f.ing situation with
my rooiiuvate.1:2 J_„3___i 4:5:6; 7__
12. Having an all-night rap with several good friends.
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HOW CLOSELY CA*.: YOu ?ICTUvr VCUr^CLF TZu.T.:G IIIIS WAY NCW. OR HG'vCLOSELY DOCS Tlil? D-SCRIi)': OR RELME TO YOU liO:-;:
13. Not being bou:-.i by requireiv.cnts or proscribed
.iuties.
14. Feeling enof.ionally coir'juitted to someone.
--L_.L_ 2:3:4:5:6:7
15. Continuins to pursue my education beyoaJ formal schooling.
-
1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 i 6 : 7
16. Fcoling th--^t iTiy father's suggestions are wor hy of consideration.
_.i L__ 2__!._ .3 ...1 5 ^_ 6 : 7
17. Mainta inirg soci^ally approved behavior.
J__.2_J„. 3 L _i L 5:6 : 7
18. Developing lay ovm values not based primarily on m.y parents'.
1 : 2:3:4 :5 :6: 7__
19. Feeling that I appear to my peers as I feel myself.
_1__: 2 L_3 : 4 : 5 ; 6 : 7_
2(... Feeding a sense of accornpl ishm.ent at. the end of a course.
_.l :^ 2:3: 4 : 5 : 6 : 7
21. Developing a perr.anent meaningful heterosexual re la tionnhip
.
1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7
22. Feeling that my friends would cone to me for advice.
1: 2:3: 4:5: 6 : 7__
23. Having a strong faith in an organized religion.
1^_: 2 : 3 ^,_4 : 5:6: 7
24. Hiving tinie to be alone.
1:2:3:4:5:6:7
Appendix A, (continued)
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HOW CLOSELY CAIT YOU PlCTLI'lE YCU?5ELF FEELING TrllS WAY NOV.', OR HO'.-J
CLOSELY DOES TlllS DESCRTEi: OR RETATE TO YOU NOW?
-
25. Dropping a (boy) before she (he) drops you.
1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 ; 6 :_J _
26. Having Gome better or more creative ideas about some things than
some teachers
.
1 ; 2 : 3 : 4 ; 5 ; 6 : 7_ _
27. Feeling that I'd pursue any heterosexual relationship I con-
sidered worthv.'hile , even if I were strongly criticized by my
parents.
1: 2; L_:_A__L- _5_ j C, __j. 7
28. Not feeling as though I'd have to go it alone on a ir^ijor prob-
lem or concern.
_J:__I,_..I_J 3 L_ -5 L_6 1 Z_
29. Having n.y ov'ra personal ideology or philosophy of life.
1 i_2 3_,_:. ._.4 : 5 : 6 ; 7
30. Experiencing meaningful, satisfying sexual relationships.
1 ; 2 L__3 _.i_A-_L_5 : 6 : 7
31. Being concerned about what the '..;orld will be like in 50 years.
1 : 2
__: 3 :4: 5: _6 L_Z—
32. Feeling that I can turn to my mother with problems and concerns.
1 •; 2 : 3 L—l—l—i—I—-i—^ ^-
33. Not wishing that I were someone else.
1 : 2^ : 3 : 4 : 5 ._i__6_,l._^
34. Being able to keep from crying around friends of
my o^-n sex.
1 : 2_ 3__J 4 : 5 : 6
35. Having a sense of anbiticn or purpose in my
academic work.
1 ;
_2 L-_3 '—J* ;__5_-L-6__J__Z_
36. Feeling that my father is "on my side."
1 : 2 : 3 : 4 i_^J ^ '..-J—
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HW CLOSELY CA:; you picture YOUKSELF FEELIXG this way now or 110-CLOSELY DOES IHIS DESCRIBE OR REjate TO YOU NCW?
37. Feeling a sense of v.-holencss about my life.
—1 ; 2 : 3 : A : 5:6:7
38. Fooling that I'd do something I wanted to, even if it were
against the "rules."1:2:3: 4:5: 6 : 7
39. Feeling that I appear to my father a s I feel myself.
1:2:3:
: 5 : 6:7
40. Having my mother acknowl edge a task I consider well done.
1:2:3: 4:5: 6 : 7
41. Being knov;n by name to most people in my class or dorm.
1:2:3: 4:5: 6 : 7
42. Feeling that my body is as masculine (feminine) as my friends'.
1:2:3: 4:5: 6 : 7
43. Having a close personal rela t ionship 'with a faculty member.
1:2:3: 4:5: 6:7
44. Not feeling guilty about
else knows it.
something I 've done, even if no one
1:2:3: 4:5: 6 : 7
45. Feeling that my parents
about myself.
trust my ov.ti independent decisions
1:2:3: 4:5: 6 : 7
46. Feeling very close to my father.
1:2:3: 4:5: 6 : 7
47. Being considered a leader by my friends.
1:2:3: 4:5: 6 : 7
48. Feeling that my no t he r '
s
suggest ions are v;orLhy of consideration
1:2:3: 4:5: 6 : 7
Appendix A, (continue d)
HOW CLOSELY CAN YOU pyCTURE YOURSELF FEELING THIS WAY NOW, OR Htt-.'
CLOSELY DOES THIS DESCRIBE OR R£L.\TE TO YOU :;CW?
49. Not feeling inferior to others of ray sex in the presence of the
opposite sex.1:2; ^3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7
50. Feeling th^.t I appear to my mother as I feel myself.
1 :2:3 :4:5:6:7
51. Feeling " a part" of friends who share my views.
1:2
: L_L__A : 5 : 6 : 7
52. Having my father acknowledge a task I consider v;ell done.
1: 2: 3:4: 5 :
__6 : _7
53. Having teachers consider me trustworthy.
1:2:3:4:5:6:7
54. Being considered a leader by my parents.
1 ; 2 : 3„ : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7
55. Feeling that I'd pursue any heterosexual relationship I con-
sidered worthwhile, even if I vjere strongly criticised by my
friends.
1: 2:3:4 : 5 : 6 : 7
56. Feeling that my mother is "on my side."
1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7
57. Making a teacher think that I didn't do the work instead of
that I don't have the ability.
1 ; 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 ; 6 : 7
58. Acting "like a male (female)" in the presence of females (males).
1 : 2 : 3 : . : 5 : 6 : 7
59. Feeling that I can turn to m.y father with problem.s and concsr.is.
1 : 2 _: 3:4 : 5_j 6 : . 7
60, Having mv friends acknowledge a task I consider well
done.
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= 2:3
.:_4__1_J_: 6 : 7
62. Making my infl^eacc felt by my friends-
thecn.
-having an influence on
—l-J—2_J 3:4:5:6
: 7
63.
1° intellectual discussion vith afaculty member
.athout feeling that he is condescending to
.y1:2:3:4:5:6
: 7
64. Having a long rap about life with a friend of the opposite se:c.
1 : : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 -1
65. Weighing a decision v.hich v.'ill affect a
very carefully before acting.
teacher's opinion of if.e
1:2:3:4:5:6
: 7
66. Feeling that I am attractive to members of the opposite sex.
„ 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7
67. Developing my owa ident i ty-- f ind ing out ^'ho I a:-!.
1 1„ 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7
68. being respected by my peers, even if it
adul ts
.
means aisrospect from
_..
1 •• 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7
Thank you very much. Any cor.LT.cnts you \;ish to make below •.,11
be very welcomed.
Note: Ihe actual booklet was printed on both sides of the sheet
and arranged in a folded, stapled booklet, 8?i" x 5V'. The pre-
ceeding pages are exact copies of these CIDS pages.
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...... ...
........ ..arv-: i.,,
....-oTlS^-^
aony Uci ccrq>..-1:iono A^^ I ,pni:Jon thc:re, you do not n.arJ Co g^v.^ your uar^ix you prefer not to, ualcs:. you'd like s^no you a Bucr^na^v ol'^ /^ir^-r
^Ifi a n...i>3r. I ..o^.M Bp^^odatc your glvxns ^o.t o?:h'. g^^.;:!
zn:.o.-^^?:ion t:ho:.sh, b^cE..nc 3 th. e£fsc>:.) of fcha.e thing:. o« th^ lnt3;;ornonal
pieKoc. rcoxmo AS -or cowa :^fja30vi you ere uux?:Lllir;g to b-lp. X'd a^^nvociat-
if yoird
-cwcuv:;;! fo?;ni to any"/ay,
aW« Sono tc a rolai:y.veIy lar£i: psrsoaal a: :>ei:5S50 in rcalHng thij qtsosv::?.onn3:?.r2i
Si-c! provid;.-\3 paid rcirurn snvGiop^s b;?ca^5Sci a £}:iuipT.G oi: h±^^i:ot etud'^u:-?; C^OO
to be o;-£nt) 10 quite ix^iport^iri;; io sg in th.- study. *X oJ.n^ie vr^iy Iioui;: yo5-"n bo
v?Lj.l:o:^g to cor;p:iot^3 the forrn a-nri r;;vi: 5.^ <:h3 u.f)il to 3.- oodny or toi^irro.?.,
Could^you take 5.0 Eiinutos .Jnd do it iioiv? If ycu'v-? li-;^^ v^-; nad
-ou out :.<:
aoido; yovi're rorro; lllc^jly to xoTget it„
•dvaiilcp vary Kuch. X resiXly spiiuvicl-it-? ^ cuv l^'^l-y,
3iac52;iiAy your;?.
SandoXpVi I^
Acsiotnrit Collcsft Counselor
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Dear Wisas '74 Student:
m?. n->:3t e:-u2ncl my ccugratulai:,.:
. in yov.v acceotnnco at fhe
Unlva-fiity of. HasGacbuoe^;:: in th- Class of 197A« liy sincere besi: wishes for
a sv.ccGsr;f-jl collega career.
I'd like to a ok for 10 mJ.T'-j.tc-s of your tlraa 'co help r,-s vjith a
raseavch proj-scS: undor tha £usploGG of the "sychology E9parcr-.2nt at the Uni-
versity in v±Lich X'm gathering d-itfi from a nurabar of collGgas ejvici univGr-
citieii. The project concerns the x^JtsrpGrsox;nl eKoarior^cs in collega, and
you.r participation as an inccmitiS nxiraber of the Claiis of °74 x^ill he e:ctr'-ma-
ly helpful.
Your college e::perie.:ice will ba a tirae of changs and grot?tli, rriDre
sigivlf ica-a£, probably, than any othar foar-year period of your entire life.
Tha learnir.^ that \-7ill take plac-s during thsse years will ertend far beyond
the facis and ideas; of the classroom. It is to-vard soma cf these aon-academic
experiences that this study is directed.
I'd appreciate it very Ku.c:h if yea x:oiild coinplate the enclosed
questionnaire £ind return it to iae xvithin the neijt day or two in the stamped
envelope vvhich is also enclosed. The itesic are applicable for pErsons in
college and for those, like ycursslf; about to oncer college, Ic-, you, iterns
relating to £3chool situations (e.g., faculty, courses, etc.) r^xer to your high
school or prep school e:=cp2rienceG. Gn the "General Inforfflatio.i" on the second
page J use "LMass ^74'* for ''College or University." "Kigh school Grade Average"
for ''College Grade Average" and ''0" for "Kumber of Roovrinates" if you'' re living
at ho!.ie.
I^'ce gone to a relativej.y large personal si'paase in ffiailivig the
qnsetionnairs3 and providing paid return envelopes because ^^cur rasponseG and
tho.-re of other members of your class are quite important. Alt'ncvgh you are cer-
tainly under no obligation to coa'ipletc. the questionnaire, I sincerely hope you'll
be willing to help by taking the fe-cv minutes and getting it in the niail to rae
today or toir,orrovi.
Let me emphasise x'hat 1 rnevi-, ^.oi; i :. (/.: the cover cf ''"2 que;?tionnaire. .
Your respcnses v;ill not be used or looked at individually, but .;.-ly in ccinbina"
tion with all students. If you do not t?ish to give your name, that is perfectly
QIC it v;ill be rsi..oved any- ray and replaced -.-jith a nuirber. Please ha honest Kith
your ansxvers don't respond the x>:ay you think you should, just the v:ay you really
feel. I hope you'll help by returning the cc-npleted forTi soon, and 1 vary Kuch
appreciate your participation. Hany thanks.
Sincerely,
Eandolph. il. Lee
Asoto Prcfeseor of Psychology
Bl^iL/mrj ^•"'^ Asst. College Councclor
Enclosures : Questionnai ;
:
?oj'tr.g2"pnid Return Eav''lc;:;e
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in th-i Class oZ l?"
'
-^Ci to you" Grvivnl in
X'd lilcc ICO p^k ro!: IC
rssoinrch pro ' -c': r--,- ,• ; - - . •..
Isfrriing l:hci(: v-jlll j;ahG pX^-cs ;5^v-j;-o'Vi
and j.cl-^ac of ths c^arsroon. i:
. arid 2rcv?Ch, y--')::ri
nai-e end r-tu-. It I. . - Z,.; ... ...^ . .. ^-closad question-
•
• '^ograohsc; onci aiiciosed,
'if?^; •' i . .. _ •• oquestiotTnai-or:; fnid in provir'iug y/e .
thoac of othnr !nnivil'-::r2 of yo-ir clcica ar:
tainly i-ndsr no 0!:>l:".2a?:^.o- to ao-cn'.otc^ -
be mlling to hcilp r-vii^^;' t;-- ""_]' ••
today or tcrnori^o-?.
Yovi^r re:?conGSf3 'c^ill nc^ h-2 unsd or
•yith all ai:uci^2n\:s. I;:; ro-t
-^o not •«\r;
it
-{c^ill be r;^n;oved siic! re-:)i;:ic;^-
.. £
Enswosrs don"?: r^Gpcu-:! tl^o
-rav vou thi-^ 7'
Thavikn very much. J. i<^oic
t-?£iy V cj-n be of help 3 plnafjs let ii;:; kvi
' 3 oecGvific "your •.•erosnsGG snd
.
'i-tni;. Ai;:r.o;-;^u: ycu are cnr-
i^:icn::;f i-S; T aincflrjily hope you- 11
" •titi^ it in the n;?iil to in-i
c:ov2r o? tI:-2 qusvtiouuairs.
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